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~dILITAl~Y ASSISTANCE TO CIVILIAN 
NARCOTICS LAW ENFORCEMENT 

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1982 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
GOVERNMENT INFORMATION 

AND INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS SUBCOMMITTEE 
OF THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS, 

Washington, D. C. 
The ~lubcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:05 p.m., in room 

2247, Hayburn House Office Building, Hon. Glenn English (chair
man of the subcommittee) presiding. 

Present: Representatives Glenn English and Thomas N. Kind
ness. 

Also present: Representative E. Clay Shaw, Jr. 
Staff present: William G. Lawrence, counsel; Theodore J. Mehl, 

professional staff member; Euphon Metzger, clerk; and John J. 
Parisi, minority professional staff, Committee on Government Op
erations. 

Mr. ENGLlSH. The hearing will come to order. 
Today we, begin the first in a series of hearings on military as

sistance to civilian law enforcement narcotics interdiction efforts, 
particularly in the hard-hit State o'~ Florida. 

Historically, the United States has not permitted the military to 
engage in the enforcement of civil statutes. The Posse Comitatus 
Act, which was enacted following the Civil War, specifically prohib
ited the Army, and later the Air Force when it separated from the 
Army, from acting in direct support of, or in the place of, any civil
ian law enforcement agency. While, the Navy was not directly cov
ered by the act, tradition dictated that it, too, be similarly prohibit
ed. 

.But there is no organization better at detecting hostile air and 
sea traffic approaching the United States than the military. It's the 
military's job, and they do it well. In the war on drugs, traffickers 
are the enemy of our society, and they penetrate our borders 
almost at will by land, sea, and air. To attempt to apprehend these 
violators after they have arrived is extremely difficult. 

For this reason, the restrictions of the Posse Comitatus Act were 
relaxed with regard to drug law enforcement in Public Law 97-86. 
While the military still "cannot directly confront and arrest suspect
ed violators, they can now provide direct assistance to Customs, 
DEA, and other enforcement agencies, in terms of intelligence 
sharing, loaning of a.ppropriate equipment, training, and operation
al support. 
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The relaxing of the restrictions of the Posse 9~I?itatus Act is a 
major step forward in the war on dr.ug traffic. CivIII~n law: eJ?-for~e
ment agencies are unable to do the Job adequately wIth eXIsting re
sources. In 1974, when I first entered the Congress, onl:y about 10 
percent of the illicit drugs being smuggled into tl?-e pnited. States 
were intercepted by the Government. Today, we still Intercept only 
about 10 percent of the drug traffic. . 

Yet it is apparent that we can do bel~ter. When specIal efforts. a~e 
made by the Customs Service or the prug Enforcen:;tent AdIl!In.Is
tration, a much larger percentage of Illegal drug shIp~ents .IS .In
tercepted. Unfortunately, this higher level of drug InterdlCtIOn 
cannot be sustained because of limited resources. 

The military has the ability to provide intelligence to existing 
law enforcement agencies which will make. the resources ~f. tho~e 
agencies more efficient. It must be emphasIzed that the mIlItary s 
primary mission takes priority over ~~is p~tent!al. support. Ho~e:v
er I believe that we Will find the mIlItary s miBSIOn and the CIVII
ia~ law enforcement's needs are often compatible:. 

Everyone is well aware of today's budget constraints. We have an 
obligation to make the most efficient use. o.f all of o.u~ resources. If 
there is a way to incorporate present mllItary traInIng and oper
ational requirements with the needs of our law enforcement agen
cies, we must take full advantage. 

It is not often that we are able to derive a double benefit from a 
single expenditure. At ~he same time that we !ll~intain a~d im
prove our military readIness, we can help to elImInate an Ille&"~l 
activity that is draining our economy. The advantages to the mIlI
tary, to the State of Florida, and to the health and well-being of 
the entire country are apparent. . .. .. 

I recognize that we must proceed cautIOusly In uSIng the mIlItary 
in civilian law enforcement. The concerns that led to the passage of 
the original Posse Comitatu~ Act a:r:e real an~ cannot be i~op:~d. 
However, the role of the mIlItary In drug enforcement activIties 
has been properly qualified in the new law, and I have no doubt 
that the military can carry out its new role without endangering 
civil liberties or changing the function of the military in our soci-
cl~ .' At the same time, we must also recognIze the need for speedy Im-
plementation of the new authority. The volume of illegal drug im
portation is enormous. EstiIl!ates are that as much as 26 po~nds of 
heroin, 289 pounds of cocaIne, and 90,000 pounds of marIhuana 
arrive in this country every day. The need for action is immediate. 

We will review today the possibility of using ongoing military 
training and operational activities, to assist Customs Service efforts 
in interdicting drug traffickers into Florida. 

Specifically, we wish to explore these possibilities: the use of 
present training and operational AWACS missions that fly in the 
Florida area; the redirection of training flights of the OV -1 aircraft 
with its unique surface detection capabilities; and use of NORAD 
radar facilities in the Florida area by the U.S. Customs Service for 
aircraft identification purposes. 

Our first witness today is Mr. James J. Juliana, Principal Deputy 
Assista.nt Secretary of Defense for Manpower Reserve Affairs and 
Logistics, Department of Defense. 
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Mr. Juliana, you may proceed with your statement. I certainly 
want to welcome you here today. 

Thank you. 

STATEMENT OF JAMES JULIANA, PRINCIPAL DEPUTY ASSISTANT 
SECRETARY OF DEFENSE, MANP& HER, RESERVE AFFAIRS, 
AND LOGISTICS, DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, ACCOMPANIED 
BY NAVY: COMDR. WILLIAM T. HOOD, CAPT. THOMAS K. WHIT
TAKER; ARMY: BRIG. GEN. JAMES S. MOORE, JR.; BRIG. GEN. E. 
D. PARKER; MAJ. JOE SHIPES; AIR FORCE: MAJ. GEN. JOHN PIO· 
TROWS-KI; A_ND OSD, ANDREW EFFRON 

Mr. JULIANA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I am here today to present the views of the Department of De

fense on the issues of military support to civilian narcotics enforce
ment agencies. 

The policy of the Defense Department is to support the efforts of 
civilian law enforcement agencies to the maximum possible extent, 
consistent with our own mission requirements and applicable law. 

We are a support agency. Primary responsibility, however, rests 
with the Department of Justice and the Department of the Treas
ury. We are grateful for the clarification of our legal authority to 
lend assistance contained in the fiscal year 1982 Defense Authori
zation Act and for the clear statement of congressional intent that 
resulted from the debate surrounding that measure. 

While our activities in support of civilian law enforcement efforts 
have been ongoing for many years, we can now proceed within a 
context of much clearer and somewhat expanded legal authority. 

In this regard, Vice President Bush, as Chairman of the Presi
dent's Task Force on the South Florida crime problem, announced 
last week that we plan to resume sophisticated surveillance oper
ations in support of narcotics enforcement efforts. Based on our ex
perience last fall with this type of support, we are confident there 
wil~ be a major impact on trafficking in illegal narcotics in that 
regIOn. 

The Defense Department's contribution, along with the 15 other 
action steps announced by the Vice President, mark only the begin-
ning of our efforts and signal the administration's determination to 
bring this overwhelming problem under control. 

Meanwhile, Mr. Chairman, we are already proceeding, as re
quired by the fiscal year 1982 Authorization Acty to develop the 
regulations that will facilitate and govern the implementation of 
our new authority. The development of such a regulation is a com
plex matter. We are confident, however, that the end product will 
be one that both the military departments and the relevant civilian 
law enforcement agencies will find beneficial. 

We began the process of dev- '0ping the required regulations im
mediately after that requirement became law. We are now on 
schedule, with internal Defense Department comments received as 
of last Friday, February 19, from more than 15 separate DOD c()m
ponents. We hope to have the finished regulation in a few weeks, 
hopefully, by mid-March. Then, as we implement the procedures 
within DOD, we will publish the regulation in the Federal Register 
and forward it to all interested civilian agencies for comment. 
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We see this regulation as a first step in an evolutionary process 
of relating the Defense Department and civilian drug enforcement 
agencies rather than as the last word on how those relationships 
should work. We will revise and improve on this initial regulation 
as our experience dictates. 

As I said, we are not hesitating to use the new authority availa
ble to us. When requested to do so by enforcement agencies, we im
mediately move out to respond. I cite two such recent actions: 

Operation Thunderbolt, conducted primarily by the U.S. Customs 
Service, attempted to intercept drugs being smuggled into the 
Southeastern States by air. Navy provided sophisticated air-to-air 
radar identification and tracking support which enabled Cu~toms 
to detect small low flying aircraft and relay the flight information 
to their agents for interception. The customs agents used high
speed helicopters, on loan from Army, to assist and in many cases 
complete the interception. 

Navy Electronics Systems Command and the Fleet Area Control 
and Surveillance Facility [FACSFAC] in Jacksonville, Fla., have 
been authorized by OSD to enter into an agreement with the U.S. 
Customs Service to provide Customs with a terminal at the naval 
facility. This gives Customs considerable ability to monitor vessel 
and air traffic in the area. 

In summary, the Department of Defense supports entirely both 
the letter and the spirit of the congressional action in the fiscal 
year 1982 Authorization Act enabling us to be of better assistance 
to civilian law enforcement agencies. This focus is entirely consist
ent with the Reagan administration's commitment to make maxi
mum feasible use of Defense Department resources in the Nation's 
contL~uing struggle with the problem of illegal narcotics. 

We are proceeding with the development of reg~lati(ms covering 
this area and, at the same time, responding as positively as possi
ble to requests from civilian agencies for action under our new 
legal authority even before the regulations are formally completed. 

I can assure the committee and the other agencies of the Govern
ment that have responsibility in this area of the Department of De
fense's maximum possible contribution to this all important effort. 

That completes my prepared statement, Mr. Chairman, and we 
are here to answer any specific questions that you might have. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you very much, Mr. Juliana. 
I think, without objection, we will do things a little bit different

ly than we have in the past and hear from our next witness and 
then proceed with questions. Some of the questions we will have to 
submit to both witnesses. 

The next witness is William Von Raab, Commissioner of Cus
toms, U.S. Customs Service. 

Welcome, Mr. Von Raab. Also, I might state before Mr. Von 
Raab begins his testimony he came bearing gifts today; namely, the 
announcement that the Customs Service has responded with an 
arrest in the interdiction of a heroin shipment that has a street 
value approaching $100 million, a lot of money. 

Could you tell us exactly how much heroin is $100 million on the 
street? 
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S'IiATEMENT OF WILLIAM VON RAAB, COMMISSIONER OF CUS
TOMS, U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE, ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT BAT
TARD, REGIONAL COMMISSIONER, SOVTHEASTERN REGION, 
MIAMI, AND ROBERT GRIMES, HEADQUARTERS DIRECTOR, 
PATROL 

Mr. VON RAAB. We interdicted 115% pounds of heroin around 
January 27. An individual was arrested this weekend and we are 
hopeful, as is DEA, who has taken over the investig~tion of this 
Il.1at~er, th~t we ar~ going to be able to crack what we regard as a 
SIgnIficant InternatIOnal drJ.g smuggling operation. 

So both the DEA and the Customs Service are very excited about 
th~s devel?p~ent. As you indicated, there was a press conference 
thIS mornmg In New York to announce this seizure. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Congratulations. 
Mr. VON RAAB. Thank you very much. Don't congratulate me' 

~0I?-gratulate our inspectors and import specialists who did a terrif~ 
IC Job. I am very pleased. . 

Mr. Chairman, Mr. Kindness, I want to thank you for the oppor
tunity to discuss military assistance in aid of our enforcement ef
forts in combating the illegal introduction of drugs into the United 
States. 

The Customs Service, as you know, is deeply committed to com
bating epidemic drug smuggling, but, particularly now in the 
Southeast. This is a major part of our effort to make law enforce
ment our No. 1 priority in keeping with this administration's 
guidelines. 

With the indulgence of the committee, I have brought along Mr. 
Robert Battard, our Regional Commissioner of the Miami area Ba
sically this area encompasses the Southeast about which w~ are 
talking. He will give you, if you so require' or desire some first
hand information about what is happening down there: I think you 
will find that interesting. 
. It i~ the. S.outheast border which requires our immediate atten

tIon sI~ce It IS ther~ that the major share of illegal drugs and other 
narcotIcs are enterIng the country, and extraordinarily large sums 
of drug-related currency enter and leave daily to finance this 
deadly international traffic. 

To illustrate ~or. you the enormity of our task, allow me to cite 
some of ~ur St~hS~ICS for fisc~l year 1981, a year of significant prog
ress, WhICh wIll Improve stIll further. Please bear in mind that 
these seizures result from the cooperative efforts of all the drug en-
forcement agencies, particularly DEA and the Coast Guard. . 
.Duri~g- 1981 we seized 189 aircraft. That is 69 percent of nation

WIde seIzures; 460 vessels, 83 percent of nationwide seizures' 2508 
pounds of cocain~, value~ at ~754 milli~n .. That is about 67 per~ent 
of the amount seIzed natIOnwIde; 3% mIlhon pounds of marihuana 
va.lued at. $2.6. billion. '1'hat is about 67 percent of the amount 
seIzed natIOnWIde. Other dangerous drugs, 32% million tablets 
valued at $130 million. That is about 84 percent of the amount~ 
seized nationwide. 
Miam~ Internatio~al Airpo~t continu~s to lead the Nation in ap

prehe~slO~s. of coc!lme COUrIers travehng on commercial flights. 
These IndIVIdual seIzures totaled more than 39 pounds in December 
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1981, alone. Large seizures of cocaine concealed in cargo have also 
been made at the Miami Airport. However, the bulk of cocaine 
coming into Florida is being smuggled in private aircraft. 

Recently, over 369 pounds were seized after Customs detected a 
suspect plane on radar, and followed it inland. In two other sepa
rate instances occu.rring on the same day, two aircraft were inter
cepted over central Florida, and some 650 pounds of cocaine were 
seized. 

Marihuana tr:o~ffic continues to be a major menace. Seizures from 
private aircraft in Miami totaled 66,332 pounds and more than 3 
million pounds were seized from vessels. A total of 69 vessels .. vere 
seized carrying marihuana from mother ships, or from cache sites 
in the Bahamas. Marihuana seizures in the Miami area rose 135 
percent over fiscal year 1980 figures. 

In addition, millions of quaaludes have been seized in the Miami 
customs region, primarily from smuggler aircraft. 

These seizures only scratch the surface, so to speak. The finan
cial resources and sophisticated aircraft used by organized smug
gling groups challenge our present ability to respond. We are, how
ever, attempting to meet this challenge in the following ways: 

By conducting intensive, short-term enforcement operations with 
other Federal agencies, in particular, the Coast Guard. 

By implementing our first air interdiction "module" in Miami. 
These modules embody all elements of Customs air strategy and 
tactics including radar detection, intercept aircraft, and tracking 
aircraft in self-contained units. The module concept has proved 
highly successful in Operation Thunderbolt which Mr. Juliana 
mentioned, and which I will describe in greater detail later. 

By adding 10 Customs inspectors and 8 special agents in Florida, 
and increasing our patrol personnel in the Miami and New Orleans 
areas by 31 percent, for a total of 104. 

Vice President Bush announced in Miami last week that a task 
force of 130 more Customs officers will be sent to Miami to 
strengthen the DEA, FBI, and Customs forces fighting drug crime 
there. He also announced the plans to establish a Financial Law 
Enforcement Center at the Treasury Depart.ment. This will be ex
tremely helpful in insuring the full utilization of the information 
that is now available under Operation Greenback. 

Currently, Customs' Office of Investigations is participating in 10 
multiagency financial task forces throughout the country. Among 
them is Operation Greenback, one of the most successful Federal 
drug-related initiatives to date. 

Since it~ inception; Op~ration Greenback has been extremely suc
cessful. FIfty-seven IndIVIduals have been arrested, $25 million in 
cash and property valued at $4 million have been seized and jeop
ardy tax assessments totaling $107 million have been levied. 

One of the most promising tools in the war against drug smug
gling is the use of military equipment. The new chapter 18, to title 
19, enacte? as part. ~f the D~fe:r;tse fiscal year 19?~ appropriations 
bIll) contained. prOVISIOns clarIfYIng the type of mIlItary equipment 
and other aSSIstance which may be furnished to civilian law en
forcement in aid of their efforts in combating drugs. As a result 
the military is clearly permitted to provide information, equip: 
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1nent and assistance to civilian law enforcement agencies in areas 
that include narcotics interdiction. . 

Operation Thunde.rbolt, a rec~~t join~ DOD-Cus~oms v~nture I~ 
southeast Florida USIng E2-C mI~Itary a~rcraft. equIpped WIth APS 
125 radar to detect low-flying aIrcraft IntruSlo~s,. showed us th~t 
the E2-C's capabilities far surpassed those of eXIsting Customs aIr
craft. 

Thunderbolt also proved that Defense and .cu~toms resources can 
be coordinated and combined to produce SIgnIficant enforcement 

results. . d It h l' t Use of Defense equipment, from hlgh-spee assau .e ICOP e.rs 
and communications capabilities to high-tech, radar-e.qulpped aIr
craft, will beef up Customs' ability to intercept smugghng attempts 
by both air and sea. . . d . '1' 

We heartily endorse the combined use of mlhtary an CIVI Ian re-
sources to stem the drug smuggling onslau%ht. . 

I hope I have conveyed to you the graYIty of the problem. In the 
Southeast. We are being overrun by a tidal w~ve of n~rcotIc~ ~nd 
dangerous drugs, and law enforcemen~ agenCIes are InterdICting 
only a small percentage of the total eS~Imate? traffic. Illegal dr';1gs 
are entering the mainstream of AmerIcan hfe t<;>d~y, threatenIng 
the health and safety of our youth, and undermInIng the founda
tions of our families. 

I will be happy to answer any questions you may have. 
[Mr. Von Raab's prepared statement follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM VON RAAB, COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMS, U.S. 
CUSTOMS SERVICE 

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I want to thank you .for the 
opportunity to discuss military assistance in aid of our enforcement efforts m c?m
bating tile illegal introduction of drugs into t~e Un~ted ~tates. Th€ Cus~oms SerVIce, 
as you know is deeply committed to combatmg epIdemIc drug smugglmg, but, .par
ticularly no~ in the Southeast. This is a major part .of our ~ffort t? ~ake .lav.: en
forcement our number one priority in keeping with thIS Admm~stratl<~n ~ gUIdelmes. 

It is the Southeast border that requires our imm~diate attent~on as It IS there that 
the major share of illegal drugs and other narcotics are entermg the .country, and 
extraordinarily large sums of drug-related currency enter and leave dally to finance 
this deadly international traffic. .. ~ 

To illustrate for you the enormity of our task, allow me ~o CIt«:; s?me of our .statI:=.
tics for fiscal year 1981-a year of significant progress, whIch wIll Imp~ove still fUfi 
ther. Please bear in mind that these s«:;izures result from the cooperative efforts 0 

all the drug enforcement agencies, particularly DE~ an~ the ~oast Guard. 
Number of aircraft seized-189 (69 percent of na~IOm~Ide s«:;Izures). 
Number of vessels seized-460 (83 percent of natIOnwIde seIzures). . 
Cocaine seized-2,508 lbs. valued at $754 million (67 percent of amount seIzed na-

tiO~:;~~~na seized-3,533,276 Ibs. valued at $2.6 billion (67 percent of amount 
seized nationwide). . . t f t 

Dangerous drugs-32,567,905 tablets, valued at $130 mIllIon (84 percen 0 amoun 
seized nationwide). .. h' f 

Miami International Airport continues to lead the Nat~on.I~ appre .ensIOns 0 co
d
-

caine couriers traveling on commercial flights. These ~ndividual seI~ures totale 
more than 39 pounds in December, 1981, alone. Large seIzures of cocame concea~ed 
in cargo have also been made at the Miami airport. However, the bulk of cocame 
coming into Florida is being smuggled in private aircraft. Recently, over 36.9 poundds 
were seized after Customs detected a suspect plane on radar, and followed It lI~lan . 
In two other separate instances occurring on the same d~y, two aIr~raft were mter-
ce ted over Central Florida, and some 650 pounds of cocame were seIze~. . 

Marijuana traffic continues to be a major menace. Seizures from prIvat~ aIrcraft 
in Miami totaled 66,332 pounds and more than 3 million pounds were seIzed from 
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vessels. A total of 69 vessels were seized carrying marijuana from mother ships, or 
from cache sites in the Bahamas. Marijuana seizures in the Miami area rose 135 
percent over fiscal year 1980 figures. .. .. . 

In addition, million of quaaludes have been seIzed J.n the MiamI Customs RegIOn, 
primarily from smuggler aircraft. . 

These seizures only scratch the surface, so to speak. The finanClal resources and 
sophisticated aircraft used by organized SII:lUggling grou.ps challenge. our present 
ability to respond. We are, however, attemptmg to meet thIS challenge m the follow-
ing ways: . . h F d 1 

By conducting intensive, short-term enforcement operatIons wIth ot er e era 
agencies, in particular, the Coast Guard. 

By implementing our first air interdiction "module" in Miami. These mod~les 
embodv all elements of Customs air strategy and tactics including radar detectIon, 
intercipt a':,rcraft, and tracking aircraft in self-contained u~i~s. Th~ modul~ concept 
has proved highly succes~ful in Operation Th~nderbolt ,,:hICH I.wIll desc!Ibe la~er. 

By adding 10 Customs Ulspectors and 8 specIal agents In FlOrIda, and mcreasmg 
our patrol personnel in the Miami and New Orleans areas by 31 percent, for a total 
of 104. 

Vice-President Bush announced in Miami last week that a task force of 130 more 
Customs Officers will be sent to Miami to strengthen the DEA, FBI a.nd Cus.toms 
forces there fighting drug crime. He also announced the plans ~o es~abhsh a Fman
cial Law Enforcement Cent('lr at the Treasury Department. ThIS wIll be extr~mely 
helpful in ensuring the fuli utilization of the information that is now avaIlable 
under Operation Greenback. 

Currentl~T Customs' Office of Investigations is participating in ten multi-agency 
fmancial t~~k force throughout the country. Among them is Operation Greenbac~, 
one of the most successful Federal drug-related iniatives to d,:lte. Developed early m 
1980 by the Treasury Department in cooperation with the Department of Justice, its 
Task Force in addition to Customs Special Agents, includes those of the Internal 
Revenue S~rvice and the Drug Enforcement Administration. They work under the 
aegis of the U.S. Attorney's Office in uncovering and seizing mul~i-milli<:~n-dollar il
licit cash flows associated with the major drug traffickers and theIr syndIcates from 
currency transaction reports filed by Florida banks. . . 

Since its inception, Operation Greenback has been extremely succ~ssful as 57 mdI
viduals have been arrested, $25 million and property valued at $4 mllhon have been 
seized and jeopardy tax a::.sessments totalling $1D7 million have been lev}ed. 

One of the most promising tools in the war against drug smuggling IS the use of 
military equipment. The new Chapter 18, to title 10, enacted as part of the Defe~s~ 
Fiscal Year 1982 Appropriations bill contained provisions clarifying the type of mIh
tary equipment and other assistance which may be furnished to civil.i~n la,,: enforce
ment in aid of their efforts in combatting drugs. As a result, the milItary IS clearly 
permitted to provide information, equipment, and assistance to civilian law enforce
ment agencies in areas that include narcotics interdiction. 

Operation Thur..derbolt, a recent joint DOD-Customs venture in Southeast F~or
ida, using E2-C military aircraft equipped with APS-125 radar to detect low-flymg 
aircraft-intrusions, showed us that the E2-C's capabilities far surpassed those of ex
isting Customs aircraft. 

Thunderbolt also proved that Defense and Customs resources can be coordinated 
and combined to produce significant enforcement results. 

Use of Defense equipment, from high-speed assault helicopters and communica
tions capabilities to high-tech radar-equipped aircraft, will beef up Customs' ability 
to intercept smuggling attempts, by both air and sea. 

We heartily endorse the combined use of military and civilian resources to stem 
the drug smuggling onslaught. 

I hope I have conveyed to you the gravity of the problem in the Southeast. We are 
being OV6rrun by a tidal wave of narcotics and dangerous drugs, and law enforce
ment agencies are interdicting only a small percentage of the total estimated traffic. 
Illegal drugs are entering the mainstream of American life today, threatening the 
health and safety of our youth, and undermining the foundations of our families. 

The President has made a commitment to fight crime, and has cited, "the incredi
ble impact of drug addiction on crime rates." . 

We, in Customs, and we in the Government have a unique opportunity to contrib-
ute to this fight. 

I thank you for your time and attention, 

Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you very much. 
Mr. Kindness? 
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Mr. KINDNESS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I would like to welcome Clay Shaw to our subcommittee today. 

We have a subject under consideration today which is of consider
able interest and concern to you, and I am glad you would be able 
to take the time to join us today. 

Mr. SHAW. Thank you, sir. 
Mr. KINDNESS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to echo the statement 

you ha~e ma~e earlier and I apo~ogi~e for having been a bit tardy 
myself I~ gettIng here for the begInnIng of today's hearing. 
. I a.m Interested and concerned, as we all are, to determine what 
IS gOIng to be done by way of implementation of the additional au
thority the Department of Defense has to interact with other law 
enforcement agencies in interdicting drug introduction into the 
United States. 

I think we have an obligation to utilize all of our resources to the 
very best advantage. In order to do that, we, I believe do need to 
ex~rcise over~ight in this subcommittee and the Gover~ment Oper
at~ons CommIttee ge:.:erally. to assure that military resources are 
beIng u~ed w~en possI~le to Intercept ~r.ug smuggling. 

In t~IS major commItI~ent of the II?-Ihtary services to provide in
formatIon and other aSSIstance we WIll also have to make sure ci
vili~n law enforcement agencies will be able to make use of this 
aSsistanc~. Assist~nc~ from the military will do no good if there is 
!lot a soh? organIzatIOn and the resources to receive it and utilize 
It, nor WIll It ?e very us~ful assistanc~ if the recipient agencies 
cannot pay for It where reImbursement IS required. 

I commend you, Mr. Chairman, for the initiation of these over
sight hearings, and again welcome Representative Shaw to our de
liberations today. 

I take it that the chairman would like to begin the questioning. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Before we begin the questioning, Mr. Shaw, do you 

have any comments you care to make? 
Mr. SHAW. No, sir; thank you. 
Mr. ENGLISH. I do want to welcome Mr. Shaw here. 
I think it's important to make very clear we are breaking new 

ground here and I think that all individuals concerned want to do 
sf! very.carefully .. We understand that there are going to be some 
dIfficultIes as we Implement this change. This is the Government 
Information and Individual Rights Subcommittee and we want to 
make certain that those rights are fur, protect~d, as I know the 
~epartme!,!.t of Defense does and the civnt:m law enforcement agen
CIes do. 

So while some of the questioning may seem a little slow at times 
we are laying some very important groundwork and I think it 
must ~e understood ~e ~re feeling our way. ' 

I mIght also say thIS IS the first of a series of hearings as we im
plement the changes. I know the DOD has not come up with rules 
and regulatio!ls implel!lenting this change yet, so once that comes 
forward ':Ve wIll be feehng our way a bit more. 

So agau~, I want to thank you, fv.1r. Juliana and Mr. Von Raab, 
for appearIng before us. 

Mr. JUliana, I certainly want to commend the military for Oper
ation Thunderbolt; it was I think an overall success. But the E2-C 
the Navy aircraft that was in1{olved, that .cost Customs, it's my un~ 
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derstanding, somewhere in the neighborhood of $800,000 fOl' 72 
days. Is that correct? 

Mr. JULIANA. They had hudgeted I believe, $816,000 and they 
came in a little under that. The exact cost is not final yet, but indi
cations are that it will be less than $800,000 for the total operation. 

Mr. ENGLISH. So it was in the neighborhood of $800,000. 
Mr. J UL!AN A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Obviously, that would have a big impact on the 

budget of any law enforcement agency, and could not long be sus
tained. As I understand it, that was one aircraft; is that not cor
rect? 

Mr. JULIANA. I believe that is correct; yes, sir. 
Mr. ENGLISH. One aircraft, $800,000 for 72 days. 
Mr. JULIANA. It did, however, Mr. Chairman, require that we 

locate the operation at a facility in the ,southern part of the coun
try from which it normally would not operate. That may have con
tributed a little bit to the increased costs. 

Also, in that operation there were adjustments made that did 
reduce the cost. 

Mr. ENGLISH. The second point, and I think you were beginning 
on it, is that the E2-C was not stationed in that particular area 
and this was not a part of its normal operation; is that correct? 

Mr. JULIANA. That is absolutely correct. I think it's fair to say 
that initially it increased the costs by having to relocate that oper
ation to the southern part of the United States. But, at the same 
time, as I indicated, during the learning period we adjusted the 
mission to be as economical as possible. 

Mr. ENGLISH. From a military standpoint, would it be fair to say 
that this particular operation did not contribute to the overall 
training? 

Mr. JULIANA. No; that is not fair. It did contribute to the overall 
training. 

Mr. ENGLISH. It did? 
Mr. JULIANA. Yes, sir; it did. I might add that it did have some 

slight impact on readiness which, of course, is our major responsibili
ty. We have to be very careful that we participate as best we can, 
where we can, without impacting on the readiness of our Armed 
Forces. 

Mr. ENGLISH. How wo,lld you impact the readiness with the 
E2-C? 

Mr. JULIANA. By changing the training mode of that particular 
squadron of aircraft, by relocation of individuals and by taking it 
off of other missions. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Training would amount to approximately one-third 
of a unit's readiness report; is that correct? 

Mr. JULIANA. I have Commander Hood and Captain Whittaker 
here who are both directly familiar with that operation, and 
I would like to defer to them. You will certainly get a more accu
rate answer. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Surely. Let me quickly point out what I am trying 
to get at. There obviously is an impact whenever you have to make 
a significant move of a unit, whether it's E2-C or anything else. It 
is a change in the normal positionmng of military aircraft in this 
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Defense and particularly the Air Force ~ome .ti~e ago~ I raised t~e 
possibility of the use of AWACS in theIr traInIng periods down .In 
the Florida area and that this might support the overall drug In
terdictive effort ~hen combined with the resources of Customs ~nd 
othel' civilian enforcement agencies. I made that request some time 

agt am pleased to see the Vice President responded in that direc
tion. I believe it was, in fact, a week ago today when he w~s down 
in Florida. I think it would be helpful if perhaps the ~Ir Force 
could explain to us in some unclassified t~rms the dete:ctIon capa
bilities of A WACS. As I said, we are speaking of unclassIfied .terms. 

Mr. JULIANA. We will be very happy to do t~at, Mr. ChaI~~an. 
Maj. Gen. John Piotrowski of the Air Force IS. here, and ~t s a 
highly technical area, as you know, and I am gOIng to ask hIm to 
respond to that. 

Mr. ENGLISH. I might say for the benefit of those who ar~ pres
ent I am pleased to say that the General also was commandIng. of
fic~r at Tinker Air Force Base whe~l AWACS was first getting 
started out there, and we are ver~ ple~ed to have someone who 
has spent at least a brief period of tune In Oklahoma. 

We will make you an honorary Oklahoman, and welcome to the 
hearing today, General. . . . . 

General PIOTROWSKI. I welcome thIS opportunIty, Mr. ChaIrman, 
and thank you for the honor you have just bestowed on me. 

To answer your question very ffimply, the AWACS has ~he capa
bility to detect low- and slow-flying aircraft like Cessna, PIper Cub, 
Bonanza, and Beechcraft. The speeds at which they fly would be 
detectable by AWACS. .. . 

Mr. ENGLISH. Of course, as well as very hIgh-speed, hIgh-flYIng 
aircraft. . 

General PIO'rROWSKI. That is correct, SIr. . 
Mr. ENGLISH. Very goO? Does the Air. Force con:duct ro~tIne 

training and operational flIghts of AWACS In the FlorIda area. . 
General PIOTROWSKI. Routine is probably not the best descrip

tion, Mr. Chairman. On the average there are two or. three 
AWACS flights per month in Florida. These are genera~ly In the 
area of Tampa and Jacksonville, Fla., bec~use of the location of the 
fighters that train with AWACS. 

Mr. ENGLISH. So what you are telling us i~ that th~ number of 
flights A WACS makes in the Florida area IS de:ter~Ine~ ~y the 
number Ii;)f fighter groups that are available to traIn WIth It; IS that 
correct? . . 

General PIOTROWSKI. That is correct, Mr. ChaIrman. 
Mr. ENGLISH. So that is the guiding factor in the number of 

flights. But you do have two or three flights a month that are down 
there? . I M Ch' General PIOTROWSKI. That is correct; ~nd If may,. r. aIr-
man, I might sugges~ that we ha~e an aIrborne radar In th~ Flor
ida Keys that is avaIlable approx~mately 90 percent of the time, 7 
days a week, 365 days a year. It flIes at ~2,000 feet and. can see low
flying aircraft and ~oats ~ut to ~pproxlmately 130 mIles, and 150 
miles for aircraft flYIng slIghtly hIgher. 
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Its range will cover low-flying aircraft and boats as far as Bimini 
froin its position at Cudjoe Key, Florida. That may be very useful 
to the U.S. Customs Service. 

Mr. ENGLISH. So we would have coverage of that area about 90 
percent of the time, did you say? 

General PIOTROWSKI. That is correct. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Very good. 
With regard to the A WACS, as I understand it, its identification 

capabilities are similar to those of an E2-C. Is that correct? 
General PIOTROWSKI. That is correct. The E2-C and AWACS are 

very similar in their detection and identification capabilities. 
A WACS has a little more range because of the altitude it flies at. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Right. From a technical standpoint, can the 
AWACS support the requirements of Customs? In other words, no
tifying Customs of any so-called profiles that they might observe at 
the same t1me it's conducting its training mission? 

General PIOTROWSKI. We have had a longstanding working rela
tionship with the U.S. Customs Service. In fact, there were two 
Customs agents stationed at the 552 A WACS wing at Tinker as 
early as 1978. 

That was very successful as far as the Air Force was concerned. 
When we had prior information like the flight profile and direction 
that the suspect aircraft was coming from, and communications 
links with the Customs Service, our crews were very capable of as
sisting the Customs Service. 

Mr. ENGLISH. The point I think important to make here, that 
may -confuse some with regard to changes in posse comitatus, was 
that the Air Force required a Customs official to be actually aboard 
the AWACS, actually looking at an individual screen and carrying 
out all of the reporting activities, if I understand the process cor
rectly, in order to stay within the law. Is that correct? 

General PIOTROWSKI. Mr. Chairman, you are exactly correct. 
Under the prior posse comitatus law, military personnel were pro
hibited from passing information to Customs, so a Customs agent 
would ask permission to sit at the console and use Air Force equip
ment. If this did not interfere with the mission, he was given per
mission. 

Mr. ENGLISH.· So what you are saying is that if the A WACS 
flights which are being made into the Florida area are given the 
proper profiles and what to look for, with the appropriate commu
nications linkage, there would be no problem in sending the mes
sage down and saying, "we have one coming in here that looks like 
it fits your profile." And could AWACS as well scramble an inter
ceptor plane from Customs and guide it to that particular aircraft? 

General PIOTROWSKI. I believe the authority for scramble would 
rest with the U.S. Customs Service. 

Mr. ENGLISH. If the Customs wanted to do that would AWACS 
have a capability of guiding the interceptor to the target? 

General PIOTROWSKI. Yes, sir. . 
Mr. ENGLISH. I would like to make a few points. First, DOD can 

require civilian law enforcement agencies to reimburse DOD when
ever special assignments are made along these lines, as was the 
case for Operation Thunderbolt. Obviously, the impact that that 
would have upon the various civilian law enforcement agencies 
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would be unacceptable. They could ~ot bea: that kind of a burden 
under those conditions for a long perIOd of time. . 

On the other hand, if the military support of the Customs neg~
tively affects combat readiness, it is also unaffordable from. the n:111-
itary standpoint. So what we ha~e to find here are ways In whICh 
the two requirements are compatIb.le. .. . . . 

The obvious first step is to examIne .the e~IstIng ~raInIng requIre
ments of the military to find areas In whICh theIr needs can .be 
met while simultaneously helping civilian enforcement, but wIth 
littl~ or no disruption to the trainin~. .. . 

The second point is that AWACS IS operating In tJ:1e FlOrld~ .area 
and now we have other facilities that may be avaIlable, mIlItary 
facilities that would be available in the Florida area as well. Those 
radars are capable of assisting Customs, and Customs D:eeds h~lp 
today. I think once we hear from Customs they are certaInly gOIng 
to underscore that particular fact.. . 

Absolutely no additional costs .w?uld ~e Incurred by the ~Ir 
Force to assist Customs when traInIng flIghts are ~lready takIng 
place whether it's with the radar you have up or wIth the normal 
AWACS flights that are taking place in the Florida area. They 
have worked together before. 

I would like to request that in general terms, in general terms, 
Mr. Secretary, you commit assistance to Customs via (\ W AC,S and 
with other types of equipment that might .seem ~pphcable In the 
areas of Florida. This request, of course, IS co~t~ngel}t ul?on. ~he 
impact which such support might have on the mIlItary s prIorIties. 

Mr. JULIANA. Mr. Chairman, we already have requests for th!ee 
separate types of operations from t~e Treasury Departme~t beIng 
staffed at this very moment. All the Issues that you have raIsed are 
part of that staffing. On one of the requ~st~ they have indicated to 
us the timeframe that they want the mISSIOn to start. Weare ap
proaching it from meeting that objective of the Treasury Depart-
ment. So, we are going forward. . 

I think we are reasonable men and women, and the two agencIes 
will work well in getting these requests responded to; hopefully, fa
vorably. But here again we have to consider all ?f th.e factors. you 
have raised and we will consider them. We are rIght In the mIddle 
of doing th~ee different operations involving all three of the serv
ices, by the way. 

Mr. ENGLISH. But in general terms, in the general terms we have 
outlined, would you have any problem committing AWACS and 
other military equipment to the fight on drugs? . 

Mr. JULIANA. There is a possibility that if it impacts on readmess 
to the point where we can't afford it, then we would have to take a 
very, very hard look at it. . 

Mr. ENGLISH. I just outlined and gave the exceptIOn: It does not 
have an impact on readiness, that this would be a part of the over
all training operation of the military. 

Mr. JULIANA. I am not prepared to make any commitment right 
now but I can tell you that it would be looked at in a very, very 
posihve way and all of those factors will be considered. 

Mr. ENGL:SH. Mr. Secretary, that is where we run into a lot of 
trouble real quick. 
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Mr. JULIANA. We have not run into the trouble yet, because we 
are considering all of these factors and we have not gotten to a 
decision making point. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Secretary, the point is the U.S. Congress made 
the decision for you last fall. The Congress said that they relaxed 
the law with regard to the posse comitatus so that the military 
could assist in this fight. 

Now, it's my understanding that given the outline that I have 
just made, and I have gone through and given some pretty broad 
exceptions, namely, as it affects overall combat readiness, the ob
jectives of national defense; that with those exceptions, the mili
tary will assist. From what I am getting from you, you are telling 
me you are not sure. 

Mr. JULIANA. Oh, no; I am not; no, I am not, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Either you commit or you don't. Are you going to 

commit to this or not? 
Mr. JULIANA. I cannot commit that we will put AWACS on this 

mission at this moment, Mr. Chairman. I just cannot do that. 
Mr. ENGLISH. I am asking if you have AWACS planes flying the 

areas over Florida during normal training missions, will they, if re
quested by Customs, assist in locating drug traffickers that meet 
the profiles Customs sets forth? 

Mr. JULIANA. I think I can positively answer that, yes. 
Mr. ENGLISH. OK. That is all I needed. 
Mr. JULIANA. However, we have to consider also the readiness 

factor. 
Mr. ENGLISH. That is the exception we have given you all the 

way through. 
Mr. JULIANA. OK. 
Mr. ENGLISH. OK; with that understood, you have no problem. 
Mr. JULIANA. Yes. I don't think from what you are saying today 

that we. would have any major problems in assisting in this pro
gram with those kinds of conditions, Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Kindness? 
Mr. KINDNESS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. There is implicit in 

what is being discussed here I think something that probably ought 
to be brought out and discussed more distinctly, and that is where 
it's possible and workable for training programs to be changed or 
reoriented somewhat, or perhaps geographic locations of certain 
equipment to be shifted, if it's consistent again with readiness and 
the capabilities of the Department of Defense to fulfill its mission, 
that in planning on a longer range basis those shifts might be 
made, if attention is given to that. 

The question is what sort of priority might be attached to that 
kind of forward planning by the Department of Defense? I am not 
suggesting that the Department of Defense ought to direct its plan
ning toward law enforcement in any inordinate degree, but rather 
do you foresee that there are possibilities of adjustments in loca
tion or programing of training that might work to the advantage or 
the mutual advantage of a law enforcement agency and the De
partment of Defense in this area? 

Mr. JULIANA. I think there may well be. In Thunderbolt, in fact, 
we did adjust the training mission as best we could to accommo
date what Customs was trying to do and also to reduce the costs. 
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We were successful there. I think that our primary objectives 
should include adjusting training to keep the costs down as well as 
keeping our readiness posture unaffected. . 

Mr. KINDNESS. I realize there are many reasons for the deploy
ment of equi;;ment at different places in the present system with 
each of the armed services. Is it conceivable that looking more dis
tantly into the future the interaction with law enforcement by the 
Department of Defense might have some effect on the planning, on 
where training would occur with regard to AWACS or some other 
comparable shift of location in the future? 

Mr. JULIANA. We act on requests from civilian law enforcement 
agencies. We are not anticipating where the problems are going to 
be. So I don't know that I can really respond any more than to say 
that as the requests come in from the law enforcement agencies we 
will respond. We have asked them to tell us what their total mis
sion is so that we can be more responsive. 

Mr. KINDNESS. I think that is a very responsible answer in the 
context of today's point of progress because if a drug smuggling 
problem comes under relative control in one area it's likely to crop 
up someplace else. And the Department of Di fense's long-range 
planning ought not to be premised upon where the law enforce
ment problem is at the present time. But, given that variable, do 
you see that there might be some advantage in some longer range 
planning being done between law enforcement agencies and the 
Department of Defense in contemplation of a continuing role of co
operation? 

Mr. JULIANA. I certainly would agree with that, Mr. Congress
man. Perhaps 1\1r. Von Raab can address it better than I. Maybe in 
the past we have not had enough cooperation and also not a posi
tive approach to this problem. It's been more negative and some
thing you sort of shove under the rug. We are now very positive. 

The Vice President went to Florida and was very positive in 
what he said was being done. He outlined 16 measures that the ad
ministration is taking at this time requiring substantial resources 
of men, equipment, money, et cetera. So it's a very, very positive 
attitude and I think this kind of an action on a national problem is 
required. 

Mr. KINDNESS. I can see, for example, that the current method of 
operating here with a request and a response to that request may 
not be the most efficient way to operate on a longer term basis. But 
a certain amount of cooperative planning might be very beneficial. 
But no mechanism exists for carrying that out at the present time, 
as I understand it. Is that correct? 

Mr. JULIANA. That ra correct. I might add, the General identified 
a resource that we had ~1'Dt, at least I had not, been aware of before 
down in the Keys area. 'We will explore that even without the re
quest. 

Mr. KINDNESS. Mr. Chairman, I don't really have another quas
tion, but I guess a statement, that I think it lies within our area of 
responsibility to kind of follow up on this area to see if the need 
becomes clearly enough identified as to just how we might estab
lish that ongoing c.ooperative forward planning approach for which 
currently the mechanism does not exist. 

Thank you. 
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Mr. ENGLISH. I think that is certainly right, Mr. Kindness. We 
would want to contribute in a positive way all that we can in estab
lishing that and making certain it does take place. 

Just for the record, perhaps this would be the time, Commission
er Von Raab, would you like to make a request for an A WACS in 
Florida right now? 

Mr. VON RAAB. First of all, let me mention, sitting at the table is 
Bob Grimes, our headquarters director of patrol, which includes 
both air and marine patrol, just in case he might be able to shed 
some light on this. 

I am a little concerned and I want to correct any misconception 
that may exist here that the coordination going on between De
fense and Customs is not good or that we have any problem with 
dealing with Defense. We don't. Coordinating has been great, and 
they have been very cooperative. It's just that we are now in a new 
mode because of the law you have passed, which is terrific. And so 
it does change the environment. I could not agree more, that we 
should sit down and make a real effort to plan into the future. 

At the same time, I should mention that Customs' priorities have 
changed. In the prior administration there was not as much inter
est in drug enforcement. We have changed that direction, and we 
have put tremendous resources into Florida. We continue to pour 
them in as indicated by Vice President Bush's proposed task force. 

So this is all pretty new, and the A WACS was a test. We think it 
was a very successful test. It has, however, cost us a lot of money. 
The total cost of Thunderbolt to us was about $1 % million, of 
which we anticipate we will reimburse about $800,000 to the De
fense Department. 

For our fiscal year 1982 budget, we have only $1 % million budg
eted for special operations-the price of one Thunderbolt. 

The money is a real problem to Customs, and we would not pre
tend that it isn't. 

So in terms of requesting an AWACS, the issue of whether we 
would like an AWACS or not, or an E2-C, does hinge to some 
degree on how much it will actually cost Customs. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Let's say free. 
Mr. VON RAAB. Let me just comment--
Mr. ENGLISH. Are you telling me you don't need an AWACS 

down there? 
Mr. VON RAAB. No; certainly it would be great if we had it for 

free. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Is it your request that at any time A WACS is in 

the area of Florida, that any information they could provide, based 
on a profile that you submit to the Department of Defense, that 
that information be provided to Customs officials so that you can 
intercept any drug traffickers coming in, as long as it's a normal 
training flight, and as long as it doesn't cost Customs anything? 

Mr. VON RAAB. We anticipate that is the normal result of this 
new law anyway, and so one of the things we are looking forward 
to is--
. Mr. ENGLISH. We just heard the Secretary say you have to make 

the request, and you have not made it yet, and I am sitting here 
giving you an opportunity to make it and, as I am sure I am hear
ing you, you are not making it. 
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Mr. VON RAAB. I am making it. 
Mr. ENGLISH. OK; you are making it. OK; we have that on the 

record. 
Mr. VON RAAB. I feel the various departments of the executive 

branch can get together on these things. This has really been my 
first opportunity to meet with Mr. Juliana, thanks to you, and I am 
sure as a result of this hearing, we are going to be seeing a lot of 
each other. 

Mr. ENGLISH. As I said at the beginning, I understand everybody 
is nervous and I can understand that. We are breaking new ground 
here. And I think any phrasing of language or qualifications that 
anyone puts into any of this should be understood in that nature, 
that we are breaking new ground, and I am certainly sensitive to 
it, as are the members of the committee. 

We don't want to get anybody in any trouble. We are hopeful 
this subcommittee can assist. I sincerely hope we can. But, at the 
same time, we have to start someplace. As I said, I am familiar 
with AWACS. It's stationed in Oklahoma City. In fact, the base is 
right next door to my new di~trict .. So I see them flying all of the 
time. So I thought, well, that IS a nICe place to start-seems lIke a 
good idea and they can provide a lot of assistance, and it's time we 
get it together. 

We have balloons out there that have radar on them and they 
can provide another benefit. That is fine. I would love to see DOD 
coming up with some additional proposals in some areas that per
haps Customs is not that familiar with, but we have to begin the 
process. I am hopeful that is what we are doing today. This is the 
beginning, and as we come up with the rules we are trying to pro
vide everybody with a great deal of flexibility. We are getting a 
general concept here. 

Mr. Shaw, I imagine you would like to ask a question since you 
are from the good State of Florida and we are doing an awful Jot of 
talking about your home State. 

Mr. SHAW. Mr. Chairman, you raised the question a minute ago 
with regard to the commitment of AWACS and I think perhaps at 
this point in time it would be a good idea to read into the record at 
this time point 11 regarding Vice President Bush's speech in 
Miami last Tuesday in which he said, "In order to increase our in
telligence and surveillance we will put back in operation a sophisti
cated AWACS-type aircraft." 

I read that certainly as a commitment. It does not mean that a 
surveillance plane will be in the air all of the time. . 

I would like to ask the Secretary a question regarding drugs. 
Do you see the easy availability of drugs a threat to the defense 

of this country? 
Mr. JULIANA. I certainly do, Mr. Shaw. There is no question 

about it, particularly in your part of the country. It's an intolerable 
situation. 

I might add that your point 11 that you mentioned in the Vice 
President's comments, that is precisely one of the three missions 
that we have under review. 

Mr. SHAW. Yes, sir . Well, we would certainly in Flordia encour
age you to expedite that review as we feel that we have a commit
ment on something that is so vital. I know in listening to the Vice 
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President's speech-and I was in Miami at the time-that I was 
jumping up and down in my chair. I felt like at least John Wayne 
was coming in with all of the Department of Defense behind him 
and all of the capabilities of the Federal Government, and at last 
we were going to get serious and solvp the problems of drugs. 

It's an extremely frustrating experience in Florida and some
times I lose patience with various parts of the Federal Govern
ment. Knowing that Defense does have the capability in itself to do 
so much to completely plug the gap, sometimes I lose patience in 
seeing some of the hedging and vacillation we get in attempting to 
get straightforward answers from the Defense Department. DOD 
must be a team with a total commitment to eradication of illegal 
drugs coming into this country. It's going to take the full force of 
the Federal Government. 

But to me it is an incredible situation that we have a Govern
ment which is supposed to be the finest and perhaps the strongest 
on the face of this Earth, and yet we are unable to focus our atten
tion in the way that I feel is going to be necessary if we are really 
serious about solving the problem. I think your statement with 
regard to recognizing this as a very real threat to the defense capa
bilities of this country should make it a No.1 priority of the U.S. 
military. 

Mr. JULIANA. It has very high priority. Secretary Weinberger sits 
on that task force--

Mr. SHAW. Yes, sir, I know that. 
Mr. JULIANA [continuing]. With the Vice President, and I am a 

member of the working group of that task force. So the commit
ment is there. We are going to approach this in a very positive 
way, I can assure you of that. I hope you will call us back to take 
me to task if I don't. 

Mr. SHAW. Thank you, sir. 
Mr. ENGLISH. I can assure you we will. 
Mr. JULIANA. I welcome it. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Let me also say I am certainly not doubting the 

Vice President's commitment. I just want to make sure DOD's com
mitment is the same and everybody understands what the Vice 
President's commitment is. We don't want any slipping and sliding 
or backsliding, as we sa.y in our part of the country, on down the 
road some place. We want to make sure everybody is on board. 

We have had the Navy and Air Force up a little hit to visit with 
us. Could we get the Army now to talk about the OV -1 Mohawk? 

Mr. JULIANA. We have Generals Moore and Parker both, Mr. 
Chairman. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Gentlemen, I want to welcome you to the hearing. 
The Army has an aircraft we think might be of some assistance 

in this area and it's the Army's OV-l Mohawk aircraft. It's quite 
an amazing piece of equipment. I am not sure, General Moore or 
General Parker, who is going to respond, but one of you tell us 
what the mission of the OV -1 is. 

General MOORE. I am General Moore, Director of Military Sup
port. Among other duties, I handle things such as the Cuban refu
gee crisis. I am familiar with the ,Posse Comitatus Act because we 
are a]so engaged with providing support to Federal, State, and 
local officials, and I am prepared to respond in that area. 
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General Parker is our Director of Army Aviation and he will be 
very pleased to respond with regard to the capabilities of the air
craft. 

General PARKER. Don Parker, Director of Army Aviation. It's a 
pleasure to be here, and I shall respond to your questions concern
ing the capabilities and limitations of the OV-1. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Could you tell us generally what the mission of the 
OV -1 is, recognizing, of course, that anything that is classified 
should not be discussed here. 

General PARKER. Yes, sir; I understand. 
The mission of the OV -1 aircraft is surveillance, target acquisi

tion, and reconnaissance. It supports primarily the division and the 
corps. 

I think more specifically, to refme that down to your area of in
terest, the aircraft has a side looking airborne radar and infrared 
capability. That gives us the capability of detecting moving objects, 
be it aircraft, ship, vehicle, or even an individual walking, provided 
they meet a certain speed gate within the range limitations of the 
system. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Would this type of detection and identification be 
commensurate with the normal training activities of a Mohawk 
unit? In other words, to give you an example, let's assume we have 
a ship out here that Customs thinks may be a mother ship; they 
have a bunch of little boats running out and picking up a load and 
bringing it back in, and we have trucks up in the Everglades some
place picking this stuff up. We need somebody to identify where 
the boats are going and who is picking it up, and showing Customs 
where to go. Would that be commensurate with the training activi
ties of an OV -1 Mohawk? 

General PARKER. Yes, Mr. Chairman; it would. Let me elaborate 
on that question just a little. 

We do have some OV -1 type units that are so positioned within 
the United States that they could, in fact, operate in the intelli
gence gathering role I described to you earlier in part~ of Florida 
without any readiness degradation. 

There are other parts in the southernmost part of Florida that 
would get into some training degradation if I put units all the way 
down there. That is based on their current basing, and the fact 
that predominantly we are talking National Guard units, individ
uals who have other functions. If we had to displace one of them 
as we had talked about with the earlier system, I could run into ~ 
problem there. 

But they do have the capability of covering parts of Florida, and 
of doing that in the process of their normal individual and collec
tive unit training without any deg-radation to the training mission. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Can these types of aircraft operate in all kinds of 
weather, at night, and whatever? 

General PARKER. They are classified as all-weather aircraft, and 
they can operate under what we refer to as instrument flight con
ditions; that is, with no visual reference to the ground. But depend
ing upon how heavy the cloud cover, the precipitation they are op
erating in, there is some minimal degradation in the degree of reso
lution you get in the side looking radar imagery or infrared. 
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Under certain heavy icing conditions, no, they could not operate 
and, of course, in a thunderstorm. But basically it's an all-w~a.ther 
type aircraft that could operate un.der adverse weather. cond~tlOns. 

Mr. ENGLISH. With regard to USIng the example I dId, let s say 
you had a Mohawk in the area, you were following a boat in, and 
you had a truck that the Mohawk may have spotted up in the Ev
erglades someplac~. How much time wo~ld it take :you to c~mmuni
cate that informatIon to Customs, and IS there a tIme lag In there 
with that type of conlmunication? 

General PARKER. Mr. Chairman, we could get an inflight read
out. The radar operator would have a scope right in front of him 
and the minute he observed a target that fit the profile of what we 
had been alerted to cue on, that could be radioed immediately, pro
vided we had the proper down-link stations within our range of op
eration. So there would not be any significant delay. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Can you communicate exactly where the target is 
identified to the ground people, exactly where that target is locat
ed? 

General PARKER. It depends on the distance from the side look
ing airborne radar platform at the time the target is detected, and, 
of course, we have a considerable range. As the target gets closer 
into the radar track and to the flight path of the aircraft, the 
degree of resolution of the radar can be improved and we can give 
fairly accurate locations. If the target happened to be a great dis
tance away from the airframe at the time we detect it, the ability 
to pinpoint the accuracy of it would not be as sharp. 

Mr. ENGLISH. But you could move in closer to the target and 
identify its precise location at that point? 

General PARKER. We do have the capability of changing the reso
lution pattern and moving the flight track, if necessary. 

I should point out one thing to you, Mr. Chairman. I did tell you 
that the side looking airborne radar would pick up airborne tar
gets, ground targets, and tar&ets at sea. It's designed primari!y as a 
ground-based radar. It will pICk up targets at sea, but not WIth the 
degree of resolution you would find with say the A WACS, for ex-
ample. . . 

If it's on a choppy sea, 3- to 5-foot waves, then, of course, It WIll 
pick up the target quite readily. If it's on a calm sea, we might 
have difficulty picking it up and cannot assure you we would 
always pick up that traffic. But then again, if it starts moving, the 
degree of speed and the distance from the airframe we detect him 
would determine the capability of picking up. 

Mr. ENGLISH. If he is moving toward the shore, for instance, you 
are probably going to pick him up pretty easily, is that right? 

General PARKER. Most of the time we would; yes. 
Mr. ENGLISH. I understand you also brought us some photo

graphs to give us some idea of the type of pictures you are talking 
about for this type aircraft. 

General PARKER. Yes, sir. We do have copies of that imagery and 
I will ask Major Shipes to take the book up. We have her-e samples 
of the side looking airborne radar imagery, the infrared imagery 
and photographic capability, and at each of the pages there you 
will find a brief description of what you are looking at in the way 
of imagery. 
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Mr. ENGLISH. It would seem to me, tell me if I am wrong, Gener
al, but it would seem to me that this would provide a great deal of 
realism to your training, more than what you have had in the past. 

Would it be fair to say that this type of activity might, assuming 
that it's within the area where these aircraft are stationed, in fact, 
be a plus to the training? 

General PARKER. Yes, Mr. Chairman. Under conditions where we 
did not have to use what I will refer to as dead head blade time, a 
lot of time from their current location to the mission area. A cer
tain amount of training occurs even there, up to a point, but then 
the training drops off dramatically for a long dead head blade time 
to the mission area. 

But I can tell you there are some mission areas I believe Cus
toms would be interested in wherein we could satisfy some require
ments for them without degradation. I think we will have en
hanced the esprit, the pride and morale of that unit in that they 
are working on something they know is productive other than just 
training for the sake of training. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Kindness? 
Mr. KINDNESS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I don't believe I have any further questions to add on this subject 

except one with regard to the deployment of these aircraft, 
Mohawk aircraft, and units that would be engaged in the use of 
such aircraft for training purposes or routine missions. 

Is there anything in the forward planning of the Department of 
the Army that might be affected by way of deployment of such air
craft and units if there was kind of a cooperative interaction with 
the law enforcement agencies concerned here? 

W mild it appear on a very general basis, at least, that there 
might be some changes in deployment in the interest of such coop
eration that aI e possible or even in prospect, if you happen to 
know? 

General MOORE. I appreciate the question. Keep in mind that as 
of a week ago there was no requirement to do that forward plan
ning. So we really have not had a chance to take a look at it. Cer
tainly, that is something to be considered as you were questioning 
the Secretary before. 

In the case of these units, two of. them are National Guard units, 
and they are based in Georgia. To displace those units causes some 
turmoil. You have to find a place where you can recruit those types 
of people, get pilots and so forth. We do have Reserve aviation 
units in Florida, but they are configured with different types of air
craft, for specific missions, and they are being utilized today. 

We only have one active Army unit in the south Georgia area, 
Savannah region, and that is associated with our rapid deployment 
force type units, and we could take a look at that. But the unit 
they support is also located in that same area, so it becomes a 
snowballing effect to try to move one. We will certainly be glad to 
take a look at those considerations in our longer range planning, 
however. 

Mr. KINDNESS. Thank you, Mr. Chah'l!.tan. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you very much. 
Before we get too far off, Commissioner, I will be right to you. Do 

you have a comment you want to make? 
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Mr. VON RAAB. Yes. I wanted to cle9.r up to some degree the 
question of whether we would like an AWACS or not. 

Mr. ENGLISH. I think it's a good time to do that. 
Mr. VON RAAB. We have had two experiences with prior 

AWACS. We did go through a period .in which we had Customs. offi
cers at Tinker, and we were able at times to benefit from certaIn of 
the training programs upon which the AWACS was embarked. 

I think it's fair to say that those efforts were not particularly 
successful for Customs purposes because the training component of 
the effort was such that the application of AWACS to Customs' 
needs was limited to a few hours in a day, or something like that. 

I will not say that it was not a help. It certainly was. 
Mr. ENGLISH. But is it not also true, Commissioner, that Customs 

had no say as to where that aircraft was going to go? 
Mr. VON RAAB. Well, that is what I am saying. I am saying the 

training component was greater. . 
Mr. ENGLISH. So the coverage you needed was not necessarIly 

where AWACS was flying, and not necessarily the hours o~ the day 
that you had Customs people on board. You were not meshIng. 

Mr. VON RAAB. That is correct. 
Mr. ENGLISH. So this underscores the whole point, you have to 

mesh this together. 
Mr. VON RAAB. As I was saying, in that mode AWACS is helpfl;ll, 

but not significant. I am :not quite sure whether. we even had ~a ,~eIz
ure as a result of that. We did not have a seIzure as a result of 
fu~ . 

Mr. ENGLISH. Of course, what we are talking about here IS that 
the AWACS would be used in those areas where you have a lot of 
drugs coming in;' namely, in this particular case right now, Florida. 

Mr. VON RAAB. That is right . 
Mr. ENGLISH. Would you perceive that that might be helpful? 
Mr. VON RAAB. Certainly. To ~o back to Mr. S~aw's com~e~t; 

section 11 of Vice President Bush s speech, we feel IS the definItive 
word on what is going to happen with the E~-C. No~ we ar~ just 
waiting to see. But I have great confidence In the VICe !?resident 
and that he will make that happen as a result. So our deSIre for a.n 
A'W ACS in the mode in which it operated in a Thunderbolt IS 
great. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Just for the record, the suggestion for an AWACS, 
as· far as being made public, was made in Oklahom.a the Sunday 
before the Vice President's statement, and we are dehghted to have 
the Vice President on board; sure are. We are happy to have his 
support. 

Mr. VON RAAB. I might also mention the results of Thunderbolt 
through the middle of December . We seized 45 aircraft! turned 37 
aliens over to INS, arrested 28 pilots and 34 others, seIzed 8 vehI
cles seized 50 pounds of hash oil and 26,000 pounds of marihuana, 
1,10'0 pounds of cocaine, and over $10,000 i~ currency. Th~se results 
are impressive for purposes of that operation. That was In a learn
ing mode as well. 

So we would hope that if something like that were repeated it 
would be better. . 

In addition, I would like to mention that we have been haVIng 
conversations about the balloon, the radar.-
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Mr. ENGLISH. Do you think that is going to help? 
Mr. VON RAAB. Everything helps. You know, we are really fight

ing a war down there, and so every bit of assistance will help. Yes; 
we think right now that it would help. But we are studying it. 

Mr. ENGLISH. What is the communication time from that balloon 
to one of your units? Is there a problem in that? . 

Would there be a lagtime or problem with passing that informa
tion from the Skyhook to Customs? 

General PIOTROWSKI, Mr. Chairman, all it would require is a tele
phone and as soon as the information, a track was sited, it could be 
passed to the Customs Service in Miami, or if they chose they could 
put a customs agent right at the down-tail site. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Would Skyhook also be able to direct Customs air
craft? 

General PIOTROWSKI. The operator sitting at the console could 
vector the customs aircraft to the tracJ~ yes, sir. 

Mr. VON RAAB. I wanted to clarify that one point. 
Thank you. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Von Raab, can you tell us whether or not the 

OV -1 sounds .like it would be a piece of hardware you all could 
use? 

Mr. VON RAAB. Bob, do you want to comment? 
Mr. GRIMES. Yes; it would be very helpful, especially in identify

ing off-load-site vehicles. The pictures capability you have in front 
of you would be a vital piece of intelligence for our day-to-day oper
ations, especially right along the coast. 

Mr . .ENGLIsH. Let me say also that the pictures which we saw are 
not being'made a part of the record because they are classified. 

Along that line, let us use "Illy example again. You have a ship 
out there that you have identified as possibly being a mother ship 
and you have a bunch of boats running out there. An OV -1 picks it 
up and they are following it in, and they see some trucks down 
here that they suspect are going to pick up the load from one or 
more boats, and they give you a call. 

Do you have the resources throughout Florida then to be able to 
respond to that kind of information? In other words, can you get 
some folks there and actually make the arrest? 

Mr. VON RAAB. We can give you some idea of resource. 
Mr. BATTARD. We can certainly respond to it. That is the normal 

mode in which we operate. We have just put about 80 additional 
patrol officers in the Miami area, primarily dedicated to marine in
terdiction. So in answer to your question, we could respond with 
that type information. 

Mr. ENGLISH. I believe the Secretary made mention of the fact 
that you all borrowed some equipment from the Department of De
fense. To date you borrowed helicopters and that sort of thing. In 
fact, it's my understanding you had one Cobra; is that correct? 

Mr. BATTARD. We have a Cobra and it has been a tremendous aid 
to us. In fact, I got a briefing just before leaving, and in every case 
where we use a Cobra, the pilot was arrested. He did not get away. 
Prior to that time we were running between 60 and 70 percent on 
pilot arrests, that is, they would land, abandon the aircraft, and we 
would not be able to get there in time to effect the arrest. 

With the use of the Cobra, it was 100 percent effective. 
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Mr. ENGLISH. Let's say that today you have an AWACS flying 
down in south Florida on a training mission, and you have that 
kind of coverage. Is there concern on your part whether you would 
have the resources to respond to all of the hits that you get off of 
A WACS? Is there that much traffic? 

Mr. BATTARD. Right now weare geared up to a full force during 
those periods that are most active, and they do change somewhat . 
If AWACS were flying during a period where we were not fully 
geared up, there would be instances where we could not respond. 

We have some of those instances now with referrals we get from 
NORAD. So we really have to coordinate when they are going to be 
in the area and when we are geared up to respond to all of their 
targets. We do k.eep a skeleton force in between, but normally it 
takes a lot fuore than just one aircraft to make an interception and 
to stay with it all the way. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Would you foresee with an AWACS, and with the 
type of vectoring that an A WACS could provide for an intercept, 
that that would reduce the number of aircraft that would be neces
sary to make an intercept? 

Mr. BATTARD. It would replace one of the aircraft that we use. 
We use p. Citation now which has a limited capability. But it still 
r~quires additional aircraft, because often a plane will land on a 
strip on which the plane we are chasing may not be able to land. 
That is where the Cobra was of tremendous assistance. 

It could stay up with the small aircraft and it could land any
where. We don't always have the right combination on every inter
diction. 

Mr. ENGLISH. That particular Cobra aircraft is not flown by mili
tary personnel, but Customs personnel? 

Mr. BATTARD. Customs personnel, trained by the military. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Do you anticipate requesting additional Cobra air

craft in the future? 
Mr. BATTARD. I plan to recommend that to the Commissioner. 
Mr. JULIANA. It's already under review, Mr. Chairman. That is 

the second of the three. The request has already been made. 
Mr. VON RAAB. I have been in the Cobra aircraft myself. It's a 

great aircraft. We should mention, however, it's not an armed 
Cobra. 

Mr. ENGLISH. I have been in an armed one, and they are some
thing else too~ I guarantee you. They are very fast for helicopters; 
they are indeed. 

Mr. Kindness? 
Mr. KINDNESS. No questions, thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Shaw? 
Mr. SHAW. No questions. 
Mr. ENGLISH. I would like to go ahead and complete some ques

tions, Commissioner, with regard to Customs. What is the present 
surface detection capability, particularly in some of the remote 
areas in south Florida as far as Customs is concerned. 

Mr. VON RAAB. Bob, why don't you answer. I am happy to 
answer but he is right there on the spot. 

Mr. BATTARD. Right now we are limited. It's my \lnderstanding 
. this was primarily air-to-surface capability and we are limited in 
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that we only have two aircraft with this capability and they are 
both assigned to the Florida area now. 

But we use it, basically, when there is some specific information, 
or when a large number of aircraft are coming in during a short 
period of time. 

Mr. ENGLISH. In these areas, not just southern Florida, but in the 
whole Florida area, particularly the western pq,rt where you have a 
lot of activity, would you expect then with the use of the OV -1 that 
was mentioned here, that that would fill in a lot of gaps for you as 
far as what you are now facing? 

Mr. BATTARD. I am really not familiar with the capability of the 
OV-1 other than what we have heard here this morning. But it 
would appear to me the aircraft ~o equipped could be of assistance 
to us. We are making many interdictions into Florida now. 

Where most of them used to be made right at the southern point, 
they are now going all over central Florida, northern Florida, and 
up to the Carolinas and Georgia. 

Mr. ENGLISH. So, really, the OV-1's area in which it would be 
stationed, which would be central and northern Florida, if I am 
correct, is of interest to you. 

Mr. BATTARD. Customs has an air-support branch in Ja',:sonville 
also. I think they would work with the Army in that particular 
area. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Do you have sufficient resources in Florida at this 
time to respond to most of the interdiction responsibilities? 

Mr. BATTARD. I think we do in the area of marine interdiction 
because the Customs Service did move a large number of people 
into southern Florida and throughout the southeast region. We 
could still use some resources in our air program and I think the 
Service had experienced some problems in trying to reallocate its 
air resources. So, consequently, we are very needy in that area. 

Mr. ENGLISH. From a surface standpoint, and this is where I 
think the OV-l would be used primarily, as opposed to air, do you 
hav'e the capabilities to move into some remote spot in the Ever
glades? 

Mr. BATTARD. Yes. We have helicopters that have that capability. 
I have to say that we have worked very closely with State and local 
officials in Florida, because they are equally concerned with the 
problem. Normally an interdiction of that type would involve sev
eral State and local agencies along with Customs. 

Mr. ENGLISH. That is the other question. I was wondering, wheth
er the Customs Service and DEA, and other Federal agencies, as 
well as local agencies, pool their resources in certain times? 

Mr. BATTARD. I would say the majority of the large marine cases, 
the large marihuana cases involve officers from several agencies, 
both at the Federal and State level. We are just outnumbered down 
there by the number of people attempting to smuggle, and it does 
take combined resources in almost all of the large cases. 

Mr. VON RAAB. May I add to that that the Tiburon II operation, 
which admittedly was off the coast, was, we felt, a very good exam
ple of cooperation among DEA and the Coast Guard and Customs. 
Obviously, the task force that Vice President Bush has suggested is 
right in line with what you are talking about. We hope this will be 
a perfect example of cooperation among DEA and State and local 
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authorities. So that is one past example of a good effort at cooper
ating, and the' Vice President's task force, we expect, will be a 
second and even better example. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Secretary, just for the record, would you care 
to give us the same commitment on the OV -1 that you did with 
regard to the AWACS? 

Mr. JULIANA. Yes, sir. 
Mr. ENGLISH. No problem there? 
Mr, JULIANA. No problem. I might just interject here, that I 

think you all have a copy of the Vice President's press release and 
you may want to make that part of the record because it does out
line 16 specific things that they are doing already down there. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Very good. 
[Information printed in appendix.] . . 
Mr. ENGLISH. It seems to me that again, Commissioner, your ex

perience during Thunderbolt has provided a cooperation between 
both Customs and the Department of Defense which would allow 
you to respond to increased detection capabilities being provided by 
the Service in a relatively short planning time. 

Would you agree with that characterization, Commissioner? 
Mr. VON RAAB. Yes. We have found that a very useful exercise. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Who is coordinating the law enforcement agency 

efforts toward stemming the drug trafficking in the United States 
today? Is there someone? 

Mr. VON RAAB. Who is coordinating? 
Mr. ENGLISH. Is there a coordinator? 
Mr. VON RAAB. I guess, to be a little more specific, there are 

many agencies involved. Each of us has a slightly differe~t r~spon
sibility. The ultimate coordinator in any particular operatIOn IS the 
U.S. attorney. 

Now, if you are talking at a higher level, I meet with Bud 
Mullen regularly and speak to him about any cooperative efforts 
we may have there. There are White House groups that get togeth
er with drug enforcement principals. We attempt to coordinate at 
that level. 

I am not sure what it is you are looking for. 
Mr. JULIANA. Maybe I can help out as a member of the working 

group of the task force. As part of the 16 initiatives already under
way, a new U.S. attorney, Stanley Marcus, hopefully will be con
firmed and is already working in Florida. He has been a member of 
the Department of Justice strike force in Detroit, Mich., and he is 
being transferred down to Miami to take over that assignment. 
. In addition, there will be 18 brandnew assistant U.S. attorneys, 
some experienced from the field, transferred to the Miami area, 
and I think that there will be a coordinator named to coordinate 
the activities of all of the Government agencies involved in the 
drug operation down there. 

That individual, to my knowledge, has not been named yet. 
Mr. ENGLISH. That is what I am wondering about, Mr. Secretary. 

You have an awful lot of agencies getting involved to one degree or 
another, and I was wondering whether anybody is coordinating 
anything. The thing you get down to, of course, is Customs h:as 
their responsibilities, DEA has theirs, and now we have the FBI In, 
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and I guess you even have Internal Revenue Service doing a little 
bit too. 

Mr. VON RAAB. I believe primarily the coordination at this stage 
is out of the Vice President's office, and I believe Admiral :Murphy 
has played a significant role in those activities. 

:Mr. ENGLISH. I am wondering if you have enough folks getting 
together to handle all of the information that is going to be pro
vided by AWACS or OV -lor whatever it is you have. I am just 
wondering who you go to see if you are short of folks and say, look, 
we need some help and we need to coordinate our activities. 

Are they going to coordinate only on the Federal level or with 
local law enforcement as well? 

Mr. VON RAAB. The coordinator Mr. Juliana spoke to will be re
sponsible for coordinating not only Federal agencies but State and 
local efforts as well. 

Mr. JULIANA. That coordinator will be named by the Presidential 
task force, Mr. Chairman, if he has not already been selected. 

Mr. ENGLISH. I hope he is a very diplomatic person, because in 
the past we have had a terrible time in the relationships between 
the Federal officials and State and local officials. We have run into 
that time and time again. In fact, we have had a terrible time in 
coordinating between the various Federal agencies. 

We have had some real horror stories in the past about the rela
tionship between these agencies. I think it's an important key, if 
we are really going to get a handle on this drug situation, that you 
at times pool resources and join together rather than bickering and 
fighting as has happened in the past. There has been a lot of that 
taking place. 

Mr. VON RAAB. I think we should keep our eye on the Vice Presi
dent's task force. I think that will show whether we will be able to 
do that. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Better check with the Vice President to make sure 
he is willing to take on that responsibility. He may not want that, I 
don't know, given some of the difficulties we have had in the past. 

One other thing, Comlnissioner. Do you have any reason to 
expect that drug traffickers monitor your operation on radio fre
quencies? 

Mr. VON RAAB. Yes; we do have a problem with that, and we are 
trying to address it by obtaining some secure radio equipment. But 
I think Mr. Battard can probably give you a firsthand answer to 
that. 

Mr. BATTARD. We do lack secure air-to-air, air-to-ground commu
nications. It became apparent during the recently completed Oper
ation Thunderbolt. This would certainly be an area in which we 
will be meeting with the Department of Defense and asking for 
possible help in terms of better communications equipment and 
more secure communication. But our experience to date has not 
been too good with the equipment we have available. 

Mr. ENGLISH. The Department of Defense does have, of course, 
the secure radio equipment. Is this No.3, Mr. Secretary? 

Mr. JULIANA. I think we are up to No.7. 
Mr. ENGLISH. I see. So, I would assume then, if the request has 

not been made, it will be made for assistance with regard to secur-
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~ng the radio tr~ns!11ission of Customs and other Federal law en-
orcement agencIes In the drug area is that correct? 

t 
Mr. BATTARD. Yes, sir. We would hope they could' be of assistance 

o us. 
l\1r. JULIA~A. 'Ye have talked about the whole area of communi

catdIons a~d IntellIgence, Mr. Chairman, and it's one of those areas 
un er reVIew, yes. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Kindness? 
Mr. KIN!'NESS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I don't have any fur

t~er ques~IOns, but. I think this has been a very useful hearing in 
~ e ove~sIght of ~hIS area, partially reviewing what is already un

erway I~ a relatively new area of cooperation. 
There. IS no need for further emphasis on the importance of the 

correlatIOn of these activities, but I would put it this way that I 
and I am sl!-re the chairman, would ~gree, i think this sub~ommit~ 
tee ~ould lIke to hea~ from any of those agencies involved when
eve~ It appears there IS s~me role we can play in an oversight ca
paCIty that may help to brIng about resolution of the problems that 
develop, or ~mo~th a way for cooperation, including potentially the 
need for legIslatIon that does not exist at the present time 

I am .sure we would be most anxious to try to be helpf~l in that 
~egard If that problem arises. \Ve certainly are going to be follow
Ing up b~ way of furth~r oversight t? review the progress in this 

h
area, hopIng to qo that In a constructive vein, I am sure so we are 

ere to help too If we can. ' 

b 
We certainly appreciate the testimony and viewpoints that have 

een presented here today. 
Thank you. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you, Mr. Kindness. 
Mr. Shaw? 
Mr. SHAW. Mr. ChairmaI?-' I have nothing to say other than to 

t~~hnk both you and Mr. KIndness for allowing me to sit up here 
WI y:ou today, and I thank these witnesses. 

I thIn~ we have !tad a very fine exchange and I compliment you 

l~nd yoU! subcommIttee ~nd staff for having worked out what I be
Ieve was a most productive afternoon. 
~so, I woul~ like persondly to thank you for recognizing that a 

pro lem that Just. happens to be located in Florida is a national 
prob~em and certaInly has long-reaching effects in all of the States 
of thIS country. 

It's very vital that we do work together, and with cooperation 
such as what I have heard here today, and from this committee I 
feel eve~ better ~han I did before I came in about the Federal G~v
~rnment s cO!llmItment and seriousness in getting involved in find
Ing the solution t? ~ very, very difficult problem. And I think also 
to be able to find It In a very nonpartisan manner. 

Thank you; 
Mr. ENGLISH. T~ank you, Mr. Shaw. I appreciate that. 
I am pleased WIth the progress that we have made today We 

have agreed to son:e ~pecific operational areas in which the 'mili
~ary c~n make. a sIgnIficant contribution in the fight against the 
Illegal. Importation of drugs i~t~ the Southeastern United States. 
. An Important a~p~ct of thIS IS that the military can provide as

sIstance at no addItional cost to the Customs Service. I expect the 

95-979 0-82--3 
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tl d th t the program will be im-
details to be concluded pr<?biP thnsubc~mmittee will keep a close 
plemented. B:s. so~n as. POSSI e. e 

eyAe on I haCtIVltI~d l~h\~lfs ~::first of a series of hearings. on Ithis sutb-
s ave sal, '11 b h Id t review the DOD Imp emen a-

j~ct. ~ur n.ext hedari~lgl wm' lclude :epre~entatives from the U.S. Coast tIon dIrective an WI • • t t' 
Guard and Drug Enforcement Admlnls ra Ion. 

Thank you very much. 

The hearing is ad3~405u rned. the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-[Whereupon, at. p.m., . 
vene subject to the call of the ChaIr.] . 
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MILITARY ASSISTANCE TO CIVILIAN 
NARCOTICS LAW ENFORCEMENT 

WEDNESDAY, MAY 19, 1982 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
GOVERNMENT INFORMATION 

AND INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS SUBCOMMITTEE 

" 

OF THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS, 
Washington, D.C. 

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 1:07 p.m., in room 
2247, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Glenn English (chair
man of the subcommittee) presiding. 

Present: Representative Glenn English. 
Also present:. \Villiam G. Lawrence, counsel; Theodore J. Mehl, 

professional staff member; Euphon Metzger, clerk; and John J. 
Parisi, minority professional staff, Committee on Government Op
erations. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Today we begin the second in a series of hearings 
on military assistance to civilian narcotics interdiction efforts. The 
main focus of early efforts has been in the State of Florida, which 
is the preferred area of entry for smugglers because of its location 
and its extensive navigational and refueling facilities. As a result, 
the success of our drug interdiction program can be measured by 
how effectively smugglers are deterred from operating in Florida. 
When we have achieved a permanent success there, we will then 
be prepared to respond to alternative points. 

On February 14, 1982, I stated to the press in Oklahoma City 
that radar coverage should be provided by the military through the 
A WACS and the naval aircraft which has a unique "look-down" ca
pability which is needed to detect low-flying smugglers. Several 
days. later, Vice President Bush announced in Miami that these 
aircraft would, indeed, be used to supplement the other resources 
of radar available to the Customs Service. We wish to hear today of 
the successes which have been obtained through the use of these 
military resources, and of the plans for the future. 

At our earlier hearing on this subject, I noted that there are a 
number of limitations on the use of the military. First, the law pro
hibits the utilization of military resources if military preparedness 
is degraded as. a result. Second, the budgets of most civilian law en
forcement agencies cannot Support the high cost of military assistance. 

Accordingly, it is critical that we exploit our limited resources to 
the fullest. We must identify areas where the needs of the law en
forcement community overlap with military training and oper
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,~ ",i ~tional requirements. :rhis is the °bnly wa!dtehdabty~~~nl~~~~ F~~tc:!~ 
fi t' d 1 wful assistance can e provi 
e~ IV~h:~ho~t run the interdiction efforts have re'port~d~y ~een 

n ful Howeve~ because of the legal and financm! hmltatIonk j~~~e:entioned, wh~t has worked in the short run will not wor 

foreve~. . nt I mentioned the extreme importance of 
. EarlIer I~ my st::~~~en't solution to the trafficking situation. I 

::::~~~m:~~I~F ~ha~rh ~kil'fi~riA\r1fCSEru~ht ':'=Sth~ hFl!rt~; 
oppor~d fn t?ie %overage of that area I was able to see the coor?~
~~~:d effort that was taking place between Customs a~~ the mIlI-

I 1 had the opportunity to see firsthand t~e facIlIty known ;~rXSeek Skyhook" in the Florida Keys ~hich provides radar cover-
th h ut the southern part of Florida. 

agAfte:o~attrip. I met with the Vice .President. <:Jiscussed t~e need 
to implement now, move ahead as rapidly as ~osdlb~, towar e~ ihi~ 
manent solution to thi~ p~oblem so that we In ee can me 
threat on a permanent .oasIs. hn W lk h' the 

Toda we have as our first witness Mr. Jo a er, w 0 IS 
Assista~t Secretary for Law Enforcement with the. Department of 

the Treasury. d d I preciate Mr. Walker, I want to welcome you here to ay, an ap 
your coming before us. 

STATEMENT OF JOHN M. WALKER, JR., ASSISTA~T SECRETARY 
FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT AND OPERATIONS, DEPARTMENT OF 
THE TREASURY, ACCOMPANIED BY GEORGE C. CORCORAN, AS

- SISTANT COMMISSIONER OF ENFORCEMENT, U.S. CUSTOMS 

Mr WALKER Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have with .m~ today, 
at my side, Ge~rge Corcoran, who i~ the Assistant CommIssIOner of 

C~~Ch!fr~a~g:ndf !~~b~~t~f~~~n:~bcommittee, I welcome the 
o o~tunity to provide this subcommittee wi~h a p~og!ess repC?rt on tEE role of the Treasury Departme~t in the mterdlCtIon V~d pv~ 
tigation of drug smuggling Ope!atlOns as part of the Ice reSI 
dent's Task Force on South Florida. 

In so doing I would assure the subcommittee that we h~ve re
ceived excelle'nt cooperation fr?m the De~e~se Department .In ou~ 
efforts to detect and interdict aIr and marItIme drug smugglIng op 

errt~l~~' wish to express the appreciation of the Treasury Depart
ment Mr Chairman and indeed the entire law enforce~enJ F:0m
munit f~r the assi;tance and advic~ that we have rec.elve rom 
memb~~s of this subcommittee, espeCIally you, Mr. ChaIrman, and 
the members of your staff. .. t 1 . 

As I have already indicated, one of the most pro~Islng 00 s In 
the interdiction of drug smuggling is the use of mIlItary t~chnol
o . The Defense Department h~ been ex~remely !telpful In sup-
gy ting the Customs Service durmg OperatIon Flonda. The us! of 
~~~al E2-C aircraft equipped with ~PS-125. ra~ar to detect ow
fl in intrusions has been an essentIalcon~r~butIOn t!-> our overall 
i~er~iction strategy. We are also using mIlItary helIcopters such 
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as the Cobra which have been invaluable in increasing our capabil
ity to seize smuggler planes and apprehend the suspect pilots. We 
are pursuing with the Defense Department the future use of these 
resources to deal with drug smuggling. 

Cooperative efforts, such as Operation Florida and Operation 
Thunderbolt, which preceded it last year, prove that combined re-
80urces do make a difference. We see great potential for improving 
the Federal attack on drug smuggling through the combined use of 
civilian and military resources. The Defense Department has as
sured us that we will continue to receive flexible and timely radar 
and other support from E2-Cand E2-B flights as needed until 
other equally effective technology is available. 

As the chairman is aware from earlier discussions and corre
spondence, Treasury is now working with the Defense Department 
to acquire or make use of additional technology that would en
hance our long-term radar coverage and interdiction capability. Be
cause of the sensitivity of this technology and our desire to prevent 
drug smugglers fron' learning more about our interdiction capabili
ties, I request that We hold a closed session if further discussion of 
our future plans is desired. 

I have referred earlier to the Vice President's task force to 
combat crime in Florida. This task force has a number of objectives 
which directly involve the Customs Service, and this involvement 
in Operation Florida has required a substantial deployment of Cus.: 
toms resources from all over the country. 

This deploymet:tt includes approximately 250 Customs agents, in
spectors, control officers, and support personnel, along with the 
equipment to supplement our permanent resources in Florida. 

Customs investigators operating as part of a DEAl Customs joint 
task group have undertaken intensive investigations of drug smug
gling seizures and arrests. 

Since the establishment of the Vice President's task force, en-. 
forcement statistics and intelligence data indicate this effort in' 
soutJI Florida has had a deterrent effect on the flow of illicit drugs,· 
particularly that which is being brought in by private aircraft. 

It is too early at this time to determine whether there has been a 
displacement of smuggling operations to other areas, but it is be
lieved that smuggling between Colombia and south IF'lorida is less 
flexible than originally thought. Constraints which smugglers must 
contend with-aircraft range, ground support, and the established 
covert refueling arrangements-are restrictions which the smug
glers cannot remedy quickly. 

There are other trends that indicate the impact of Operation 
Florida. Wholesale prices of marihuana and cocaine ill Colombia 
have dropped substantially while street prices for these twa drugs 
in the United States are on the rise, indicating the increased risk 
of delivering drugs to the United States. 

Numerous smuggler aircraft appear to be on standby throughout 
the north coast of Colombia, apparently awaiting the decline in 
U.S. enforcement efforts. A noticeable decline in aircraft intrusions 
is reported by C-3 Customs radar operations during the past 2 
months, since Operation Florida has been in operation. 
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Two-man flightcrews are demanding $100,000 to $150,000 per 
load which is almost double what they were paying before Oper
ation Florida. 

Smuggler pilots are now refusing to land in the United States in 
many cases, hut are air-dropping their cargos. . 

Maritime smugglers are rerouting their traffic more easterly, 
through the Mona Passage, away from the Yucatan straits. . 

Miami Chief of Police Kenneth Harms reports a marked declIne 
in major crimes in Miami, including a 43-percent drop in the 
murder rate. Chief Harms attributes this decline in part to the 
stepped-up Federal narcotics enforcement effort. 

The Joint DEA/Customs task group has initiated a number of 
procedures which in.cludes: The prosecution of all persons arrested 
in connection with interdiction cases; the debriefing of all violators 
for intelligence information that might be of value for future inter
diction; the development of confidential informants and cooperat
ing defendants to a degree that had not been conducted before; con
voying of narcotics in cooperation with DEA; and the tracking of 
currency related to interdiction arrests for future financial investi
gations. 

It is evident from the information I have just provided that co-
ordinated Federal efforts of Operation Florida are now beginning 
to payoff. 

And, Mr. Chairman, I would like to bring to your attention a sig-
nificant development yesterday that took place. At approximately 9 
a.m. yesterday morning, U.S. Customs officers, with the assistance 
of the Drug Enforcement Administration and the sheriffs office of 
Iberia Parish in New Orleans and the Louisiana State Police De
partment seized 1,100 pounds of cocaine; valued at at least $50 mil
lion wholesale and a jet Convair 880 aircraft at the Acadiana Re
gional Airport in New Iberia, La. It is our informati('n that this 
particular seizure was a result of diversion from south Florida, that 
this was a Miami operation. 

The aircraft which was being used to transport cattle from New 
Iberia to Panama was bringing drugs back in return. Customs in
spectors and several patrol officers conducting an inspection of this 
aircraft discovered the cocaine hidden in cattle feed sacks. There 
were 25 feed sacks with approximately 20 I-kilo packages in each 
sack. And three people have been arrested and charged with pos
session of cocaine with intent to distribute. 

This is the largest cocaine seizure in that particular region, 
whi.ch encompasses Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Arkansas, 
Tennessee, and the Panhandle of Florida, and is the second largest 
seizure of cocaine in the history of the Customs Service. The only 
larger one I think occurred earlier this year, just at the begin
ning-at the time that Operation Florida was beginning to get un
derway. 

So this is an example, we think; of the success of the Operation 
Florida program, which is bringing intensive pressure tc bear on 
the narcotics sm~gglers and the cocaine smugglers that are coming 
up into the Southeast part of the United States. 

Mr. Chairman, we must continue and, if possible, intensify these 
if we are to have a lasting effect on drug trafficking. Military tech
nology made available to Federal law enforcement agencies has 
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apd will continue to ~lay a significant role in this effort. The con
tInu~d sU1?port of thIS subcommittee is an important factor in 
makIng thIS program possible. 

I appr~ciate the opportunity to appear before this subcommittee 
an.d I ~Ill be pleased to provide any additional information yo~ 
may deSIre. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary. 
Cong~essman Dall:te Fa.scell, from Florida, has arrived, and I 

would lIke to hear hIS testImony before we begin the questioning if 
we could. ' 

.. I might also say ~hat Congr~ssman Fascell is a member of the 
G.overnment OperatIons C?mmIttee, ~e has been rather dogged in 
hIS e!lcourage.ment for thIS subcommIttee to pursue a permanent 
~olutlOn ~o thIS problem and I have relied on him very heavily for 
r~lformatlO~ about the south .Florida area and this problem in par
tICular. It IS as. a result of hIS dogged pursuit that this committee 
has been pursuIng a permanent solution. 
. Dante, we c~rtainly want to welcome you here today, We appre

CIate your takIng time out to testify before us. 

STATEMENT OF HON. DANTE B. F ASCELL, A REPRESENTATIVE IN 
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA 

Mr. FAscELL. M~. Chairman, I thank you very much for the kind 
i:marks. I appreCIate what you say and the spirit in which you say 

I ~polo~ze for bei~g a little late. I was at another committee 
meetll?-g, ~t was over In the other building, and I just couldn't get 
a,way II?- t~me to ge~ here. I want to thank the witnesses for permit
tIng ~hIS InterruptIOn to let me proceed so I can go to still another 
meetIng. 

1... I do have a prepared statement which I would like to submit for 
tI.'e record. 

l\fr. ENGLISH. Without objection, your full statement will be 
made a part of the record of this hearing. 

Mr. ,F ASCELL. I w~nt to thank you and the members of the sub
commltte;e for the Interest that you have shown in this matter I 
was partI~ularly pleased with your statement of intent. This is ~x
tremely VItal: I am very happy that I got to hear the Assistant Sec-

O
retary ~nd hIS ,report t? th~s ~ommittee on what is being done with 
pe:r:atlO~ FlorIda. I thInk It IS great. 
It I,S qUIte cle~r, Mr. Chairman, that without a determined Feder

al eff?r~, there IS no way this country is ever going to get a handle 
on thIS Issue. 

I am now repeating and paraphrasing a finding of this commit
tee, the Government Operations Committee, made some 10 or 15 
Yilars ago, when we suggested at that time that notwithstanding 
a of the efforts tha~ were going on; all the i~tentions and the 
moneys ~hat were beIng spent; that there we~e several problems 
confro~tIng ~s as a nation in our efforts to deal with crime and 
~arcotICs. C~Ime, generally, was overwhelming the Nation. That 
vas our findIng then. 

Now, some ye~r~ later, we ~nd that the problem is even worse 
than we had antICIpated, both In economic terms and social terms. 
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So everything thathOperbation Ft l~h!dbr~: ~f~~ l:; ;~~~~~~fl ~~t come because we ave een a 

dew~ felt that there h~d to. be-. and i~:e :~1~:~e::~/~d:itri~t~~~ 
have to create somethIng lIke It-a d hg · ithin the Depart-
. k' d of a coordinating mec anlsm w . t' 

tIon, si-J
e 

t ~n that the p~osecutoria] arm and t~e investIga. Ive 
ment 0 us Ice so ki t ther to hrillgabout the kInd of relatIon
arm would be wor ng og~ 11' enforcement that is absolutely 
~hip bet~eenWloc£1 andd fut:ofhrO\~i~out the country local enforce
Imperative.. e oun ~. . re and are totally overwhelmed. 

T~~~:;ble~efs ~~;:'ti~~~,!d~'ters~te. It is::t.!e~if:e;h~o:: 
pability ?f l.o~al law enforcement agencIes or . , 

bined or£IndrIlt~!lIf[the commitment the necessity for the commit
m;~e~~ ~h:' Fed~~al l-;ve] is obvious ~nd it is imperative, has been 

and will contin~~ t~ be. th Florida has responded in a fantastic 
O~r c~mmun~ y In sou to this s ecial problem. We have 70 per

fashtI~nt,·In mt·
y 

Jautdegmd ofn!h narcotic~ in the country coming through cen ,1 IS es 1m '. 
the Florida area, or were. . 

Mr. ENGLISH. Maybbe more. W'th the whole question of illegal 
Mr. F ASCELL. May ~ more. 1 . 'th the roblem of ref-

aliens bein~ absorbed Into tl?-te C~h:~h~k; :uth Fl!ida area, has 
'1t."'~es I thInk our communI y, d bl 

.::>' 'd d . th t is absolutely commen a e. 
re~ofh: c~~ al~: we had co~plete raiiur~~~'g' jt~~s~~d~; 
American spIrIt, WIth a ~oup.of CitIzeI?-:h ACvah Chapman of the 
the Miami citizens agaInst ~rlme, WI d many 

~~~~;, ~liri~~d:~i:~~~ ~~:!~::f:n:h~oh::n~o~~e ~:~J;er and 
have said: . t 

. t . going to be safe and we are gomg 0 
We are ~etermiD;ed tha~ our cohm1m r lIS 1 at the state level, or t~~ national 

demand whatever IS requIred at t. e th·a c;~~unity the law abiding cItIzens, and 
~h~~\T~ !~ ~~e g~~~~ roe t~~~ ir~~~~1o the criminal eiement. h 

£I + d Mr Chairman and members of t e And you have to UD __ ~rg"an , . .' bout in~ al transactions and 
committee, we are nLt slI!lply t~dkll~~~ for the ~oment the fantas
then it stops ther~. eavlng aSI eltJ h narcotics traffic, you have 
tic social degradatIon that ~oes whh t e. degradation that goes 
to understand that there IS an economIc 

alorW with this. ~. te business will be impacted because of .the 
AAm~st ~v~~y u~d:r~athe money. You find the ID;0ney, ~he dirtY

d neceSSI y .
0 

. every single bUSIness. We nee ::v!'" ha;~~l:: n:;' in Federal statutes to 'rha:F:d!,'"r~ 
that tho efforts t? clean that doneYt c~n ~htRICO~t~utes, what
al Goye, nment. If Iht takets an;ten k:tic~ ~he tools to go after that ever It' takes, we ave 0 gIVe 

m..Hitkately while we are enforcing the J:>w in the sensedofp~~:r:g-
. . .' d stopping the production overseas an ing~·ttle car~Ier~ in have to ultimately be able at the Federal 

tlm,leople In JtahI, we ey and get to the people who are actually l~ trace e lnon 
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making all the money. And that means that IRS has to be given 
the capability in conjunction with other elements in the Depart
ment of Justice to once again make money cases. The real investi
gative might in this issue has to be brought to bear, and that in
cludes the IRS, if we are really going to get to this job. 

Some changes have already been made, including in posse comi
tatus, which was not easy, as you know, to get through the Con
gress, but it was done. We needed that help. We needed the mili
tary capability for intelligence and for those cases where it was 
compatible with national defense to use the equipment and the 
manpower to help in this struggle. 

We've seen, as has been reported here, that it has had dramatic 
effects and it will continue to have as long as we continue the effort. 

Two things worry me. One, the E2-C planes after 2 months were
pulled out. We may be able to find an adequate substitute for the 
E2-C, but it is another kind of a trend that the criminal element is 
following. They are not stupid. Our reduced crime figures are good. 
As a matter of fact, you might say they are excellent. But let's face 
it, a lot of the criminal element are just sitting on t.he porch sip
ping bourbon waiting for the heat to die down to come right back 
in, come back out of the woodwork. 

If the statement, as I understand !t, is that this extra special 
Federal emphasis is only going to be for 6 months, then we've lost 
the whole battle. We cannot-"we" meaning the Nation-cannot 
afford to make that statement. We just cannot. We've got to make 
the other statement. We've got to say, "This is a permanent, con
tinuing fight." 

I am not pleading a case here for just south Florida. We happen 
to be there by geographic accident, we stick out in the Caribbean, 
we're close to a lot of the production sources, we have such a large 
coastline that a lot of it flows through us, but the drugs flow all 
over the Nation. We are talking about an impact on the Nation. 

So we are talking about a national fight, Mr. Chairman. We're 
not talking about local assistance to a community that has borne 
more than its share. for a long, long time. 

With those two caveats, Mr. Chairman, I welcome the investiga
tion by this committee. I am delighted at the results that have al
ready been produced. I urged this administration from day 1 to be 
cognizant of this problem. I wrote the President and every Cabinet 
officer who had a responsibility, outlining the problem, asking for 
and urging assistance. 

We've had good response from the Congress on this. We have 
added additional moneys for the Coast Guard. We have added 
moneys to the budget in other areas where we thought it was nec
essary. The administration has responded in the 1983 budget by 
picking up some of the items and not making some of the cuts 
which at first they were disposed to make. 

So, we are making progress. And if the administration will con
tinue on this course, give us the permanent commitment of materi
al and manpower that are necessary to do this gigantic job, if the 
Congress will continue its assistance, with the kind of community 
effort which has brought everybody together in south Florida, de-

L __ ~'\~ ______ ~l.' ________ ~_~~ __ 
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termined to clean up this community, we can have really a nation
al impact. 

Mr. Chairman, as you examine the question, all the related ques
tions of impact on defense capability we want you to know that we 
recognize that we can't diminish or impair our defense capability. 
We are not suggesting that. But I am saying, as you examine that, 
to be sure that we have proper alternatives, that the commitment 
is permanent, and that this job, which now has been commenced 
with the help of top officials in the administration-the Vice Presi
dent's task force-that it continues to give the kind of encourage
ment which i.s so strongly supported by the people in south Florida. 

[Mr. Fascell's prepared statement follows:] 
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STATEMENT OF CONGRESSMAN DANTE B. FASCELL (15th District, Florida) 
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT INFORMATION AND INDIVIDUAL 
RIGHTS OF THE ~OUSE GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS COMMITTEE _ May 19, 1982 

Mr. Chairman, I very much appreciate your giving me an opportunity 

to appear before you today. However, I appreciate even more the fact that 

your subcommittee has been investigating and is now holding hearings on 

the entire question of the federal government's response to the critical 

crime and drug trafficking problems we have been experiencing in South 

Florida. While the impact of these problems has been felt most strongly 
-, 

in -my community, they are national in scope and deserve our very close 

scrutiny to ensure that the actions being taken will have the desired result. 

As you know, the Vice President announced earlier this year that a 

massive federal effort was being undertaken in South Florida to attack these 

problems, which have become well-known through massive national press coverage. 

A special Federal Task Force was formed and large numbers of additional 

equipment and personnel--both military and civilian--have been pouring into 

South Florida. 

Mr. Chairman, I have been calling for this kind of response for 

years and, the day this administration took office, I again wrote to the 

President and every Cabinet officer with jurisdiction urging that immediate, 

priority attention be given to South Florida's problems of illegal immigra- . 

tion and narcotics trafficking. Therefore, when the Vice President announced 

the Task Force, I warmly welcomed it as being vital and pledged my support 

in the Congress for the funds necessary to carry it out. However, the Vice 

President made it clear in his announcement that these ext~aordinary measures 

were to be temporary in nature and indicated an approximate period of six 

months during which this concentrated effort would be made. 

I expressed my concern then, and it remains a very real concern 

today, that templorary solutions are no ,solutions at all. In order for this 
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d to be truly effort, which I do commen , effective, there must be a permanent 

part of the fede:~~l government in terms commitment to South Florida on the 

f 11 the federal law enforcement agencies of staffing levels and equipment or a 

These include INS, DEA, FBI, the Customs involved. 
Service, the Coast Guard 

d under recently passed services, which are now permitte • and the military 

i to assist civilian agencies in thei~ law enforce-posse comitatus legislat on, 

ment responsibilities. 

There have been and encouraging headlines in the some impressive 

crime statistics--particularly, drug last two months to the effect that 

trafficking--have declined dramatically 

b t i t is hardly surprising. good news u 

in South Florida. This is certainly 

s and criminals Criminals read newspaper 

id They are laying low while the heat is on. are not necessarily stup • 
They 

said Bo--that the heat is only temporary know--because the Vice President 

and they will be able to resume their activities as soon as the concentrated 

It's happened, before and there is no reason effort b~gins to be withdrawn. 

not to expect it to happen again. U.S. Customs officer is quoted In fact, a 

, h 't stopped smuggling. h saying 'We aven in the Miami News of April 1St 'as 

aren't deterring smugglers. i i !JS out." They are just wa t ng , 

ak under the Task Force was As you know, one of the actions t en 

, radar aircraft to South Florida for the the assignment of four Navy E2-C 

t o detect vessels 

We 

around the State f surveillance of the waters 
purpose 0 two lof these aircraft 
suspected of illegal activities. About two weeks ago, 

were transferred out of 
h after their arrival. South Florida, only two mont s 

The Miami Herald learned of and reported it. The Miami Citizens Against 

spearheading community efforts to h been instrumental in . Crime, which as 

stop these problems, has urged the Vice President to return the planes, saying, 

(and unannounced) rationale exists, this action "unless other compelling 

traffickers' apparent current merely reinforces the drug 

since the Feds are not " sincere and will be gone soon. 

decision to 'lay low' 
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I know the subCOmmittee has been particularly interested in the 

role of these aircraft in the South Florida Task Force and that you will be 

discussing this with other witnesses later this afternoon. That is why I am 

so grateful that y~u are holding these hearings, because the basic issue 

remains, not only with respect to these planes, but also with all the actions 

that have been taken--and they have been considerable--with respect to South 

Florida's li:rime problems. The effort must be permanent to be effective. 

In stating this--because I know a permanent commitment to the degree 

that is necessary will be expensive--I want to make it clear that we are not 

asking for something just for'ourselves or for,just one small area of the 

country. South Florida's problems are national problems and South Florida 

is bearing the brunt of them primarily because of an accident of geography. 

Our State just happens to be located closest to the Caribbean and I,atin 

American countries which produce the greatest volume of illegal alien and 

narcotics trafficking. They enter the United States through Florida, bringing 

with them all the related problems that illegal activities imply. However, 

in the case .of narcotics, they are then distributed throughout this nation. 

In the case of illegal aliens, most of whom stay in South Florida, our citizens 

are being made to bear the burden of what is a national policy. The costs in 

terms of money and in human and social terms, are trem~ndous. It is imperative 

that we take every possible step we know to put a halt to these activities 

and these steps must t'emain in place and operational indefinitely. 

I would like to add one more point, and that is the role which has 

been played by the private sector in South Florida in combating crime. Under 

the guidance of Mr. Alvah Chapman, Frank Borman, Armando Cod ina and other 

outstanding community leaders, the Miami Citizens AgainstCt ,.~e (MCAt), which 

I referred to earlier in my testimony, has been formed to deal with the 
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problems of crime and drug trafficking at the federal, state and local 

levels. This organization has done a superlative job in galvanizing 

the community, including the publiC, private and commercial sectors. MCAC 

has demonstrated that only the determined will of the citizens of a community 

can bring results in a situation like this and they have been very successful 

so far. However, even though the local community has taken these steps to 

protect itself, it is incumbent upon the federal government to continue to 

provide the permanent support that is necessary to back it up in the areas 

of federal jurisdiction. 

Again, I am deeply grateful to you for recognizing this situation 

and for giving me the opportunity to comment on 1l:~. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you very much, Mr. Fascell. 
For those of you who are from the Florida area who won.der why 

an Oklahoma Congressman has taken such an interest in that part 
of the country and that area, I think you have just had a demon
stration as to why. Mr. Fascell has encouraged this subcommittee 
to vigorously pursue this and he has given us tremendous support 
over the past months. I am sure we can look forward to that in the 
future. I thank you for your support, Dante. 

Mr. FASCELL. I thank you for the committee's effort and atten
tion. I assure you of my complete cooperation, as I assure the As
sistant Secretary, who is sitting right here. Anything I can do to 
help to meet this obligation, I am perfectly willing and stand ready 
to do it. 

Mr. WALKER. Thank you very much. We appreciate it. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Walker, I do have a number of questions that I 

would like to pursue. 
With regard to your statement, in which you indicated a concern 

about going into some of these sensitive areas too deeply, I certain
ly am sympathetic toward that. I think that we are going to have 
to pursue it a bit, but if we _ do need to go into deep detail on some 
of these items that are under consideration-such things as radar 
coverage capability and so on and so forth-then I would certainly 
honor your request. I don't think that's going to be necessary. I 
think we will be able to achieve our objectives without going into 
executive session. 

Mr. WALKER. Fine, Mr. Chairman. I just would hate to see the 
hearing result in some benefit being conferred on the smugglers 
who are the targets of our enforcement effort. I am sure that we 
can satisfy all of the needs for full and complete answers here 
without conferring that benefit and I would hope that we could 
proceed in that manner. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Well, I would hope that the type of responses that 
we are able to obtain during this hearing are going to strike such 
terror in the hearts of any of those who are contemplating the im-
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portation of drugs into south Florida that we may be able to de
clare victory today. 

So, we'll see how we can proceed, and see if we can strike a blow 
in that direction. 

Mr. Secretary, is the Florida Peninsula the preferred route for 
airborne smugglers, particularly as far as cocaine, marihuana, and 
other dangerous drugs are concerned? 

Mr . WALKER. Yes. I think that is clear and that certainly has 
been the case over recent years. 

l\.fr. ENGLISH. And these drugs which flow through Florida then 
move throug;tlOut the United States, so it is not just drugs flowing 
into the Florida area and stopping? They move through there and 
through all parts of the country? 

Mr. WALKER. That's correct. I believe Congressman Fascell re
ferred to 70 percent. I think our figures are closer to 80 percent of 
~he cocaine and ma~ihuana. that is ente.ring the country is coming 
In. through. the FlorIda regIon,. and obVIously then we are dealing 
WIth a natIOnal problem, not Just a local community problem. So 
that our efforts in south Florida really are having a national 
impact and must be viewed in that context. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Do you agree that a permanent and reliable radar 
identification system must be established to cover the air traffick
ing routes into Florida? 

Mr. WALKER. Yes. I think that we really have to now focus our 
attention on taking our task force, which has been created really 
on kind of a crash basis, and looking for ways in which to let that 
evolve into a permanent deployment in such a way as to deal with 
the problem on a long-term basis. I think part of that includes ob
viously, radar identification, and the need for a permanent r~dar 
capability. 

Mr. ENGLISH. What has been· the effect over the last couple of 
months on air traffic smuggling as a result of the deployment of 
the E2-C's and the AWACS in the Florida area? 

Mr. WALKER. Well, the overall air interdiction program can only 
be termed an outstanding success, since the beginning of the pro
gram. The use of the E2-C radar planes has been an important, but 
not an exclusive part of that progrftm. We have had better coordi
nation with NORAD. We've had better coordination with the FAA. 
We've used our Customs pursuit capabilities in a full capacity. We 
have added people to that Customs pursuit, to the air program in 
south Florida. And we have had the benefit, of course, of the E2-C 
radar planes. 

But largely, I would say, what we have had is, we have had ade
quate coverage, adequate radar coverage and also the program has 
received such attention in south Florida that I think that the 
smugglets have been afraid, that there has been a deterrent effect 
as a result of the establishment of this program. 

All of these factors have come into play here to create what can 
only be te:rmed a great success. We have really had a remarkable 
drop in intrusions, in air intrusions in Florida, since the com
mencement of this program in mid-March. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Has there ever been any other time that Customs 
has b~en able to so completely shut down this traffic? 

Mr. WALKER. Not to my knowledge, no . 

I;, 
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Mr. ENGLISH. Is it your expectation that the Navy and or t~e Air 
Force will provide E2-C and E3, A W A.CS, coverage over Florida for 
drug interdiction on a permanent basIs, say 2, 3, 4 years down the 
roa~ ., 

Mr. 'VALKER. Well, I don't think it is possIble for me, fro~ my 
position in Treasury, .to comment i~ ~ny detai~ as to what ~Ind of 
coverage can be provIded by the mIlItary, WhIch of course IS gov
erned out of the Department of Defense, over the long term. We 
are hopeful to have adequate radar coverage from the military for 
the foreseeable future and we will be pressing every effort to have 
that radar coverage maintained. . . 

I think that the use of these look-down radar planes, WhICh ObVI
ously have an important role in the national defense picture, we 
cannot count on them on a permanent basis, but we are fortunate, 
we have had good cooperation from th~ mi.litary up to the pre~ent 
time, and we anticipate good cooperatIOn In the n~ar t~rm, ~ven 
the people that we deal with, given the current attItude In thIS ad
ministration. 

I do think, however, that we've got to be looking beyond that t<;> a 
system, a permanent, more permanent, radar system to deal WIth 
this problem. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Dante Fascell pointed out that you may have some 
of these guys sitting on the front porch sipping bourbon waiting f<;>r 
the heat to coolon this issue, expecting that, as has happene~ In 
the past, the heat would be on for a short term and then thIngs 
would be back to normal. 

Obviously that is a real and a genuine concern that we've got to 
have, wouldn't you. agree? . 

Mr. WALKER. I would agree with that. I would agree that there IS 
concern among the citizens of sou~h Florida that the .Federal pres
ence might somehow be a superficIal effort. I would give the assur
ance of the Treasury Department that ~his is not a supe~ficial 
effort. We intend to make this program stIck and have a contInued 
impact. . . fl 'b'l 

I would also point out, though, that we n.eed to maIntaIn eXI 1-
ity in our approach, in our overall strategic approach down there. 
We cannot have a fixed program and then just simply blindly 
adhere to it for a period of years. We must recognize that the 
smugglers will change. their modu~ operandi. The~ will change 
their ways of doing busIness. And we ve got to be flexIble enough to 
deal with that both in terms of how they actually smuggle the 
drugs i:n, and aiso where they smuggle the drugs in. 

Let me give you two examples. First, two examI?les of that are 
both embodied in the recent seizure that I have Just announced 
that oecurred yesterday. Those drugs were destined probab.ly to 
come in through south Florida, 1,100 pounds of cocaine. Our Infor
mati011 is that the company which owned that aircraft was a 
Miami company. 

Now, that plane did not come in through sout~ Florida. It went 
to Louisiana. It was diverted from south FlorIda and came up 
through Panama. 

Also in that particular instance, the normal flight plan proce
dures ~ere followed. This wasn't a typical smuggling operation. 
This fellow was hoping to come in and fool the Customs authorities 
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by coming in and filing a normal flight plan and then changing his 
mind at the last minute. 

So, we've seen a shift in modus operandi and in location in that 
o~e particular instance. And Customs and the military, in working 
wIth Customs, have to be prepared to meet that kind of a change 
and so we need flexibility. ' 

Mr. ENGLISH. But there is a very important point that I think 
that you are making here, Mr. Walker, that needs to be stressed. 
What type of aircraft was it? 

Mr. WALKER. That was a Convair 880, sir. 
Mr. ENGLISH. And that is a very large aircraft . 
Mr. WALKER. Yes, it is. 
Mr. ENGLISH. It is required to fly great distances. So, what we 

are doing, in effect, by putting this type of pressure on in the Flor
ida area, is forcing traffickers to attempt to divert to other means 
other procedures, but you are denying them the easiest, the safest: 

Mr. WALKER. That's right. ' 
Mr. ENGLISH. And it becomes a much more expensive, 'much 

more complicated, and much more dangerous operation to pursue 
these other avenues, and the chances of getting caught are much 
greater. 

Mr. WALKER. Yes. 
Mr. ENGLISH. There is a tremendous deterrent value in this. I 

think that you mentioned earlier in your testimony that the 
change that traffickers are going to be pushed into is not as easy 
for them as we always anticipated. 

Mr. WALKER. That's right. 
Mr. ENGLISH. It is much more difficult. You are taking a trip 

that may at one time, in coming through Florida, have been some
thing in the neighborhood of 1,000 miles. You may be able to rig up 
a small aircraft to make that kind of trip and have large numbers. 
~ut when you !ire forcing them to go to New Orleans, you are talk
Ing about a triP anywhere from 2,000 to 3,000 miles, and that's a 
far different problem and requires far different types of aircraft to 
do the job, and the chance of getting caught, as you have proven by 
catching them, is much greater. 

So, I think that that is very important. 
Mr. WALKER. There are a lot of lessons that can be learned from 

this particular seizure, such as you have pointed out. 
Mr. ENGLISH. I am going to have to recess here for about 5 min

utes. We have a vote on the floor. I will be right back. 
[Recess taken.] 
Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Walker, I think we were talking about the E2-

C's and the AWACS. For the record, do you know how much it 
costs to fly an E2-C per hour, what the cost is on that? 

Mr. WALKER. I, of course, I don't have any direct knowledge on 
that in the sense that a representative from the Department of De
fense might have, but my understanding, Mr. Chairman, is that we 
are in the .$3,500 per day range on that one. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Per day or per hour? 
Mr. WALKER. Excuse me, per hour range. 
Mr. ENGLISH. And how much is Treasury expecting to pay the 

Department of Defense for the use of the E2-C? 
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Mr. WALKER. Well, we haven't received a bill from the Defense 
Department, and hopefully we won't get one. 

Mr. ENGLISH. OK. I hope you don't either. Would that kind of 
bankrupt you if you did, for the use of an E2-C for a month or two? 

Mr. WALKER. It would definitely hurt us badly, to have to pay 
that. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Counsel was just pointing out, then we would 
assume that you haven't programed for the cost of an E2-C? 

Mr. WALKER. That's true. We have not. 
1\1r. ENGLISH. OK. The Vice President directed that the AWACS 

would be committed to support the Florida task force in the event 
that the E2-C's were not available. Is that happening? 

Mr. WALKER. Well, Mr. Chairman, my understanding is that the 
Vice President stated, and I could look back at the actual text of 
the speech, is that an AWACS-type aircraft would be committed to 
south Florida. So I don't know exactly what the-you know, we 
would have to go back and check the exact record. 

I think that it is fair to say that the E2-C does fulfill the com
mitment of the AWACS-type aircraft. In other words, I think what 
he was referring to there was an aircraft with look-down capability 
such as the E2-C has. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Do you know of any other aircraft, other than an 
E2-C? 

Mr. WALKER. Well, there is of course the full AWACS. The E2-C 
I believe, is the-could be termed a mini A WACS. ' 

Mr. ENGLISH. The Navy version? 
Mr. WALKER. Yes. I mean, there is the AWACS such as the type 

of AWACS that was recently involved in the transaction with 
Saudi Arabia, which is a larger version, and that I think would be 
useful to our effort, but I think it would be go far beyond our needs 
at the present time. 

But I think what the Vice President was referring to there was 
the look-down capability in a radar, in an aircraft that would be 
satisfactory and suitable for the kind of operations we had in mind. 

Mr. ENGLISH. It was my understanding that the Vice President 
had directed that AWACS would be available in the event E2-C 
was not, and my question was: In those times that the E2-C is not 
available, is the AWACS going to be available? 

Mr. WALKER. Well, I think that-we have not, because we feel 
that we have adequate coverage at the present time, from the De
partment of Defense-we have not gotten into the details of that 
particular possibility. The circumstances have not arisen where we 
have had to put that kind of request to the Defense Department on 
that score. I can't say that it wouldn't be available in the event 
that we needed it. We just haven't really required it. 

Mr. ENGLISH. For your reference, Mr. Walker, this is a memo to 
the Secretary of Defense dated February 24, 1982, from the Vice 
President. In item No.2 it states: 

A U.S. Air Force AWACS aircraft to provide the same coverage as the E2-C when 
the E2-C is not available. .. 

I think that pretty much lays it out. 
Mr. WALKER. Of course, I "rasn't copied ·on that particular memo

randum but it is my understanding that AWACS will be available 
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as part of training missions that would occur, that the Air Force 
~ould be conducting. But I think that really that line of question
Ing perhaps might bear greater fruit with a witness from the De
partment of Defense. 

Mr. ENGLISH. We'll get to them. 
Mr. WALKER. OK. 
MJr. ENGLISH. The point that I was leading up to, do you know 

what the cost is for an A WACS mission, approximately? 
Mr. WALKER. Well, I think it is quite expensive. I dO.lt't have the 

detailed information on that myself, so I can't--
M:r. ENGLISH. I would assume the funds are not built into your 

budget for that one either? 
Mr. WALKER. No. We don't have such items programed in there. 

I am told that the estimated cost of an AWACS mission may be in 
the area of $100,000 to $150,000, and we have no funds programed 
anything like that. ' 

Mr. ENGLISH. So this would be the Department of Defense that 
would pay for this, is that your understanding? 

Mr. WALKER. It would be my understanding and my hope. 
Mr. ENGLISH. OK. 
Mr. WALKER. A fervent one. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Are you aware, Mr. Secretary, of the capability of 

the radar system known as Seek Skyhook? 
Mr. WALKER. Yes, I am. 
Mr. ENGLISH. I would ask that staff give us a map showing the 

areas of coverage for Seek Skyhook. I believe it will be on this easel 
over here, Mr. Secretary, if you want to direct your attention 
toward that. 

Has the U.S. Customs been using this capability? 
Mr. WALKER. Yes. The U.S. Customs Service has been coordinat

ing with NORAD and has been utilizing this capability with re
spect to .the Seek Skyhook down at Cudjoe Key, which is in Key 
West. It IS the southernmost circle, I believe, there. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Secretary, to point this out, we have an area 
that would be Cudjoe Key down here. This circle then would be 
generally where the coverage would be for Seek Skyhook correct? 

Mr. WALKER. That's correct. I don't know-what is the actual 
radius that you have drawn that circle from? 

Mr. ENGLISH. I believe that is from Air For.ce information. 
Mr. WALKER. OK. 
Mr. ENGLISH. This is a look-down radar. It would have the same 

capability as an E2-C or an AWACS from the standpoint of being 
able to look down to the ground, is that correct? 

Mr. WALKER. That is my understanding, yes. I think there has 
been some-in the discussions we have had-some question as to 
whether the radius would be 150 or 120 miles. With that one cor
rection, I think we can--

!"Ir. EN?LISH. W. e will be happy to ask the Air Force to verify 
thIS. Our InformatIOn does come from the Air Force and since it is 
their radar we assume they know what. they are doing. 

Mr. WALKER. Fine. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Do you know what the cost is with regard' to the 

Seek Skyhook? 
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Mr. WALKER. My understanding is, the installation of a Seek 
Skyhook is in the vicinity of about $10 million, the overall pro
gram. 

Mr. ENGLISH. To purchase one. 
Mr. WALKER. To purchase one. 
Mr. ENGLISH. The operation cost? 
Mr. WALKER. Per hour? It's in the vicinity of about $400. 
Mr. ENGLISH. $400. So what we are talking about is in the neigh

borhood of $7,000 for an AWACS per hour, around $3,500 for an 
E2-C, and about $400 for Seek Skyhock? 

Mr. WALKER. Yes. That's my understanding, yes. 
Mr. ENGLISH. We also have a second circle that is drawn here 

which we will get to a little bit later, which is going to be part of 
our proposal for a second Seek Skyhook, which will in fact cover 
nearly the entire Florida area, but we will get to that in a minute. 

Mr. Secretary, could you discuss your request for that second 
Skyhook radar system? 

Mr. WALKER. Yes. I might say, Mr. Chairman, that as you point
ed out, you met with the Vice President, and the Vice President 
listened carefully to your presentation, and the day after that 
meeting a second me.eting was held at which I was present along 
with Admiral Murphy, you and members of your staff and we dis
cussed with the-and also representatives from the Defense De
partment, Mr. Juliana was there-and we discussed the pros and 
cons of the Skyhook. As a result of that meeting, I did prepare a 
request to the Defense Department requesting Seek Skyhook capa
bilities and expressing the hope that a second Skyhook could be lo
cated at Patrick Air Force Base in addition to the one down at 
Cudjoe Key. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Did your letter to the Department of Defense re
quest one or simply express a hope that there would be one? 

Mr. WALKER. Well, I said that we were very interested in using 
this platform, this radar platform's capability. We were hopeful 
that one could be located. We were at that point somewhat uncer
tain as to the exact potential that the Skyhook would hold but we 
were very interested in it and we wanted to be able to respond to 
all of its capabilities as soon as it could become available to us. 

I think it is fair to say that we simply requested one. We request
ed that one be placed there. 

Mr. ENGLISH. You did request one. And have you determined 
since that meeting what those capabilities are as far as the Seek 
Skyhook is concerned? 

Mr. WALKER. Yes. My understanding is that they would be ade
quate, fully adequate, for Customs' purposes. 

Mr. ENGLISH. And would the coverage be very similar to the cov
erage that you are now r~ceiving from E2-C's and AWACS? 

Mr. WALKER. Yes, it would be similar. It would have the look
down capability. That's the main similarity. There are some differ
ences but they are not major and it doesn't have quite the capabili
ty that the E2-C does but the differences are minor. They are 
really immaterial for our purposes. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Would it in any way affect the impact as far as the 
job you are able to do? Does it make any difference, in other words, 
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whether you use E2-C's or are using the radar off of Seek Sky
hook? 

Mr. WALKER. I don't think that our-if you have a Seek Skyhook 
in place it would provide the same effect in terms of detection and 
deterrence that the E2-C does. It would have the added advantage, 
of course, of being on station more hours a day, and that would ob
viously be to our advantage. 

Mr. ENGLISH. The second circle on the map does indicate the cov
erage of the second radar. I believe that circle is drawn using the -
Kennedy Space Center rather than Patrick Air Force Base, so it is 
a little bit high. It comes down a little bit lower than that, the 
actual coverage. This is coverage to the water, actually to the 
water itself. Obviously if our interest, which it is in this case, is 
looking at aircraft attempting to slip under the existing radar net, 
it would go even further out than that, due to the fact that you 
would-due to the circumference of the Earth-you would be able 
to get more coverage than that. So this would be the worst-case sce
nario, which, as I understand it, puts it right at the ADIZ in that 
area. 

I am going to have to break again, Mr. Secretary. I am sorry. 
We've got another vote. We'll come right back. 

Mr. WALlf.ER. All right. 
[Recess taken.] 
Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. ·Walker. I think the point that I was trying to 

make before is pretty clearly shown on the map. Namely, the 
entire Florida peninsula would be covered with the two Seek Sky
hooks and that ( 'r,erage would extend well out away from the 
mainland. I think.. at as you pointed out it would give us the very 
same capability t'~ ~ we now enjoy with A WACS and with the' 
E2-C's. 

Mr. WALKER. We would hope though that with the use of these 
Skyhooks we would not be precluded from having continued E2-C 
and similar coverage because we would expect some diversions. 

Mr. ENGLISH. I would agree. I pointed out in my earlier state
ment, that what is noW taking place, and what we would continue 
to expect to take place, is thet:r'aining missions will take place in 
that area, whether it is the use of AWACS or E2-C's. We see these 
areas in here which are the training areas that particularly 
AWACS uses out in these ranges, so they are all in this area, and 
we would hope that any time that one or two of the Seek Skyhooks 
would be down for maintenance we would have a training mission 
that would be scheduled in that area so that there would be no 
time in which we did not have ample coverage. 

We would also expect that there would be times that you would 
have both the Seek Skyhooks up and the A WACS and or possibly 
the E2-C's augmenting them. 

It should also be pointed out, the AWACS coverage, particularly 
if it is down anywhere in this area, is going to be far into the whole 
Gulf area. So we may expand the coverage at any given time, .llnd I 
think that that's going to take away any question that people 
might think they can get around by coming in this area. They are 
still going to have to face the possibility that there may be an 
AWACS in that area and it is going to do them just as much 
damage. 
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I think there is another facet of this, Mr. Secretary, that we need 
to talk about a little bit. That is, wouldn't a dual system such as 
this also free up some other Customs assets after a period of time 
so that they might be used elsewhere? In other words, won't that, 
with this type of a system in place, allow you to possibly strength
en your efforts elsewhere? Or if you see that there is an attempt to 
try and run a 2,000- or 3,000-mile route into some other part of the 
country, you could then respond to that with this type of a system 
in place? 

Mr. WALKER. Yes. It would certainly give us greater flexibility 
with our resources, I think, than we presently enjoy. Of course, we 
would have to maintain forces available to respond to any intru
sions that are detected by the Seek Skyhook, but I think that obvi
ously with that capability we would be freer to utilize our re
sources in other ways. 

Mr. ENGLISH. And also with this scenario, this would allow for 
consideration to be given for other areas of training for either the 
E2-C's or AWACS. If you should fInd an area in which you have 
had some indication that activity is picking up, you could request 
that" the training take place in that area, that they keep an eye out 
for possible activity. 

As I understand it, use of trese military mISSIOns depends a 
great deal on where the training can take place with regard to the 
aircraft that is available. They are going to continue to assist in 
conjunction with their training exercise, not all the time in a dedi
cated role. 

Mr. WALKER. That's right. That's fair to say, sure. 
Mr. ENGLISH. But that will give us a great deal of flexibility, 

with this type of a system, and I would think it would also give 
Custgms a great deal more flexibility than it would otherwise have. 

Mr. Secretary, I believe there are some new procedures as far as 
the FAA is concerned, down in the area, that are being implement
ed. Could you describe to us those new procedures? 

Mr. WALKER. The FAA traditionally did not require, as it was my 
understanding, did not require flight plans to be fIled for noncom
mercial aircraft below a certain speed, and that simply was done 
because of the multitude of flights that come in and out of south 
Florida from the Bahamas. As a result of the task force, one of the 
initiatives that was undertaken was to require these flight plans to 
be fIled by the FAA, for all aircraft coming in. This would give us 
more information as to planes coming in and to the extent that 
there wasn't a flight plan filed as to a particular plane we were 
able to detect that plane and we knew we had, we would have a 
plane that would bear further investigation. 

The other thing we did was that we designated, I believe, eight 
airports in j:.'lorida as Customs airports which did not require pre
clearance or precontact with Customs before you could com~ in and 
land. Prior to that, there was a greater number of airports that you 
could land at, I believe 16 or so. 

By limiting those airports to eight, we were then able to intensi
fy our Customs resour~es and also it would enable us to focus on 
planes that were going into other airports, other than the ones that 
were eight designated airports. So those were a couple of the proce
dures that we put into place. 
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Mr. ENGLISH. I have another map, Mr. Secretary, which I think 
shows that with regard to the new ADIZ levels here, a plane 
coming in this way would then have to report as it approached the 
ADIZ, and if it should cross that line without reporting in, then it 
would be in violation and would obviously be a prime suspect. 

Again, the Seek Skyhook would enable this coverage to be there 
so that a person would not be able to slip under the radar, the 
NORAD radar, and therefore avoid reporting with that procedure. 
After they have broken that line, and if they have committed that 
violation, they would then obviously become prime targets, and 
with the look-down radar they could be not only detected but fol
lowed anywhere they wanted to go in Florida. 

Mr. WALKER. Yes. I think that the FAA procedures that you 
have referred to fit very nicely with the use of the Seek Skyhooks, 
both at Patrick and at Key West. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Secretary, do you feel that the Army helicop
ters on loan to U.S. Customs are suited to the interdiction role? 

Mr. WALKER. They are certainly useful. We have, as you know, 
Cobras. They are two-man helicopters. They are high-speed helicop
ters. They serve well in a chase capacity. And so they are suited for 
the interdiction role. They-because they are two-man helicopters, 
a pilot and one other-they don't allow us to bring as large a 
number of forces to bear on a particular arrest situation as would 
otherwise occur in a different kind of interdiction or arrest situa
tion. 

But I will say that with the Cobra helicopters that we have used, 
every time we have used a Cobra helicopter we have been able to 
catch the pilot of the smuggler aircraft. We've had 100-percent 
pilot capture, and before we used the Cobras, we were just using 
the fIxed-wing aircraft, or other Customs helicopters, but without 
the speed and capabilities of the Cobra. We were only able to catch 
the pilots 40 percent of the time. 

Mr. ENGLISH. In your request in your letter, you requested some 
Blackhawk helicopters, I believe, as well. That would be for the 
purpose of being able to maintain the same speed that you have 
with the Cobra, but bring more men to bear where the situation 
called for it, is that correct? 

Mr. WALKER. Yes. We did raise the issue of the Blackhawks. We 
asked to be able to test them to see whether they would be suitable 
for our purposes and my understanding-and I am. no expert when 
it comes to Bla~khawk helicopters or helicopters in general for that 
matter-my understanding is that the Blackhawk has near the 
speed of the Cobra but does not-and has the added advantage of 
being able to carry more passengers. That would be useful to us. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Also it was just pointed out to me by my counsel, 
one other point we might want to make for the record, the Black-
hawk also has a greater range. . 

Mr. WALKER. Thafs right. That's what I understand. 
Mr. ENGLISH. So there is that additional benefIt as well. 
What limitations do you see for the Cobra and the mission at 

least in the way that Customs uses it? 
Mr. WALKER. Well, one was just mentioned, the range. It can't 

stay airborne quite as long as the Blackhawk and a lot of these air 
pursuits do take a long time, but that is a function of the fuel ca-
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pacity of the smuggler aircraft. Now, if they are coming in in Con
vair 880's, that's going to take, it may take more than Blackhawks 
even to chase them. A Convair 880 is a fairly fast plane and it flies 
a long distance. But talking about the planes that we have been 
dealing with in the past, it would obviously be handy and helpful 
to have a longer range, longer airborne time than tbe Cobra, but 
that's not the main consideration. The main consideration that 
struck me in asking the Defense Department, and this is largely at 
your suggestion Mr. Chairman, and your staff, was the fact that we 
could get perhaps more people to bring to bear on an arrest situa
tion. That would improve the chances of the successful arrest and 
also frankly provide for greater safety of the law enforcement offi
cers at the time of the arrest. 

Mr. ENGLISH. It would be more likely to discourage any type of 
exchange of gunfire or anything like that? 

Mr. WALKER. If two men are flying in in a smuggler aircraft and 
there are two in the eobra, the odds are roughly even. We would 
like to have better odds than that. 

Mr. ENGLISH. 1 think that's a good point. 
Isn't it also true that one of the major advantages of the Black

hawk over the Cobra is that it would reduce your air support 
branch aircraft requirement by one-third? 

Mr. WALKER. Well, I don't-I think that it would reduce the re
qu.irement to some degree. You mean in terms of resources? 

Mr. ENGLISH. In the number of aircraft that would be required in 
making an arrest. 

Mr. WALKER. It might. I'd have to-I think I would like to defer 
on that particular question to George Corcoran or Bob Grimes. Do 
you have any feel for that? 

Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Corcoran? 
Mr. CORCORAN. 1 couldn't say thut it would be a third but I 

think you are probably right in that we would be able to s~bstan
tially reduce it because it would take the place of our basic bust 
plan as we call it, and we lllse the Hueys, which are kind of slow to 
follow in, using a single-engine aircraft, or some of the smaller t~o
e~gine aircraft. There is an array of two or three different types of 
aIrcraft that would be supplanted by a plane like the Nighthawk. 
Even when we have Cobra in, we usually try to follow them with 
another plane with four or five people in it to beef up our arrest 
crew. So we would not need two or three aircraft going in on a bust 
as w~ curre:r:tly do and. it ce.rtainly would greatly reduce our follow
up aIrcraft In a bust SItuatIOn. What the exact number is, I really 
couldn't say. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Well, when you get into an identification effort do 
you use three airplanes? ' 

Mr. CORCORAN. Generally, yes. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Wouldn't this reduce the need for one of those air-

craft? 
Mr. CORCORAN. Yes, yes. 
Mr. ENGLISH. So wouldn't that be reducing it about a third? 
Mr. CORCORAN. In general, yes. That is not always the situation. 
Mr. ~NGLISH. 1 realize that not. in each and every instance are 

you gOIng to have exactly three aIrcraft, but most of the time this 
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is going to be reducing it about a third as far as the number of air
craft? 

Mr. CORCORAN. That's right. 
Mr. ENGLISH. OK. 
This question was handed to me by counsel, Mr. Walker. They'd 

like to have you respond to it, if you would. It is the understanding 
that as part of the task force that was delegated down to the Flor
ida area. It was determined that some 43 ATF agents would be sent 
to south Florida to help with the machinegun violence that is 
taking place down there. 

Mr. WALKER. Forty-five, I believe it is, that would be used. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Can you give u& a report 011 the status of those 

people being sent down there? 
Mr. WALKER. Yes. That deployment of forces down there is tied 

up with the budget supplemental that is presently before Congress. 
There is approximately $1.5 million in the supplemental which has 
been passed by the House and by the Senate committee and I be
lieve it is slated for the-the overall supplemental-is slated for 
floor action this week, and possible resolution of various differences 
in conference next week. 

In addition to that, there is an amount of $22.3 million for ATF's 
budget as a whole, related to ATF generally, some of which would 
be used to pay salaries. These budget uncertainties have led us to 
the conclusion that it would be unwise at the present time to put 
the ATF people in there until these budget difficulties are resolved. 

We would hope for a resolution of all of these budget questions 
by the end of next week, in which case we could go forward. 

The peregrinations and machinations of the budget process when 
it comes to supplementals, you know only too well don't always 
lend themselves to easy and quick solutions, to the extent that the 
supplemental contains budget items in unrelated areas and politi
cal considerations can come into play that would otherwise have no 
part in the decisions. 

So at the present time, I can't really give a total assurance as to 
exactly when the ATF people will be sent down to Florida. It is 
definitely our commitment and our intent to beef up the ATF 
forces in south Florida. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Secretary, I think that this might be a good 
point to kind of sum up where we are today. All the evidence, in
cluding certainly what you have told us today, indicates that we 
have a very successful program underway in south Florida, espe
cially with the use of look-down radars, whether it is through 
E2-C's, A\VACS, whatever. We have now in place one Seek Skyhook, 
off the Keys, that is providing coverage in much of the area most of 
the time. And we also then have observation on a periodic basis 
with E2-C's and with AWACS continuing. 

Weare looking forwl:lrd tomorrow to hearing testimony from the 
Department of Defense as to their reaction to your request for the 
second balloon at Patrick Air Force Base. We feel that the time 
that would be required to put that second balloon in place, and 
even given all the difficulties and hurdles that have to be cleared 
with Government financing, would be less than 12 months. SO:Jve 
are talking about the fairly near future. I 
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We have in place now coverage that will continue until that 
second balloon is there. So between what has been put together 
and, I think, patched together, that patch will hold until we get 
that second balloon in place. 

Once we get the balloon at Patrick, we will have virtually the 
entire Florida Peninsula covered with the same type of look-down 
capability that we have any time we have an A WACS or an E2-C 
in the area. I think we have also not mentioned, and I don't want 
to go into detail for obvious reasons, there are numerous other 
radars throughout that area that for much shorter range have the 
same type of capability, and they are all tied into NORAD. 

So I think that for anyone who is simply looking at that map and 
saying that those are the only two radars as far as the gauntlet 
that I have to run, that's all I have to worry about, he is going to 
be sadly mistaken and in for a surprise. 

Mr . WALKER. I think they would be in for a surprise. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Yes. I think so. So I think that the people of south 

Florida, assuming the Department of Defense comes across tomor
row and agrees with our scenario here, should feel that we are 
moving well ahead to a permanent solution to their problem down 
there, and we can hopefully, once we get that second balloon in 
place, start turning our attention elsewhere. As the smugglers try 
to turn to larg'ar aircraft, as the Convair 880 that you mentioned, 
we will deal with that, but I think that will be a much easier situa-
tion to deal with than what we have in south Florida. . 

Mr. WALKER. Mr. Chairman, I certainly appreciate the attention 
that you have shown to this problem and the hard work that you 
have put into it· and the members of your staff-Ted Mehl and Bill 
Lawrence in particular, who have worked closely with the adminis
tration on this-and we are, to say the least, indebted and grateful 
to you for your efforts. 

I want to point out also that not only are we doing this for the 
community, for the south Florida community, but we feel that this 
is an important program for the Nation as a whole. As you pointed 
our earlier, and as was pointed out by Congressman Fascell, we are 
dealing with a national problem. The drugs here are destined for 
Chicago, New York, Los Angeles, other parts of the country. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Oklahoma City. 
Mr. WALKER. Oklahoma City, indeed. And so this is an effort 

worth d.oing for the entire country as well as for the community of 
south Florida. What we hope to do in this kind of an air interdic
tion program is not just to-you know, we can't really stop the 
smugglers just outright. We can't offer a panacea. But what we can 
do, hopefully, is increase the cost and the risks and the difficulties 
to such an extent that it just simply isn't going to make sense for 
them. They are operating a business and like any business some
times the risks and the costs outweigh the benefits, and that's 
what-it's at that point that we will really be achieving the kind of 
success that we are striving for. We think 'we've got it in a smaller 
scale. We've done it in the last couple of months. A permanent 
kind of deterrence and radar capability such as we have discussed 
today could lead to that on a larg~r scale for the country as a 
whole and that is I think the general thrust of where we are going 
here. 
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Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary. I certainly 
agree with what you are saying'. I think that we have proven that 
it can be done in the Florida area and it is simply now a question 
of piecing together the permanent parts to make sure it stays done. 

Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary, I appreciate it. 
Mr. WALKER. Thank you. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Our next witness is Mr. Charles Rinkevich, who is 

the coordinator of the South Florida Task Force on Crime. 
Mr. Rinkevich, we want to welcome you here today. 

STATEMENT OF CHARLES F. RINKEVICH, COORDINATOR, SOUTH 
FLORIDA TASK FORCE ON CRIME 

Mr. RINKEVICH. Mr. Chairman, as the on-scene coordinator for 
the Vice President's south Florida task force, I am pleased to be 
able to report to you today on key aspects of the Federal initiatives 
to assist State and local authorities to deal with crime in south 
Florida. 

As you know, over the past 2 years, the State of Florida, most 
especially the south Florida area, has been beset with a series of 
circumstances, the conlbined impact of which, in a single area, is 
unique in American history. . 

Because of the thousands of miles of coastline, hundreds of oper
ational airports and abandoned airstrips, and its geographic prox
imity to source countries in South and Central America, south 
Florida has become the avenue for an estimated 80 to 90 percent of 
all marihuana and cocaine and a significant percentage of Quaa
ludes illegally entering the United States. 

As has been indicated before here this afternoon, these drugs are 
not intended for local consumption alone. They enter Florida for 
transshipment throughout America. 

Interrelated with the smuggling of drugs is the smuggling of il
legal aliens into this country. The intense competition between 
smugglers and rising crime in general has created a particularly 
sinister aspect to south Florida's crime problem-the proliferation 
of illegal automatic weapons. These machineguns appear to be the 
weapon of choice for gang warfare and drug-related assassinations. 
The procurement of illegal firearms for use by the criminal ele
ment and the exportation of firearms to foreign countries for revo·· 
lutionary and other organizations has become a lucrative business. 

Principally as a result of the smuggling of drugs, there has been 
an influx of staggering amounts of criminally obtained U.S. curren
cy lnto south Florida which has resulted in Miami becoming a 
major center for the "laundering" of billions of dollars through its 
extensive legitimate domestic and international banking communi-
~ . 

In short, massive immigration, epidemic drug smuggling, laun
dering of illegal "mega-bucks," and use of illegal automatic weap
ons has created a crime crisis in south Florida that seriously 
threatens the safety and quality of life of all of its citizens-rights 
guaranteed to them by the Constitution. 

On January 28 of this year, Presjdent Reagan noted that in 
regard to the south Florida situation the Federal Government had 
a special responsibility to fiU in temporarily and do what it could 
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to reduce these problems. He established a Federal task force com
prised of the very highest officials in his administration and 
chaired by the Vice President. This task force includes the Secre
taries of State, Defense, Transportation, Treasury, and Health and 
Human Services, the Attorney General, and Presidential Counselor 
Edwin Meese. The task force is not intended to supersede the re
sponsibilities of State and local law enforcement, but rather to 
assist and coordinate Federal efforts with State and local authori
ties in order that together we can restore civility, safety, and calm 
to south Florida. 

The major initial objectives of the task force are to significantly 
reduce the influx of illegal drugs coming into the United States 
through Florida by greatly increasing air, sea, and land interdic
tion efforts; to arrest and convict smugglers apprehended during 
these activities. A concentrated effort is also being made to reduce 
the availability of illegal automatic weapons through intensified 
enforcement of Federal machinegun laws. You heard Secretary 
Walker speak to the status of that initiative. 

Further, insofar as there is a nexus between illegal aliens and 
violent crime, we are concentrating some of our efforts on locating 
and removing these illegals from the streets of south Florida. Inci
dentally, we know that people in the business of smuggling drugs 
are also in the business of smuggling weapons or aliens and our ef
forts to interdict one impact on the other two. 

We also clearly recognize that the level of criminal activity in 
south Florida has almost overwhelmed the ability of the State, 
local, and Federal criminal justice-systems to deal with it. Thus, in 
order to realistically address our major mission, the task force is 
addressing a whole subset of systemic problems. At the beginning 
of our effort in south Florida, these included insufficient manpower 
in all Federal law enforcement agencies, that is, the Drug Enforce
ment Administration, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, U.S. 
Customs, Immigration and Naturalization Service, the Bureau of 
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, the U.S. Marshals Service, and the 
Internal Revenue Service. 

There were an inadequate number of Federal prosecutors. There 
were insufficient Federal judges, courtrooms, and support person
nel, as well as insufficienf jail space-count.y, State and Federal. 
There was insufficient off-shore antismuggling surveillance, both 
air and sea. 

Parenthetically, I should point out, Mr. Chairman, that at the 
time that the task forc(> was created and began its operations in 
south Florida and in some cases just immediately prior to that 
time, additional Federal resources on a permanent basis were allo
cated to a number of Federal law enforcement agencies including 
some 43 agents that were permanently reassigned to the FBI office 
in Miami, some 20 additional slots in the Drug Enforcement Ad
ministration for permanent investigative personnel that are com
mitted to DEA, additional Customs patrol officers as part of the 
Customs Service, some 65 in number, and the Border Patrol most 
recently, an additional commitment of 27 new Border Patrol offi
cers. 

On March 5, 1982, I was appointed as the Hon-scene" coordinator 
for the Vice President's south Florida task force. I have been on 
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site in Miami since March 9. On March 16, 1982, Vice President 
Bush reported on the Federal task force effort with a speech in 
Miami that outlined the progress which had been made by the Fed
eral Government including the Department of Defense utilizing the 
recently modified posse comitatus authority. 

It is important to note that the Department of Defense and Fed
erallaw enforcement agencies participating in the task force oper
ate in every respect through their normal chains of command. My 
role is not to serve as the operational commander of this effort. I 
serve to assure cooperation and coordination among the various 
Federal agencies involved and State and local criminal justice 
agencies. In this regard, I am available to assist in the resolution of 
any problems or concerns that cross agency lines. 

I am also responsible to the Vice President's task force for the 
monitoring of all Federal activities in this effort to insure that they 
are consistent with the task force objectives. Finally, I am looking 
for additional ways, within limited Federal resources, that we can 
appropriately help south Florida deal with its serious crime prob
lem. 

While all of our committed forces are not yet on station, nor all 
of our planned activities yet fully implemented our progress to date 
has been substantial. 

A major component of the Vice President's task force is the joint 
DEA/U.S. Customs task group which greatly enhances our capa
bilities to interdict drug smuggling. These are agents in addition to 
the regular DEA and Customs personnel assigned to south Florida. 
Divided into 17 enforcement groups, these mixed DEAl Customs 
units are spread throughout Florida from Key West to Jackson
ville. Their primary mission is to serve as apprehension teams in 
the intensified air and sea drug interdiction efforts. They are also 
conducting short-term followup investigations. The joint task group 
will have an additional significant benefit in that it will free up 
DEA's Miami District Office personnel to concentrate upon long
term drug interdictions, a capability heretofore severely limited by 
existing resources. 

I am told by DEA officials in Miami that that capability has in
creased, or that fact has increased their capability for these long 
term investigations by a factor of about 25 percent, resources that 
were, prior to this time, committed to the responsive mode of inter
diction. 

We continue to work with the Coast Guard in its efforts to in
crease the interdiction rate of smugglers operating in the waters 
off south Florida. 

We are also working closely with the Immigration and Naturali
zation Service on the illegal alien problem. And the FBI, with addi
tional resources recently authorized for its Miami office, is becom
ing more heavily involved in long-term drug investigations. 

The FAA has been very helpful in our efforts by requiring flight 
plans for all private aircraft entering U.S .. airspace over Florida. 
The new regulations iss~ed by the Customs Service now require 
private aircraft to contact the FAA 15 minutes before entering U.S. 
airspace and to land at predetermined airports in Florida in order 
to clear Customs. 
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As Secretary Walker has indicated, most of these changes, or 
both of these changes have increased our capability to sort out the 
"bad guys" from the legitimate private aircraft arriving from the 
Caribbean and thus we are able to more precisely target our limit
ed resources. 

Working with and through the Attorney General, the new U.S. 
attorney in the southern district of Florida, Stanley Marcus, and 
the Federal judiciary, we are confident that additional assistant 
U.S. attorneys, courtrooms, and support personnel will be available 
to handle new criminal cases resulting from our efforts as well as 
to handle the case backlog which presently exists. At the Vice 
President's request, the Chief Justice has arranged for four addi
tional Federal judges to sit temporarily in south Florida for several 
months, beginning on June 1. 

We are working with the U.S. Marshals Service and the U.S. 
Bureau of PrisoD.snot only to increase our capability to handle 
larger numbers of Federal prisoners, but also to relieve some of the 
State and local prison overcrowding. 

Significantly, and of particular interest to this committee, we 
have obtained some resources from the Department of Defense, to 
aid Federal law enforcement agencies in their efforts in south Flor
ida. This is possible, as you know, beca.use of the recent changes in 
the posse comitatus authority. 

As announced by the Vice President, A WACS-type aircraft are 
being flown by military personnel in support of our efforts. Those 
aircraft continue to operate and are critical to our air interdiction 
efforts by providing the much needed radar coverage that has been 
discussed here this afternoon. 

Three additional Cobra helicopters on loan from the Army, flown 
by Customs pilots, are an integral part of our air interdiction strat
egy as well. These fast helios provide increased assurance that Cus
toms agents will get to the scene of a smuggling plane's oLl.oading 
operation in time to apprehend the smu7glers. 

Finally, I believe the Vice President s south Florida task force 
has made an impressive beginning. While we have provided criti
cally needed resources and heightened coordination to Federal anti
crime efforts in south Florida, we have much more to do before our 
impact is fully felt. We are confident that with the continued coop
eration of the Congress and the judiciary we can make even more 
progress. 

And I particularly, Mr. Chairman, add my compliments to you 
and to this committee for the work that you are doing and the as
sistance that you have been to our efforts in south Florida, and I 
am sure I express the views of the Vice President and his staff. 

That concludes my statement and I would be pleased to answer 
any questions you may have. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you very much, Mr. Rinkevich. 
I have been a member of the Select Committee on Narcotics 

Abuse and Control since it was formed back in 1976, and I know 
one of the areas of constant difficulty in this fight against the drug 
problem has dealt with the disputes that seem to constantly arise 
between State, local" and Federal agencies, as well as between the 
agencies of the Federal Government. It is something that has con
stantly plagued us. V,Ve have found that many times there is little 
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in the way of cooperation that takes place. Fierce jealousies exist 
that go back, in many cases, for years. It is a real problem for us. 

What is your authority to resolve any disputes that you come 
across such as this? 

Mr. RINKEVICH. When I undertook this assignment, Mr. Chair
man, I was told by the Vice President that I had no more or less 
authority than he has to resolve these issues. He is the chairman of 
the task force, at the request of the President, and I work through 
his chief of staff directly for him. 

I would-while the occasion has not arisen to exert that kind of 
authority that I think you are alluding to-I would have, in my 
judgment, the authority to call on the Vice President to identify a 
problem and ask for a resolution on the level that he operates on. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Who is ultimately responsible for the south Florida 
task force? 

Mr. RINKEVICH. Well, the task force, as you know, was created by 
the President with the Vice President as its chairman. I think that 
that level of commitment reflects that it is an administration task 
force. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Well, as far as the ultimate responsibility, then, 
would it be fair to say the President has the ultimate responsibili
ty? 

Mr. RINKEVICH. Inasmuch as he has appointed the task force and 
its chairman, I would make that judgment. 

Mr. ENGLISH. In your statement, you mention that the task force 
is temporary in nature. There has been wide agreement. certainly 
expressed here today that the problem that we are dealing with is 
one that has existed for years. Unless we are successful in coming 
up with a permanent solution it is one that is likely to continue to 
exist unresolved for years. Is it the mission of the task force to es
tablish a permament mechanism for the interdiction of drugs in 
Florida? 

Mr. RINKEVICH. You are quite correct in the point that it is a 
temporary effort and we have approached our responsibilities in 
south Florida with that clearly in mind. There are a number of ac
tivities that have evolved under the umbrella of the task force that 
in my judgment will leave a very positive legacy of the group when 
the end of the temporary assignment comes. 

Legacies, like the linkages that have been established with the 
military and civilian law enforcement agencies to take advantage 
of increased flexibility under posse comitatus, a legacy like the ad
ditional permanent resources which I mentioned before which have 
already been committed by this administration to Federal law en
forcement agencies in south Florida, legacies like-this is a bit 
more intangible-but one of the effects that I think the task force 
is having in south Florida is that it is giving the Federal troops 
that have been in the trenches down there for some time and bat
tling overwhelming odds an opportunity for breathing time and 
breathing space. It has given them an opportunity to pursue some 
long-term drug conspiratorial-type investigations that I think will 
bear fruit, perhaps after the task force has served its purpose, but 
will have a long',·term impact on disrupting drug organizations. 
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So to the extent that those kinds of legacies are left, 1 think that 
we will have made some permanent improvements in south Flor
ida. 

Mr. ENGLISH. What role do you have in seeking this permanent 
solution and helping to bring it about? 

Mr. RINKEVICH. Well, as 1 have indicated, the nature of our as
signment is temporary in regard to duration, but as we move 
along, as we move through the items that I have ticked off, we 
have in mind the need for a permanent kind of solution, the need 
for permanent resources that should then be committed and have 
been committed in south Florida. So it is not as if it were a dis
tinct, separate part of my responsibility, but rather it is a part of 
the mission that we have in mind in everything that we do, and 
that is to not undertake the task force effort with the sole objective 
of a short-term operation, but rather to keep in mind targets of op
portunity where legacies can be left. W(~ have had that in mind 
and have articulated that as the task force first began its oper
ations. As 1 indicated, the establishment of linkages between the 
military and civilian law enforcement, which 1 know you are very 
much interested in, in south Florida, 1 bblieve, charts new waters. 
If we do it effectively, that kind of linkage will remain to be taken 
advantage of, not oLly by south Florida law enforcement agencies, 
but also others around the country. 

Mr. ENGLISH. When we have disputes that arise between one of 
the Federal civilian law enforcement agencies and the Department 
of Defense, working together as provided under posse comitatus, do 
you have the responsibility to resolve those disputes? 

Mr. RINKEVICH. 1 would have the responsibility, Mr. Chairman, 
to identify that such a dispute occurs, and whether it occurs at the 
level on which 1 am dealing, keeping in mind that my role is as the 
task force onscene coordinator in south Florida and that the nature 
of my assignment is that 1 am not working at the Washington 
level. But to the extent that 1 would identify a conflict, should one 
arise, and one has not arisen to my knowledge, between civilian or 
military, 1 would do what 1 could do in resolution of any conflicts 
that might arise between civilian law enforcement agencies and 
that is to attempt to resolve them. at my level and then surface 
that to the Vice President's level and ask for his intercession and 
judgment as to the resolution of it. 

Mr. ENGLISH .. 1 guess the other part of that question, whether 
you are talking about civilian, or whether you are talking about ci
vilian and military, do you have the authority to resolve it at your 
level? 

Mr. RINKEVICH. 1 am not vested with any operational chain of 
command type of authority in the south Florida operation. My role 
is to serve as the representative of the task force, to monitor the 
progress of the task force, and the various agencies that are partici
pating in it, to insure that that progress is consistent with the task 
force goals and objectives. Where a breakdown in communications 
occurs, where liaison is helpful, I am to serve in that capacity as 
facilitator of communications and to identify other opportunities, 
being on-site in Miami, that could be, as I have indicated before, 
targem of opportunity. 
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.1 do no~-and 1 must unders~ore that-I do not exercise tradi-
tt~to?althchaln of command authonty over any of the operational enlies ere. 
.Fr~nkly, cooperation hasn't been a problem The . 

FI~hln lljw enforcement, at the Federal level a~ well ~~ob:~!~~~ 
e. erB; aw enforcement and State and local law enforcement 1 

think IS superb. The cooperation that has been extended to me 'in 
~y t rIle hid ~een superb, and wl?-ile 1 hesitate to be so optimistic 

. a cou e proven wrong thiS afternoon we haven't had the 
~Ind ~h problem that y<?u are talking about ~rise so that 1 would 

ave h e nleed to exercise any recourse to the Vice President or anyw ere e se. 
Mr. ENGLISH. 1 suppose 1 am a bit puzzled how ou are '. 

resolve a problem if you don't have the authority tt do so. gomg to 
. Mr·d~~N~EVICdH. 1 ~m not slfre that my role is to resolve problems 
In. a nec or e~ k~nd of Circumstance, Mr. Chairman. Kee in !dlnd that. the: objectives that we are trying to obtain in south Glor
I a are objectives tha~ are shared by every Federal State and 10 I 
law enforce:~e;nt entity and criminal justice entity. Vve' have ~~t 
charted activIties that are by their nature controversial with' I 
enfidorc~m~ntl' :rhe,Y are act.ivities that all law enforcement ag~~ci~ 
an cnml.na .JustICe agencies want to attain. 
St Tre objectIve~ that have been set are fully shared by Federal 

a e, and 10cB;llaw e~forcement, and those folks are moving out i~ 
a very aggressive fash~on to accomplish those. 
. Mr. EN<?LISH. Mr. Rlnkevich, 1 guess maybe I am not under~tand 
~nfi· you ng~t, but from what it sounds like to me, what yo~ ar~ 
e Ing me IS that If ~ou-I'll &lve you an example. Let's assume 

~h!lt Dh~A homelsfup With s.ome Intelligence information that a cer-
aln s Ip as e t C?lofI.1bla with a load of marihuana and DEA 
~nows what the: d~stInat~on of that ship is, at least they think the 
. 0, and t.hat ship IS ComIng our way. But rather than turnin thal 
Infor~atIOn over to the Coast Guard as well so that they mi ght b 
able to take some action, they instead say, '''We'll hold it fo~ our~ 
selves so we can 1!lake the arrest and make our record look better" 
t~f ~~h sh~ulll~ discover that that sort of situation has taken plac~ 

o er ... a!l lIng out a rep~rt to the Vice President what can o~ 
do abo~t It? Can you get those people together and s~y "Now 150k 
~lks.' dim down here representing the Vice President ~nd the Vic~ 
re~I ent ~as. charged by the President and my authorit is 

chmlng straIght ,from .the Pres~dent of the United States. Eilher 
s athPe ~tP? or you re gOIng to ship out." Do you have that kind of au on y, 

Mr. RINKEVICH. I.would judge that under the hypothetical cir
yumstan,~es you out~l~ed t~at 1 would have exactly that authority 
hOU outll~e the fa~lhtator s role, to sit down and talk and tr t~ 

s are'bt~l~tlnformatIOn; That is what 1 perceive as our principal re sponsl I I y. . -

1 would p.oint o~t,. however, that the way in which the task 
group, that. IS, the JOInt DEA-Customs entity that is the p' . I 
IB;nd .force In the drug interdiction effort has been struct~~~dPaa 
hIgh level. of cooperation exists between' DEA and the Custo~s 
pe<?pl~ asslgn~d to that tas!r group. Keep in mind that the Director 
of It IS a senIOr DEA offiCIal, and the Deputy Director is a senior 
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Customs official. The liaison that exists within and to that group 
from the U.S. Coast Guard, from the Immigration and N aturaliza
tion Service and from virtually every other Federal law enforce
ment agency precludes the kind of circumstance that you are 
charting. : 

Now, I would not dispute that those kinds of intera~ency nyal
ries have occurred in the past, but I can tell you that, In the time 
that I have been in soutli Florida1 all of us have been very, very 
pleasantly surprised that that sort of rivalry has not arise~, tl?-at 
there is a sense of working together toward a common obJectl'~e 
and a commaraderie, between the folks and among the fo~ks In 
that task group. Information is shared. The EI Paso Intelh~enc~ 
Center, which is an integral part of Federal law enforcement, 1~ dI
rectly tied into the task group, and indeed, shortly after my ar!lval 
in south Florida the Director of the task group and the Reglonal 
Commisnioner of the Customs Service and I jointly made a visit to 
EPIC in El Paso and received thorough briefings on their capability 
and their interface with the task group and their potential for fur
ther interface and further assistance in the effort. 

Stemming from that meeting, we arranged for the director of 
EPIC to personally brief senior officials in Miami on the current 
state of EPIC and the current capabilities to further improve the 
exchange of intelligence that is critical ~nd in .some cases has been 
a problem in the past. That effort was, In my Judgment, very effec
tive in facilitating the exchange of intelligence information. 

Mr. ENGLISH. I am pleased to hear that~ Mr. Rinkeyich. ~hat's 
probably going to be the next area that thIS subcommltt~e :WIll be 
looking at· cooperation between local and Federal and WIthin Fed
eral agendies. It is something that I think is very important and if 
you have been able to develop that down In the Florida area, why, 
I think that that will be a very big plus indeed because that has 
long plagued the system, in my opinion, and it has reduced the ef
fectiveness of the system. 

In your view, this solution that we are talking about, with a per
manent-type look-down capability such as the two facilities that we 
talked about with Mr. Walker, one at Patrick as well as one at 
Cudjoe, would you be envisioning that as one of the legacie~ that 
you were talking about that your task force would be leaVIng to 
south Florida? , 

Mr. RINKEVICH. I think that clearly your, and the committee s, 
interest in that is very significant and very important. But I think 
that the fact that the attention of this committee, of the adminis
tration through the task force effort, and indee~ the whole countr.y, 
is focused on the kinds of problems we are talking about here, will 
result in the kind of legacy that I think that the task force or the 
effort-I shouldn't restrict it just to the task force--but the effort 
will leave for us. I would expect that if we are succ,essful and that 
if Skyhook is placed at Patrick, I would be pleased to share. so~e 
sense of responsibjJ.ity on behalf pf the task force as identIfy!ng 
that and working, wi~h you and the Defense Department and seeIng 
that it comes about. 

Mr. EN.GLISH. Is there any doubt in your mind that it is going to 
be placed at Patrick? 

Mr. RINKEVICH. No. 
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Mr. ENGLISH. So the answer to my question is "Yes"? 
Mr. RINKEVICH. Yes. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Rinkevich, do you feel that the E2-C's are a 

permanent answer for low-level radar coverage in Florida? 
Mr. RINKEVICH. I do not look on the E2-C as a permanent 

answer, as a total answer. I think that the capability of that kind 
of aircraft, whether it is E2-C or other aircraft of similar sort, cou
pled with the other kinds of radar capability that we have talked 
about here this afternoon, is needed and is a long-term am,wer. 

By the way, Mr. Chairman, I'd like to clarify something if I may. 
I am told that in an answer to a question just before the break I 
may have given a higher degree of certainty on an answer regard
ing the second Skyhook than I intended to. That is I was reacting 
to the dialog that occurred between yourself and Secretary Walker 
talking about the second Skyhook and its desirability and its need 
and its cost-effectiveness. I do not presume to speak on behalf of 
the Secretary of Defense or any other representative of the Defense 
Department and say that it is coming with certainty. That has 
been an issue that has been negotiated at the Washington level 
and I have not been involved in those negotiations. I was reflecting 
what I thought was a desired kind of capability I think we all 
agree to, for that second Skyhook to be in place. . 

Mr. ENGLISH. You don't have any knowledge that it is not 
coming, do you? 

Mr. RINKEVICH. I don't have any knowledge that it is not coming, 
but I also don't have any knowledge that it is certainly coming, 
and that's what I wanted to clarify. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Is the reimbursement, as far as posse comitatus as
sistance to the task force, is that in any way going to be billed to 
the task force, or is it your understanding '~hat DOD will pick up 
that tab? 

Mr. RINKEVICH. I have no understanding on the question, Mr. 
Chairman of the issue of cost, or the issue of reimbursement. By 
virtue of the responsibility that I have in south Florida, that issue 
has not been one that I have been directly involved in. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Are you satisfied with the AHI-G Cobra for the 
Customs missions? 

Mr. RINKEVICH. I think that the degree of success that that air
craft has had causes me to be satisfied with it. I would sha1"~ with 
you and with others that testified here today that, if there is a 
more effective or more capable aircraft available to us we certainly 
would support that to the extent that we cannot have that kind of 
capability, I think that the Cobra is an adequate capability for us 
to live with. 

Mr. ENGLISH. You also state in your testimony that there is "in
sufficient offshore antismuggling surveillance." What steps are you 
taking to resolve this problem? 

Mr. RINKEVICH. Well, the whole question of the additional radar 
surveillance that we have talked about here today is part-the 
whole issue-is part of that resolution. We talked about the Sky
hook, the mini-AWACS, those are part of that solution. The addi
tional cap~bility that Customs has been working on to develop its 
own, and intensify its own use of the radar facilities is another 
part of that. 
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Mr. ENGLISH. But at sea we have some additional difficulties in 
the way of communications, don't we? 

Mr. RINKEVICH. I'm sorry? . . . 
Mr. ENGLISH. We have some difficultIes In the areas of communI-

cations as far as activities at sea? 
Mr. RINKEVICH. I'm not aware of any, no. . 
Mr. ENGLISH. You're not aware of any problems we ~re havIng. 
Regarding the point that I was refer:in~ to cooperatIOn an~ ~o-

ordination, there was recently an exerCIse In the gulf area-~ JOInt 
exercise between the Coast Guard an~ DEA-an~ DEA was, I 
think, doing the flying during that particular exerCIse. Th~y we~e 
not even tuning their radios in to the Coast Guard frequencIes. It IS 
my understanding that a complaint has b~en lodged be~ause of 
that which is one of the concerns that I pOInted out earlIer, that 
cooperation issue. We will provide you with a copy of t~at. 

Mr. RINKEVICH. I can tell you that the degree to WhICh the oper
ational people within the task group, the DEA ~nd Customs folks 
have needed resources from other Federal ~enCles. and t~e degree 
to which they come to us and asked for assI~tance In getting those 
resources hus been, I think, moderate. I pOInt that out bec~use I 
don't think they are bashful in coming t~ m~ or my staff wIth an 
issue of lack of coordination or communICation. I am totally u?
aware of the particular complaint t?at ~ou make reference to .. I d 
be pleased, if it is germane to what IS gOIng on now, to have access 
to the information so that we can address that. .. 

I would also point out, in my comments ~bout coo~dlna~IOn and 
cooperation and the degre~ to which it has neen a~talned In sou~h 
Florida, I do not mean to Imply ~hat we are not g~In~ t.o have mIS
communication or we are not gOIng to have some Indlvldu~l exam
ples of lack of coordination. Obviously, whenever human beIngs are 
working toward a comm~:m end we !Ire going to have t~at sort of 
thing happening and thIngs are gOIng to start to go SIdeways to 
some degree. . 

I can tell you with a fair degree of certaInty t~at the level. of co
ordination and cooperation between the operatIon~1 folks SInce I 
have been onsite in south Florida has been superb. rf ther~ are ex
amples of where that is not occurring, I am not aware of It, and I 
would be pleased to follow through on it. . 

Mr. ENGLISH. We'll provide you with a copy of the complaInt. 
What has been the result of the ship reporting procedure In 

terms of the benefits of sea surveillance? . 
Mr. RINKEVICH. I think that has been a partICularly successful 

undertaking, Mr. Chairman. As a matter of fact, I happen to ha,:e 
some recent statistics on that. During the month of March of thIS 
year the ship sightings that were reported-all naval vessels-was 
seve{1. That's March 1982. During April 1982, the total reported by 
U.S.N. ships and aircraft increased to 50. And as of May 12 the 
total reported by U.S.N. ships and aircraft was 37. If that ~ate co~
tinues we are obviously going to surpass what happened In AprIl. 
The~e has been a marked increase in the last several months of 

naval vessels and aircraft reporting not only p~ofile vessels to the 
Coast Guard but other kinds of vessels for trackIng purposes. 
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Mr. ENGLISH. The Vice President stated that "Navy warships" 
would be used to interdict suspected drug traffickers in the Wind
ward Passage. Is that now happening? 

Mr. RINKEVICH. No, it is not. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Can you tell us why not? 
Mr. RINKEVICH. The negotiations between the Navy and the 

Coast Guard to effect that operation are about at the culmination 
point. I am optimistic that an answer to that question 1 or 2 weeks 
from now would be "yes," but at this time it is "no." 

That is one of the issues that has been followed very closely by 
the task force because of what we think could be a significant de
terrent effect, by having the various naval ships at sea having that 
kind of a capability and that kind of image in the eyes of the dope 
smugglers. We are pursuing it with some vigor. It's a question of 
working out the details and working out the logistics of having 
that happen, and as I said, I am quite optimistic that we will be 
able to report a "yes" answer to that question to you in the next 
few weeks. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Will that same effort take place as far as the Yuca
tan Passage is concerned? 

Mr. RINKEVICH. The negotiations are not restricted to any partic
ular passage. I am not aware that any commitments have been 
made only to restrict it to the Yucatan. It is my understanding 
that that capability will exist throughout the Caribbean. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Has the Coast Guard been able to increase its ship 
days in the choke point passages? 

Mr. RINKEVICH. They have redeployed cutters and are in the 
process of redeploying personnel. I would not presume to speak in 
detail for the Coast Guard. As I understand, they are going to be 
testifying tomorrow. But they have increased the cutter years in 
the Caribbean from 3 to a present 4 cutter years as a result of their 
recent deployment of cutters and other activities, for example-not 
decommissioning certain cutters that were scheduled for decommis
sioning. 

Mr. ENGLISH. You mean delaying the decommissioning of certain 
cutters? 

Mr. RINKEVICH. That's correct. 
Mr. ENGLISH. And can you tell us whether EPIC has materially 

assisted in your efforts and in what way? 
Mr. RINKEVICH. I think EPIC has been a significant assist. Obvi

ously, the numbers of Federal agencies involved in this effort, 
means that there has to be, in order to avoid the kind of coordina
tion and cooperation problems that we were talking about earlier, 
there has to be a means of communication of intelligence data that 
is quick, that is reliable, and has the capacity to exchange a large 
amount of intelligence information, and is accessible to a variety of 
points, not only in south Florida but elsewhere where people are 
interdicting our borders. 

EPIC has aU of those capabilities even though it is located in EI 
Paso. I, after having the update that I mentioned to you, that we 
arranged for early upon my assignment, am personally quite im
pressed with the capability of that operation. I was impressed with 
the dedication and the qualifications of the staff that I met there 
and talked with. The way in which they provide intelligence ex-
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change between the various agencies that are ~nvolved in t~e so~th 
Florida effort I think is a very, very superb adjunct to what s gOIng 
on in south Florida. It is quite clear to me that it .is .not just s~uth 
Florida wh~re EPIC is having an impact, but that It Impacts eXISts, 
because of its capability in other parts of the country. 

We have taken a special interest, recognizing that we were mar
rying for temporary purposes agencies like DEA and Custo~s that 
had been separate before, and that after the purposes of this task 
force have been completed will once again, be separate, and we 
wanted to assure that we had covered all the bases in terms of in
telligence exchange. ~hat' s why w~ took the }nitiative in exploring 
EPIC and paying particular attentIon to making sure that the f?~ks 
in south Florida knew the currency of EPIC, knew the capabIlIty 
that it had because that grows each year, each month, as they add 
to their data base and as additional agencies come on board. And 
we were able to do that and I think it has been a very useful ad
junct to the effort in south Florida. I think that will be one of the 
legacies that we will leave. 

Mr. ENGLISH. How can you leave a legacy that was already 
there? h b'l' Mr. RINKEVICH. Well, I think that the surfacing of t e capa Iity 
of EPIC the attention that we have paid to it, the, once again, real 
life pro~f that it works, and that it is a meaningful contri~ution to 
an enforcement effort is the sort of thing that we have heIghtened 
through the task force operation. It has heightened the attention to 
it, I think, more than anything else. 

Mr. ENGLISH. I have been to EPIC, Mr. Rinkevich, and that was 
5 6 years ago. I went through it. I am very familiar with ~hat o~er
ation and what is stored in it. That's the reason I question beIng 
able to leave a legacy on that. If you want to leave a legacy, I c~ 
understand leaving something that wasn't there before, whether It 
is a Seek Skyhook at Patrick or whether it has to do with Black
hawk helicopters with Customs, but sOn;teth~ng t~at w~ already 
there you know I think you are stretchIng It a little bIt on that. 

Mr: RINKEVICIi. Well, I don't mean to be taking credit for some
thing that the task force s~<?uld!l't, but I thin~ that EPIC has 
grown and its present capabIlIty IS greater than It was when you 
visited it 5 or 6 years ago. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Well, are you using EPIC in Florida in some way 
that it wasn't used before? 

Mr. RINKEVICH. No, but the urgency under which the exchange 
of information must occur, the intensity of the effort down there, 
the fact that Customs and DEA folks are working together on the 
same teams all of those argue for a closer and more coordinated 
and more ~igorous exchange of information. And I think that 
that's what EPIC has provided. 

Vie have looked to EPIC as a mechanism that will insure the 
proper exchange of intelligence information and by giving it that 
visibility that we have I think we have heightened its usefulness 
the minds of folks who knew it existed but for whatever reason had 
perhaps not kept current with its capabilities we .hav~ resurfaced it 
as a tool to use to understand, and to deal With It, and to the 
extent that I am accurate in that perception that would be the 
legacy that we would leave. I don't mean to imply that we discov-
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ered EPIC or first announced it in south Florida. Obviously, that is 
not the case. 

Mr. ENGLISH. What do you think about the Blackhawk helicop-
ters? . . 

Mr. RINKEVICH. I think that any increased capability that this' . 
Government can provide to law enforcement of the sort that the 
B!ackhaw~ would, as I understand it-I am not an expert on that 
kind of aIrcraft at all-but I think that any increased capability 
that can be provided in a cost-effective way would be welcome and 
would be useful. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Have you, in reporting back to the Vice President 
have you urged the Vic~President to support ~hat request? ' 

Mr .. RIN~EVIC!f' I thmk th,at the conversations which you have 
had .WIth hll~ dIrectly and With the other members of his staff, in
cludIng AdmIral Murphy, have adequately communicated t.hat con
~ern. I a~ aware, based on ear1i~r conver~~tions with you, of your 
mterest In the Blackhawk and ItS capabIlIty and I share it with 
you and I think they do as well. . 

Mr. ENGLISH. I guess-you are not answering my question. Have 
yo~ com~ back to the V!ce President saying, "We've looked at this 
thIng, With regard to thIS Blackhawk helicopter and we think that 
that is something that Customs should have. W ~ urge that you sup
port that request." 

Mr. RINKEVICH. I have supported the notion that the Blackhawk 
shoul~ be. given the test that Congress has asked for and the extent 
to .~hIC~ It proves out as a result of that test would further urge its 
utilIzatIOn. 

Mr. ENGLISH. What do you understand that test to be? 
Mr. RINKEVICH. I understand only what was in Secretary Walk

er's letter. That is, as I understand it, that he requested the Black
hawk for test purposes to see whether it would prove feasible and if 
so then to utilize it. 

Mr. ENGLI~H. M~. Rinkevich, you are down there on the ground. 
You are talkIng WIth the Customs people in the Miami area. You 
are the coordinator. What is it that you understand would be in
~luded in that test? It would have to be done down there 'wouldn't 
It? It would have to be done in Miami? ' 

Mr. RINKEVICH. It w0';11d be done in Miami, but keep in mind 
that I am not the o.peratIOnal commander of the Customs air wing. 
~n!. test of any eqUIpment of that sort would be their clear respon
SIbIlIty. My role would be, should that prove to be an effective tool 
and should decisions be made to make it available to serve in th~ 
same .capacity as I am trying to serve with the N~vy/Coast Guard 
negotiations and see that it moves along and it happens. But I 
would not pres~me to offer a jud~ent in lieu of the experts in the 
Customs aIr WIng that would be Involved in such a test that was 
the case in the Cobra test. 

Mr. ENGLISH. You .and ~ bo.th sa~ i~ on the same meeting with 
the Cus1?ms people In MIamI. ~ dIdn t hear mu~h i~ the way of 
doubt beIng expressed by those In the Customs aIr WIng in Miami 
about whether or not they thought they could use need and desire 
Blackhawk~ did you? ' , 

Mr. RINKEVICH. I don't recall any doubt being expressed about 
the use and need, but I also don't recall their having had the expe-
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rience with the Blackhawk that they had at that point with the 
Cobra. And I think I also recall that the gentlemen there were en
thused about any increased capability, any aircraft with increased. 
capability, as I would be as well. 

Mr. ENGLISH. I think they thought it was beyond the realm of 
possibility. I remember that remark, "We couldn't even request 
such a thing." 

Mr. RINKEVICH. I'm not sure I remember those exact words but 
that sense was clearly there. They thought that it was better to 
take one in the hand rather than two in the bush, so to speak. 

Mr. ENGLISH. It is then your understanding that such a test 
would be an operational test? 

Mr. RINKEVICH. That's my understanding. Once again, I would 
defer to whatever the plan was by the Customs air wing for that 
test to occur. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Rinkevich, I don't think I have any more 
questions. I think you have pretty well taken care of them. I surely 
want to thank you for coming to the hearing today. We appreciate 
it very much. 

Mr. RINKEVICH. I thank you. I want to express once again myap
preciation for the interest and support that you and your staff have 
given us and I would like to continue that dialog as events unfold 
in south Florida. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Very good. Thank you. 
Mr. RINKEVICH. Thank you. 
Mr. ENGLISH. We are looking forward tomorrow to the testimony 

by the Department of Defense and we will find out whether all 
these wonderful things are going to happen and whether the De
partment of Defense is going to make it possible to solve the drug 
problem in south Florida. 

We will adjourn until 9:30 a.m. tomorrow morning. 
[Whereupon, at 4:29 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon

vene at 9:30 a.m., Thursday, May 20, 1982.] 

MILITARY ASSISTANCE TO CIVILIAN 
NARCOTICS LAW ENFORCE}/IENT 

THURSDAY, MAY 20, 1982 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
GOVERNMENT INFORMATION 

AND INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS SUBCOMMITTEE 
OF THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS, 

Washington, D. C. 
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:40 a.m., in room 

2247, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Glenn English (chair
man of the subcommittee) presiding. 

Present: Representative Glenn English. 
Also present: William G. Lawrence, counsel; Theodore J. Mehl, 

professional staff member; Euphon L. Metzger clerk' and John J. 
Parisi, minority professional staff, Committee ~n Go~ernment Op
erations. 

Mr. ENGLISH. The hearing will come to order. 
This morning we convene the third day in our series of hearings 

on the subject of military assistance to the civilian law enforce
ment community. Yesterday, we heard the Assistant Secretary of 
t~e T~eas~ry describe the cooperation he had enjoyed in his rela
tIOnshIp wIth the Department of Defense to date. He then outlined 
several areas in which the U.S. Customs Service and other Federal 
law enforcement agencies needed further help. 

Specifically, he requested an Air Force downward-looking radar 
called Seek Skyhook to be installed at Patrick Air Force Base to 
help shut down the major trafficking airways. 

He r~quested that a Blackhawk helicopter be loaned to the Cus
toms aIr support branch for operational testing. Customs presently 
operates s?me loaned Cobra helicopters, but the Cobra only puts 
one arrestIng officer on the scene, and thus endangers his life in 
the event of armed resistance. An additional benefit of the Black
hawk is that its operational range, of course, is far greater. 

Our witness today is Mr. James Juliana, the Deputy Assistarlt 
Secreta~y of Defense for Manpower, Reserve Affairs, and Logistics. 
Mr. JulIana, you have appeared before this subcommittee on this 
topic in the past, and we are very happy to welcome you back to 
the subcommittee. 

(69) 
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STATEMENT OF JAMES JULIANA, PRINCIPAL DEPUTY ASSISTANT 
SECRETARY OF DEFENSE, MANPOWER, RESERVE AFFAIRS, 
AND LOGISTICS, DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, ACCOMPANIED 
BY MAJ. GEN. JOHN PIOTROWSKI, DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, 
OPERATIONS, TACTICAL AIR COMMAND, U.S. AIR FORCE; BRIG. 
GEN. JAMES S. MOORE, JR., DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS READI
NESS, DEPARTMENT OF' THE ARMY; AND CAPT. THOMAS K. 
.WHITTAKER, CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS STAFF, U.S. NAVY 
Mr. JULIANA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I am here this morning to discuss the efforts of the Defense De

partment in support of Operation Florida, the operational arm of 
Vice President Bush's Task Force on South Florida Crime. 

Our active support of Operation Florida began on March 15, with 
the initiation of Navy aerial surveillance missions aimed at detect
ing small, low-flying aircraft and directing U.S. Customs Service 
aircraft to an interception. Navy aerial surveillance support contin
ues to this day and is projected to be in place for an indefinite 
period in the future. 

Navy has also made available high frequency radio equipment in 
support of DEA operations. In the high interest vesse~ sighting pro
gram, Coast Guard personnel routinely board Navy ships prior to 
their leaving port to brief Navy personnel on the characteristics of 
suspect vessels of interest to the Coast Guard. 

Sightings of such vessels by Navy, in the course of routine Navy 
operations, are then reported to Coast Guard when they occur for 
Coast GU8-.:'d to pursue further. Arrangerrlents are now complete 
for Navy to lend assistance in the towing back to port of vessels 
actually seized by the Coast Guard and the transportation of pris
oners to enable Coast Guard assets to remain longer on station. 

In response to the Coast Guard's request, we have approved a 
program of support by certain Navy sensors that will enable Coast 
Guard assets to be used much more discriminately in the tracking 
of suspect vessels at sea. Navy is in the final stages of planning to 
embark Coast Guard personnel on Navy ships so that Coast Guard 
may be in the best position to board suspect vessels w~en they are 
sighted in the course of routine Navy operations. 

The Army has made available a total of fOUl' AH-IG Cobra heli
copters, to the Customs Service, to aid in the interception of sus
pect aircraft. By the end of this month, the last of the Customs 
Service pilots will have completed training on the Cobra at the 
Army's school at Fort Hucker, Ala. Army is also providing much of 
the maintenance suppo:rt for the Cobras on loan to Customs and is 
about to loan two UH-IH helicopters, known as the Hueys, to DEA 
in further support of their requirements. That, I believe, Mr. Chair
man, will be primarily off the coast of Florida in the Bahamas. 

The Air Force has continued to make available the information 
of use to the civilian enforcement agencies obtained through our 
NORAD capabilities in the Southeast. This arrangement includes 
the stationing of one Coa'3t Guard official, a chief petty officer, at 
the Seek Skyhook radar facility i.n Cudjoe Key, Fla. 

The Air Force has also participated in a test of the feasibility of 
," Gertain reconnaissance assets, incidental to their normal oper

ations, being used in support of the information needs of the en-
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forcement agencies. The classified results of this test are now being 
analyzed. 

-As you know, Mr. Chairman, and as you stated in your prepared 
statement, we are also considering, as requested by the Treasury 
Department, the feasibility of loaning Blackhawk helicopters to the 
enforcement agencies to replace the Cobras now on loan. I believe 
they requested four Blackhawks. . 

Also, we are considering the feasibility of providing -the OV-IC 
Mohawk aircraft equipped with an enhanced radar capability, and 
we are considering the addition of a balloon borne radar at Patrick 
Air Force Base, Florida, to detect small, low-flying aircraft along 
the southeast coast. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, I am very pleased this morning-I was 
hoping I could give you this information sooner-but I am pleased 
to report that while we have not yet received an official response 
from the Army concerning the Blackhawk helicopters or the OV-IC 
aircraft, the Department of Defense has instructed the Air Force to 
place a balloon borne radar at Patrick Air Force Base. This will 
enable it to perform both an Air Force mission and serve the needs 
of the civilian law enforcement agencies simultaneously. The effect 
of this placement of the radar will be to enable us to monitor per
manently the air corridor along the southeastern coast of Florida 
now most frequently used by those who smuggle drugs illegally 
into the country by air. The Air Force is currently in the process of 
identifying the funds necessary to make this placement and we 
expect the job to be completed in the next several months. 

Mr. Chairman, that is a firm commitment. The Air Force has 
been so instructed and we will proceed expeditiously. 

It is apparent that our support to the south Florida initiatives 
has been a significant factor in the successful efforts to stem the 
flow of narcotics into the country. While the enforcement agencies 
involved do report increased levels of arrests and seizures, it ap
pears as though our efforts also have had a large deterrent effect 
on drug trafficking in the area. 

In summary, Mr. Chairman, on the things we have done in sup
port of other agencies, the Defense Department is pleased to be one 
small part of President Reagan's broad initiative to halt the flow of 
illegal narcotics into the Southeastern United States. It is our in
tention to continue to provide every possible assistance, consistent 
with our primary mission requirements and relevant law. 

Parallel to our efforts in support of Vice President Bush's Task 
Force on South Florida, we have taken the necessary steps to im
plement in a broader manner t);le direction given to us in Public 
Law 97-86 by this Congress last year. We have issued the regula
tions required by that statute and are now in the process of moni
toring their implementation throughout the Defense Department 
and in developing the supplementary guidance we feel is necessary. 

In general, we have completed much of the administrative work 
required by Public Law 97-86 and are well on our way to finishing 
that aspect of our effort. This is, however, only the beginning of 
what I envision as a continuing effort aimed at carrying out the 
intent of Congress in this matter. I am determined that we will be 
of maximum feasible support to civilian enforcement efforts con
sistent with our national security obligations. While we see our-
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selves as clearly in a support role to the civilian agencies, we will 
insure that agencies are aware of the contributions we might be 
able to make in the Department of Defense and that procedures 
remain such that realizing those contributions, where our primary 
mission so allows, involves a minimum of procedural delay. 

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my statement, but I would like to 
add that through your diligence and the hard work of your staff in 
a very professional way you have given us cooperation and assist
ance that is so necessary in working with Congress and accomplish
ing these very difficult tasks. 

I also must say that the services, the military serviceg, have been 
very responsive on just all of these efforts, even sOInetimes when 
they are negative, but they have been responsive to us at the De
partment of Defense, OSD level, which I think is a job well done by 
a lot of Jieople. Thank you. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you very much, Mr. Juliana. I think that we 
certainly want to express our appreciation to the Department of 
Defense as well. They have been very cooperative with us and very 
responsive to our inquiries of which there have been numerous 
over the last couple of months. We have appreciated your coopera
tion in this. 

Mr. Juliana, could you give us an unclassified version of the 
present E-3, the AWACS worldwide commitment? 

Mr. JULIANA. Worldwide commitment, I cannot, but I have the 
Navy here and a representative. 

Mr. ENGLISH. AWACS must be Air ForCe, I think. 
Mr. JULIANA. Oh, I'm sorry. I thought you said the E2-C. 
I\fr. ENGLISH. No, this would be AWACS. 
Mr. JULIANA. I would then like to call on General Piotrowski to 

see if he might be able to respond to that. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Certainly. General, if you would come forward? 
For the record, General, would you identify yourself? 
General PIOTROWSKI. Yes, General Pete Piotrowski, the Deputy 

Chief of Staff, Operations, Tactical Air Command. 
Mr. Chairman, I am certainly pleased to be here today and ac

knowledge the fact that the Air Force fully supports this important 
national effort to interdict the flow of illegal drugs into the United 
States. . 

In response to your question, there are 20 AWACS committed 
worldwide ~nd I can tell you where they are without bridging clas
sification. 

Mr. ENGLISH. We want the unclassified version, as much as you 
can tell us of an unclassified nature. 

General PIOTROWSKI. This is unclassified. There are two commit
ted to the defense of Iceland, four in Saudi Arabia maintaining 24-
hour surveillance there, two in the Pacific, stationed at Okinawa, 
Japan, and those eight aircraft that are deployed overseas of course 
require continual replacement and that ties up an additional three 
aircraft, actually, replacing aircraft almost on a daily basis. 

An additional 9 aircraft, 9 to 10 aircraft, are committed to train
ing here in the United States, and on the average we have four air
craft in heavy maintenance, in what we call depot repair, on the 
average, day in and day out. 
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Out of a total of 26 aircraft, this essentially ties up the entire 
fleet. 
~r. EN~LISH. The question I was leading up to, General, and 

agaIn I thInk you may be the one to answer the second question 
th:at I haye, we took note yesterday of the memorandum of the 
VIce PresIdent to the Secretary of Defense which was dated Febru
ary 24,1982. Item No.2 stated that the U.S. Air Force AWACS air
craft would provide the same coverage as the E2-C when the E2-C 
is not available. . 

Nmy, this, as I think w~ all. understand and recognize, could be 
d,one In th.e short run b"';1t If thIs was extended over a long period of 
time, sa,y If. we are talkIng about over 1 year or 2, would this have 
~ negatrv,e Impact as far as the overall operations of AWACS and 
Its commItment around the world? 

General PIOT~O~SKI. Yes, lVh. qhairman, it certaiI.1ly would. It 
would have a sIgnIficant adverse Impact in terms of training our 
crews: We of necessity train 24 full crews a year and to mount a 
surveIllance effort on a long-term basis would have a significant 
impact on our ability to train crews and we of course would have to 
maintain our overseas commitments. 

Mr. ENGLISH. You mentioned that you have nine aircraft for 
training, I believe. Is that your program number? 

General PIOTROWSKI. Yes, sir. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Nine is? 
General PIOTROWSKI. Yes, sir. It varies from 9 to 12 depending on 

the state of training at the time. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Does the AWACS aircraft have the capability to 

detect the small, low-flying airplanes which are usually operated 
by drug smugglers in Florida? 

General PIOTROWSKI. Yes, sir, it does. 
Mr. ENGLISH. And I assume that this same capability would exist 

for the Seek Skyhook as far as your knowledge of that radar 
system? 

General PIOTROWSKI. Tests have proven, Mr. Chairman, that the 
Seek Skyhook can detect small private aircraft of the Cessna vari
ety that we understand are used by the drug smugglers. 

Mr. EN?LISH. And does th~ AWACS have the capability to assist 
Cu~t~ms In ~~e. co~duct of ItS. normal training activities, AWACS 
traInIng. a?tlvltles In the Florida area, without degrading its pri
mary mIsSIOn? 

General PIOTROWSKI. Our assessment shows, Mr. Chairman, that 
~m ~~ averag~ o~ 4 to 6 days a month, that we could find productive 
traInIng. sorties In the south Florida area, north Florida area that 
would give. us productive training, and based on our understa~ding 
of Customs' needs, could provide useful information to the Drug 
Enforcement Agency and Customs. 

Mr. ENG~I~H. So in ~ffe?t wh~t we would have taking place is a 
normal tra~n~ng exercls~ In whIch you are able to carry out your 
normal trainIng rol.e whIle at the same time keeping an eye out for 
~ny tar~ets ~ha~ mIght meet the profile that Customs is interested 
In and IdentifYIng those targets and relaying that information on 
to Customs? 

General PIOTROWSKI. Thafs exactly correct, Mr. Chairman. 
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ssume that AWACS training flights 
Mr. ENGLISH. Mad

y . I tal~h a drug interdiction effort in Florida? I 
will be incorporate In.o ~ ·ncor orated in there. I Vias on the 
assume that it al~eady I~ beln~~ th~ Easter recess, and I bel~eve 
first flight back In ~prIl'h d~rA 'ACS had been incorporated Into 
that was the first time t a. W uld ou advise me of whether 
the effort down in ~ou~h Florida. 0 ~ratiJnal in south Florida? In 
or not this is co~tInAWA~S~: inPthe neighborhood in south FI~r
other words, any tim he f'C t h s continued that was started back In ida I assume that tee lor a 
tha:t first ride that I took. r Chairman. In fact, it goes well 

General PIOTROWSKI. .If es, M . bility is available to Customs on 
beyond that. Our survel ance capa he have an interest, and has 
any flight that is in and area fih:~~ttvi[y with Customs back in the been so since we starte our Irs 

1970's. 0 erate with Customs and provide 
So we are' always r:eadYh to ldo :e be operating in an area, wheth

surveillance information s. ou . d States or wherever. 
er it is Florida or South;es\ UdI~~ as far ~s the south Florida ar~a, 

Mr. ENGLISH. As I un ers afhe\lrst one in this overall operat~on 
the flight th~t I w~s on w~s AWACS was going to be plugging 
in that area In WhIch !do.utInely, ·nformation that would fit the prointo Customs and prOVI Ing any 1 

file. It was the first one since the task force, the General PIOTROWSKI. t bl· h d 
national task force, hah ~een es a Ii :dci to that please. We at the 

Mr. JULIANA. Mr. C aIrman, can d tho Air F~rce to discuss how 
OSD level have t~s~ed t~e Ntha'1 an ea c~n be integrated into the the AWACS operatIons In a ar 
Navy's operations. . 

Mr ENGLISH. Very good. t.bl __ 
Mr: JULIANA. So theredwil}tbe ~ i~r~h~~t~~'v~ got an .AyvACS 
Mr. ENGLISH. So we t~m Ch t we have a big Navy traInIng ex-down there at the same Ime a 

ercise.. . 
Mr. JULIANA. Yes, sIr.. se out of the training exercises Mr. ENGLISH. We g~t maxImum u 

that are taking place ~n the area. 

Mr. JULIANA. That IS 10~fict·emember correctly, the flight that I 
Mr. ENGLISH. Gener~, 1 r were not required to have Cus

was on was the first time that yo~. down and monitoring the 
toms officials on boar~ ~ctuallYth~tt~h:n?e that has been made is 
radar. As I. understan Id now't Customs profile is routinely l?ro
that anythIng that wou. mee osed to having the requlre-
vided to the~ by the AIr Fff~~' lo:b~ard and having him actual
ment of havIng a Customs 0 ICIa th t not correct? 
ly go through all the proced~res. Is ar: recisely co~rect, Mr. Chair-

General PIOTROWSKI. Arln, y~u the ~osse comitatus, we've been 
man. As a result of thhe c al.g~ ~n and are delighted to do that, to able to implement t .ese po ICIe 
provide that informatIOn. h had much discussion for the 

Mr. ENGLISH. We, of course, aVSk hook operation and what it 
last couple of days hh"e of tht ~wlCSYoperation would it take in 
can do. H?w manY

f °lurs to lone-to pay for a Skyhook system? terms of-Just say ue cos s a 
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General PIOTROWSK.I. Using a base cost of $10 million, which is 
we understand approximately what it would take to build a full, 
two-base, or two-balloon system, with what is currently in existence 
at Patrick, using that as a baseline, just fuel costs alone, consider
ing 18 hours a day coverage, it would take 160 days to totally amor
tize that $10 million investment. 

Mr. ENGLISH. How many hours of flying would that be, roughly? 
General PIOTROWSKI. We are talking about-if you will allow me 

to calculate, if I can? 
Mr. ENGLISH. Certainly. 
General PIOTROWSKI. The fuel oil costs for the A W ACE{ is $2,800 

an hour, so if I can indulge· you in just a--
Mr. ENGLISH. If we are talking about fuel alone, you've got $2,800 

an hour just for fuel as opposed to Seek Skyhook's entire operation, 
I remember that it was $400, I believe. 

General PIOTROWSKI. That's approximately correct and of Course 
we are talking about building the total complex, buying all of the 
equipment, amortizing that. That's roughly 3,600 hours of flying 
time. If we add in the spares cost, that's roughly cut in half. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Seek Skyhook is a bit cheaper, then? 
General PIOTROWSKI. Yes, sir. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Juliana, I'm not sure whether perhap~ the 

General is the one to respond to the questions I have with regard 
to Seek Skyhook. I am not sure-perhaps I will ask them of you 
and then you may to refer to the Air Force on some of these, if 
they get into a more technical nature? 

Mr. ·JULIANA. If they are technical in nature, I would yield to the 
Air Force in any regard, Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Juliana, does the Air Force have an operation
al need for the second Seek Skyhook at Patrick Air Force Base location? 

Mr. JULIANA. It is my understanding that they definitely do have 
operational need and again I think the general can give you more 
specifics on that. 

General PIOTROWSKI. I believe, as we discussed in the last hear
ing, Mr. Chairman, we acknowledge the fact that there are gaps in 
our low-altitude radar coverage around the periphery of the United 
States and the Seek Skyhook at Cape Kennedy Patrick Air Force 
Base certainly fills one of those voids. 

Mr. ENGLISH. So we would be locating a second Seek Skyhook not 
just simply to assist Customs but to carry out a mission as far as 
our national defense is concerned as well? 

General PIOTROWSKI. Yes, sir. It would provide valuable radar 
coverage into the NORAD region. 

Mr. JULIANA. Mr. Chairman, that is precisely right. There is a 
requirement and in reaching our decision only within the last 
couple of days that was the primary, of course, the primary reason 
for making that commitment. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Juliana, now that the commitment has been 
made, does that mean that the balloon for Patrick and the equip
ment that goes with it will be ordered immediately? 

Mr. JULIANA. Well, immediately is like as I leave the room or 
enter the room~ 

Mr. ENGLISH. Within the next 24 hours? 
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Mr. JULIANA. The Air Force is finding the funds for that third 
balloon, if we can refer to it as such, but as you know there are 
capabilities already available to use which we are going to review. 

We will proceed with those immediately, yes. 
Mr. ENGLISH. So we are proceeding immediately as far as the 

procuring of that equipment for Patrick? 
Mr. JULIANA. Yes, sir, we are. And, Mr. Chairman, while we are 

on that, it is a little side issue but it does relate. The Air Force, 
over the past several months, has been supporting the Customs 
Service in their own effort to develop a Skyhook surveillance 
system, and it has already commited $100,000 on the feasibility 
study to which the Customs Service has committed $400~{)00 for a 
portable-type system. . 

So when you say "immediately," yes on the Seek Skyhook at Pat
rick Air Force Base, but also the Air Force is involved in this other 
minor, if you want to call it that, effori; to support Customs. 

Mr. ENGLISH. As I understand it, though, Mr. Juliana, the tests 
have not been going well with regard to the Customs version. The 
balloon, as I understand it, recently crashed and the efforts don't 
look good for the development. In fact, I had even heard some 
rumor that the entire project may b~ shelved indefinitely. 

Mr. JULIAl'TA. Well, that may be so, but that still does not impact 
on our commitment. 

Mr. ENGLISH. No, I agree. 
Mr. JULIANA. Our commitment at Patrick Air Force Base. 
Mr. ENGLISH. I appreciate that. But, you know, the point that I 

wanted to make was that we are not about to see Customs develop
ing a similar capability, at least in the near future. That may be 
something that is on down the road and 1 certainly agree with you 
and commend the Air Force and the Department of Defense for 
support in assisting Customs in building such a concept. I think 
that that is something that is a direction we need to go in. But the 
point I think that needs to be made is, as 1 understand it, they are 
a long, long ways off from having that anywhere near operational, 
several years, in fact. 

Mr. JULIANA. Well, it's a long way, yes. And also it should be 
made clear that, if that was developed for Customs utilization, it 
would not have anything to do with the Air Force mission or 
requirements. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Yes, 1 think it is a good point, a very good point. So 
we are not looking at a case in which we would put up a Seek Sky
hook and then sometime down the road expect that to come down 
and a Customs banoon replacement. More likely what is going to 
happen is the Customs prDject, should it ever come on line, would 
be used elsewhere around the country. 

Mr. JULIANA. That's correct, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. ENGLiSH. Can we also be assured that the existing Seek Sky

hook will be fully incorporated into the NORAD radar data that is 
presently heing provided to Customs? 

Mr. JULIANA. You not only have that assurance but it already is, 
Mr. Chairman. As I said in my statement, we do have a Coast 
Guard petty officer on duty available to the law enforcement agen
cies to assist them and he has been doing that, and of course he 
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does report through the NORAD channels. He is available to re
spond to requests from the civilian agencies. 

Mr. ~NGLISH. The exis~ing Skyhook down at Cudjoe, as I under
stand It, became operatIOnal earlier this month, and this was a 
part of the patchwork that was put together to continue to provide 
the c~)Vera~e to the south Florida area until we were able to come 
~p wIth thIS more permanent solution to the problem, namely get
ting a balloon up at Patrick. Is that correct? 

Mr. JULIANA. Yes, sir, that is; 
~r. ENGLIS~. Does NORAD have the capability to direct Customs 

to Intercept aIrcraft from the display that is provided on Seek Sky
hook? 

Mr. JULIANA. Yes, it does. 
Mr. ENGLISH. And is this essentially the same capability that is 

provided with the E2-C's? 
Mr. JULIANA. I believe it is, Mr. Chairman; 
Mr. ENGLISH. I think that you have stated that you expect that 

the second Seek Skyhook at Patrick will be brought on line in the 
very near future: I wou~d assume, and I made this statement yes
terday, 'J. was trYIng to gIve some leeway, but as I understand it, we 
are talkIng about far less than 12 months. I said less than 12 
months and I have been corrected, but that is probably far less 
than 12 months? 

Mr. JULIANA. I think it is far less than 12 months
1 

Mr. Chair
man. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Qan we assume that the present level of the E2-B 
~nd the E2-··C support will continue until this second radar is on 
hne? 

Mr. JULIANA: That is .correct. As you know, there have been 
so~e recet;lt adJu.stments In that and the coverage will continue for 
an IndefinIte period. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Can we further llssume that following the deploy
ment of the Patrick Seek Skyhook that the E2-C will be used in 
the same manner .as AWACS is presently being 'used today, 
namely, efforts to Incorporate them into training missions and 
make that a part of the overall coverage? 

Mr. JULIANA. That is correct. But as you pointed out the Seek 
Skyhook has a capability to provide the coverage at a ~uch lower 
cost.and that is a fact?r that we in the Department of Defense, Mr. 
ChaIrman, must consIder. We have to provide these services most 
efficiently and cost-effectively. 

Mr. EN~LISH. I would. agree and of course, again, getting back to 
the l.aw, If we are lookIng toward this long-term effort, that is a 
!equirement of the law. Whether the Department of Defense likes 
It o.r not, wishes to do it differently or not it has to be a Dart of 
the!r overall training operation, their over~ll primary mission to 
be Incorporated in part of the training as the A WACS is today ~nd 
as the E2-C is today. 

M;.,JULIANA. 'rhat is correct, and also with the Seek Skyhook op
~ratIOns. That gives us a more permanent aspect to this total pro-
Ject. . 

¥r .. ENGLISH. Very good. Thank you very much, Mr. Juliana. 
.1 ve got ~ few questions. General, 1 think I have gotten through 

WIth the AIr Force. 

95-979 0-82--6 
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General PIOTROWSKI. Very good, sir. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Now, we've got to talk to the Army a little bit. You 

may want to have some of the Army people come up as we visit on 
the Blackhawk a little bit, Mr. Juliana. 

Mr. JULIANA. Mr. Chairman, on the Blackhawk, I did address 
that in my opening statement. We at the OSD level have ·not made 
a final decision on the Blackhawk. 

Mr. ENGLISH. I realize that. 
lVIr. JULIANA. General Moore will address that in response to 

your questions. 
Mr. ENGLISH. As I understand it, though, and correct me if I am 

wrong, Mr. Juliana, because I am not that certain about it but it is 
my understanding that there was agreement from the Department 
of Defense and the Army to allow for some trials or experiments 
with one Blackhawk on a temporary basis to see whether or not it 
would fit in. That's not true, the General is shaking his head. He 
doe~;n.'t agree. Do you agree with that? 

Mr, JULIANA. V/ell, we will get to that, and I don·lt want to take 
anything away from his comments. But we at the OSD level have 
not made a final decision on the Blackhawk. I believe the Army 
has and the General will address that, but in any event the De
partment of Defense:s positio;n wi~l be that your staff, the' agencies 
of Government, partIcularly In thIS case Customs, certainly should 
have the opportunity to become familiar with the Blackhawk to 
learn what t~~ pr?blems might be, and why the Army has made 
whatever decIsIOn It has made. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Very good. 
General, I guess the questions then are probably going to be di. 

rected more toward you with regard to the Blackhawk. The Army 
7t>resent~y has on loan to Customs four Cobra AH-IG helicopters. 
Mr. JulIana stated that the Treasury Secretary, had requested four 
Blackhawks to be loaned to Customs, and there has also been a re
quest, I believe, for one of those helicopters in the near future to be 
te:3ted on the possibility of replacing the Cobras with the Black
hawks. Of course, as stated by Mr. truliana, this is unresolved as 
far as the Department of Defense is concerned. Do you feel that the 
Cobra is well-suited for Customs needs? 

General MOORE. Yes, sir, I do. First, however let me identify 
myself. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Certainly. 
~eneral ~OORE. I am Brigadier General Moore, Director of Oper

atlOns R~~dmess at the Depa~tment of Army. I am also the Direc
tor of Mlhta~y. S~pport, and In that capacity coordinate the DOD 
response to CIVIl dIsturbance and natural disasters. 

We have been working, on the Treasury Department request of 
four Blackhawk helicopters, and this is the first I have heard about 
th~ loa.n of one particular aircraft on a trial basis. As Mr. Juliana 
pOln~ed out, w,e would be willing to discuss that with the CUR Goms 
ServICe and wIth members of your committee, to allow people to go 
t<? Fort Rucker where we have training aircraft and are training 
pIlots at the present time in order to assess the capabilities of the 
Blackhawk helicopter. 

With. regard to the loan of four aircraft, the Army has taken a 
hard look at that. As you know, this is our most modern troop-lift 
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helicopter. It costs $6 million a copy. We have been rl·.stributing 
them as they come off the Sikorsky. production line to our, mo~t 
high-priority units, such as our RapId DeI?loyme.nt. Force. here In 
the continental United States. The next hIgh prIOrIty unIts to be 
filled are our forward deployed units in Europe. In fact, the first 
unit's contingent of aircraft is currently en route t<? Eut:0pe. 

Therefore from the Army perspective, the dIverSIOn of four 
Blackhawk helicopters to the Gustoms Service would ~ave an a~
verse impact on the readiness of those forces we are trYing to equIp 
with more modern aircraft. . 

Another important consideration is that t1:-e Customs ServIce 
would have to train pilots, crew chiefs and malnte~ance pers<?n!lel 
to operate the Blackhawk. We have a backlog In our traInIng 
system at Fort Rucker a~d. it would probab.ly be mid-September 
before we could begin tralnmg Blackhawk pIlots for the Customs 
Service. . d ft' . Maintenance personnel require an even longer perlO 0 raInIng. 
Although a Customs Service pilot who already knows how to fly a 
Huey or a Cobra needs only transition tr~inin~ to fly tJ:1e !31ack
hawk maintenance personnel must be traIned In the aVlOnI~s re
pairs "skills as well as other critical areas. This would requIre a 
training period of several months. . . . 

Additionally, I think it imperative that Vfe ~x~l.ll1ne Wl~h the 
Customs Service the problems of not only maIntainIng the aIrcraft, 
but how we would go about maintaining ~ircraft in sout~ Fl~ri?a. 

Maintaining the Blackhawk is ~ore dlffic~lt than malntalnmg 
the Huey helicopter because there IS not as WIde a contractor base 
for the Blackhawk as there is for the Huey. 

Then too for the Blackhawk we have some maintenance prob
lems within' our own system in the Army caused in p~rt by short
ages of titanium which is necessary in the productIOn ~f sp~re 
parts to keep our fleet operationally ready. Therefore, the dIverSIOn 
of aircraft to the Customs Service would impact adversely on an al
ready difficult maintenance situation with the Army. . 

That's generally where we stand on the Blackhawk, SIr. 
Mr. ENGLISH. All right. . 
General MOORE. We would be glad to continue further dISCUS-

sions with the Customs Service however and let them check out the 
aircraft. . . . 'th 

Mr. ENGLISH. I kind of want you to continue dIscussIOns WI us 
right now. 

General MOORE. Yes, sir. 
Mr. ENGLISH. The question I asked you is,. do you feel that the 

Cobra is well-suited for the Customs role, the Job the~ need? 
General MOORE. Sir I have not been to south FlorIda to see how 

the Customs Service ~ses the Cobra, but our discussions with the 
CuStOl~~S Service indicates that they feel that it is suited to th~ir 
mission even though as you indicated in your statement, Mr. ChaIr
man, it carries only two people. 

Mr. ENGLISH. How would you feel if you were one of t~ose C?S
toms officials and you were there in the middle of the nIght with 
no lights, landing on a strip, taking on two, three, four other 
people? You have no knowledge about ho~ they are armed or 
whether they are armed at all. You are up 1IJ. that gunner seat of 

'. 
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that Cobra and trying to climb out over that thing and waving 
your 45 around and yelling, "You're under arrest." Would you feel 
very secure in that type of position? 

General MOORE. 1 think, Mr. Chairman, anyone in that situation 
is going to be a little bit nervous. 

Mr. ENGLISH. That's the point. 
General MOORE. 1 understand, however that the Customs officials 

are using automatic weapons and not just sidearms. 
Mr. ENGLISH. But-that is not correct. But you are familiar with 

the Cobra. ,.' ., . 
General MOORE. Yes, sir. . .:.' .. ' 
Mr. ENGLISH. And you know how awkward it is getting out of the 

front seat of a Cobra, and under those types of circumstances, 
would you consider yourself to be in a life-endangering situation? 

General MOORE. Depending upon the armaments of the people 
in the other aircraft, it could be a potentially life-endangering situ
ation. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Well, you have no armaments other than what you 
are carrying. 

General MOORE. Yes, sir; 1 understand. 
Mr. ENGLISH. And you don't know what the other side has got 

but you do know that there are an awful lot of automatic weapons 
among drug smugglers in Florida. 

General MOORE. Yes, sir. 
Mr. ENGLISH. So that would be-you'd have to be a brave man, 

wouldn't you, to do something like that. 
General MOORE. Yes, sir. 
Mr. ENGLISH. And that's what is troubling me a little bit. 1 don't 

want to see anybody getting killed down there in trying to do their 
job if we can prevent that. You know, that's the reason that we are 
taking a look at this. We need the Cobra speed, certainly, but also 
we need to discourage this type of confrontation where you've got
likely to have a fire fight with any type of automatic weapons in
volved. With one man climbing out of a Cobra, you are inviting 
that, it appears to me. Wouldn't you agree? 

General MOORE. 1 would have to agree with you. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Also, of course, the Blackhawk has a much greater 

range which would also be beneficial down there. 
How many Blackhawks does the Army have right now? 
General MOORE. We currently have 260 of the 1,100 authorized 

buy. 
Mr. ENGLISH. 260. 
General MOORE. Yes, sir. We need a total of 1,100, which is the 

total of the buy of the aircraft~ sir. 
Mr. ENGLISH. It is my understanding-we learned this from the 

Army Safety Center-that in the last 6 months, four Blackhawks 
. have been totally destroyed by accidents. 

They destroyed more than we are asking for on loan. As 1 point
ed out, right now all we are asking for is one to test down in south 
Florida. Surely the Army wouldn't object to loaning just one heli
copter out of 260 with more coming off the assembly line every 
month. I have just been told by counsel that that is something like 
96 a month, is that" correct? 

General MOORE. 1 believe that number is slightly high, sir. 
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Mr. ENGLISH. How much would it be? 
General MOORE. It is about 10 a month, sir. 
Mr. ENGLISH. It is 96 a year, 10 a. month, OK, that would be 

coming off, approximately. . . , 
. You would be able to loan one under those condItIons, wouldn t 

you? 'b '11' t d' General MOORE. As 1 said, Mr. Chairman, we II e WI Ing 0 IS-
cuss this with the members of your committee, your staff, and with -
the Customs Service. 1 think though that we have to look ve~y 
carefully at the maintenance situation for the helicopter located In 
south Florida. 

Mr. ENGLISH. 1 agree. That's where 1 am going next. 1 want to 
talk about the maintenance a little hit. . 

What is the Department of Army standard on the operatIOn 
ready rate for the AH-G1 Cobra? 

General MOORE. Sir, I'd have to ask. 1 don't know the OR rates 
for it. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Could you give us a guess? 
General MOORE. 1 would say it is somewhere in the neighborhood 

of 65 to 70 percent, sir. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Do you know that the Customs availability rate 

has been in the 90-percent'range? 
General MOORE. 1 did not know, sir. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Did you know they are carrying this out with no 

spare parts and With no special tools? . 
. General MOORE. No, 1 did not, sir. They do get maIntenance sup-

port from the Army. . 
Mr. ENGLISH. Do you know the last time that the Customs helI

copters down in Miami were serviced? 
General MOORE. No, 1 don't, sir. 
Mr. ENGLISH. What authority does the Customs have as far as 

maintaining the helicopters in the Miami area? 
General MOORE. Sir, I'd have to check that for the record. 1 be

lieve they have a maintenance agreement with Northrop Corp. for 
support. . . 

I believe, Mr. Chairman, Northrop Corp. IS supportIng them on 
contract. 

Mr. ENGLISH. They are the subcontractor for the Army. 
General MOORE. They are, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. ENGLISH. And during the time that the Customs has had the 

helicopters, which 1 believe has 'been something like since last Oc
tober, are you aware of ~ny maintenance work that has been done 
by Northrop on those hehcopters? 

General MOORE. 1 am not personally aware, Mr. Chairman .. 1 
would have to check the record and provide that for the record, If 
you would like, sir. 

Mr. ENGLISH. We would like to have that for the record. 
[The information follows:] 
Northrop performe~l a phased inspection ?n the. one A~-I.a aircraft on loan to 

uses during April 1982. This is a thorough ms~cbon ~hlch IS sch.edu~ed to be per
formed every 150 flight hours on the AH-IG durmg whIch all defiCIencIes found are 
corrected. 
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Mr. ENGLISH. It is our understanding that at least in the last 3 
months nothing has been done. Does 90 percent availability seem a 
little bit high to you, with no maintenance being done? 

General MOORE. It does, Mr. Chairman, but I am not sure wheth
er the Customs Service is using the same maintenance criteria that 
we use in the Army. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Well, the only maintenance criteria they are using, 
as I understand it, is cleaning the windshields. Filling up with gas, 
that's all they have authority to do. Would you want to climb in 
that helicopter and fly it? 

General MOORE. I'm not sure that I would, sir. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Well, again, that's what's troubling us a little bit, 

that they don't have the authority down there, Customs doesn't to 
carry out any maintenance. They have no spare parts. And they 
are fly~ng those things at a very high availability. 

Counsel is just asking that since the Army and Northrop are 
maintaining them, how you do that at 90 percent? 

General MOORE. Sir, as I say, I am not familiar with the mainte
nance program for those aircraft. I'd have to provide that for the 
record. 

Mr. ENGLISH. We'd appreciate that. 
[The information follows:] 
In rating the air~raft a~ 90 percent availability, the Customs Service registers 

only whether the rurcraft IS flyable or not, When the Army rates availability for 
Army Cobras, we rate all weather instruments, tactical communications systems 
and armament systems as being available and mission capable. The aircraft loaned 
to the Customs Service simply requires their aircraft to be safe and flyable since no 
other instruments or systems are required for civilian visual flight rules. The air
craft provided was in excellent condition. It is not unreasonable to expect that the 
Customs Service would have been able to achieve a safe, flyable aircraft 90 percent 
of the time. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Well, with those helicopters being in Florida, how 
do they carry out the maintenance down there, do you know? 

General MOORE. No, I do not, sir. I would have to check it out 
and provide it for the record. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you very much, General. I think that takes 
care of the questions I had on the Blackhawk. 

General MOORE. Yes, sir. 
[The information follows:] 
The loan agreement specifies that maintenance is the responsibility of the Cus

toms Servce. The Army trained two certified aircraft mechanics from the Customs 
Service who were experienced in maintenance of helicopters. They were trained for 
several we~ks at Fort Eustis, VA to make them proficient in unit level maintenance 
tasks ~equlred of an AH-1G mechanic. For supply, the Customs Service has an ac
count which allows it to order and purchase parts directly through the Army supply 
s.ystem. To assure that maintenance requirements wre minimized, the AH-1G was 
given a 150-hour phased maintenance inspection and all time-life components had at 
least 150 flying hours life remaining before change was due. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Juliana, what role does the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff play with respect to posse comitatus? 

M!. JULIANA. The Joint Chiefs of Staff, by the regulation, Mr. 
ChaIrman, has a major role. I can check that and I think it is in
cluded right in there. Excuse me just 1 second. 

Y ~s, the regulation provides that they advise on the question of 
readIness. 

Mr. ENGLISH. They advise on the questions of readiness. 
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Mr. JULIANA. On the questions of readiness, yes, sir. 
Mr. ENGLISH. I would assume then, did they playa role in the 

assessment of the deployment of the E2-C's? 
Mr. JULIANA. Very much so, yes, sir. 
Mr. ENGLISH. They have played a role in that. 
Mr. JULIANA. Yes, sir. They have played a role on every request 

that has been made under this posse comitatus. 
Mr. ENGLISH. I assume that it is not classified-can you provide 

us with their assessment, for the record? 
Mr. JULIANA. Yes, sir. 
I am advised that it may be classified but we will check it. 
Mr. ENGLISH. That's the reason I made that proviso. If it is classi

fied, I would like to take a look at it and we will not include it. 
Mr. JULIANA. We will provide it if we can, Mr. Chairman. 
[Subsequent to the hearing, Mr. Juliana indicated the informa

tion would not be supplied because it is classified.] 
Mr. ENGLISH. I have some questions that pertain somewhat to 

the Navy. Mr. Juliana, you may be able to handle these. 
Mr. JULIANA. I will try. 
Mr. ENGLISH. There are not too many. I just have a couple, three. 
Mr. JULIANA. We have Captain Whitaker. If I can't answer it, 

Captain Whitaker, I am sure, can. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Juliana, the Vice President stated, "Navy war

ships" would be used to interdict suspected drug traffickers. When 
will this start? 

Mr. JULIANA. Navy and Coast Guard have been tasking that 
every since this operation started and the Vice President requested 
that kind of coverage. I believe, and I am going to ask Captain 
Whitaker to either confirm this or correct me or complete the 
statement, that dual operation-and I addressed that briefly in my 
opening statement-is about ready to commence, Mr. Chairman. 
There were some problem areas. I believe the two services have 
now resolved them, the Coast Guard and the Navy. 

Captain, can you address that further? 
Captain WHITAKER. Yes, sir, I can. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Good morning. 
Captain WHITAKER. Captain Whitaker from the Chief of Naval 

Operations staff, head of the fleet operations branch. Mr. Juliana is 
correct. We have been working diligently with the Coast Guard in 
trying to work out both the legal and the operational aspects of 
this sort of an operation, and as you can imagine, they are very 
complex. 

Weare in the final stages of putting together an operation plan 
that addresses this. It has not yet reached the decision level. How
ever, I would anticipate that it would be there in about 3 weeks. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Captain, could you also go into some detail con
cerning the towing service which the Navy has been providing the 
Coast Guard? 

Captain WHITAKER. Yes, sir, I can. 
Mr. ENGLISH. That has already started, hasn't it? 
Captain WHITAKER. No, sir, it has not. We have one final legal 

wicket to go through, if you will. The situation is this, the Coast 
Guard, of course, has very limited assets. When they make a seiz
ure on the high seas, that Coast Guard cutter then must leave sta-
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tion to either tow or escort the seized vessel into a U.S. port. They 
requested U.S. Navy to review the feasibility of providing either 
towing or escort services for the seized vessel, in the course of our 
normal operations, if we have a ship nearby. 

We have reviewed this proposal, the CINCLANT Fleet staff, the 
Navy staff, and OSD. We all agree it can be done. We have now 
worked out the operational details of it. Arid we are in the final 
approval process now. I would daresay by the end of the week we 
will be prepared to go. 

Mr. JULIANA. And, Mr. Chairman, the request for the Secretary 
of Defense to waive the requirement is currently being staffed at 
that level, so it is just a matter of a few days. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you very much, Mr. Juliana. 
Captain, could you ylease embellish on the high frequency sensor 

support that Mr. Juliana mentioned in his statement and give us a 
little more detail on that? 

Captain WHITAKER. Yes, sir, I'll be happy to. The high frequency 
sensor support that Mr. Juliana referred to is more frequently 
called the HFDF net or the high frequency direction finding net. 
And without going into a great deal of detail, which would quickly 
become classified, for a number of years, on a case-by-case basis, we 
have provided the Coast Guard access to our HFDF net. We have 
recently been successful in streamlining the access process to that 
net so that it is much :::nore responsive to an operational situation. 

For example, the Coast Guard may be interested in monitoring 
frequencies on a time-sensitive basis, we can now respond to that 
request. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you very much. 
Mr. Juliana, could you please provide for the subcommittee the 

results of this special reconnaissance test that you mentioned in 
your testimony earlier? 

Mr. JULIANA. Yes, sir. 
Mr. ENGLISH. We would like to have that provided. 
[Subsequent to the hearing Mr. Juliana indicated the informa

tion could not be supplied because it is classified.] 
Mr. ENGLISH. One question that counsel wanted to ask. Is reim

bursement, Mr. Juliana, for the posse comitatus assistance, going 
to be demanded by DOD for such assistance as it may give to the 
task force? 

Mr. JULIANA. We have asked the Armed Forces to identify the cost 
involved in providing this support. The Department of Defense's 
position is that it is to be reimbursed. So I think the answer to your 
question is, we will request reimbursement, Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Juliana, I would request that the Department 
of Defense instruct the Army to get together with our staff and 
with Treasury to review the Blackhawk issue. I think we probably 
should have somebody from Customs involved in this as well as 
Treasury. I think that we would like to pursue that a bit further in 
our discussions, and particularly the issue of a loan of one Black
hawk in the area of Miami. 

We would also want to discuss further this issue of maintenance. 
I think that this is a very important matter and a very important 
issue that has to be resolved. So I think that would be worth pursu-
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ing and we would_ like for the Army to assist us in that if they 
would. 

Mr. JULIANA. The Army will be so requested, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. ENGLISH. As I understand it, Mr. Juliana, the consideration 

of the Blackhawk is still being made, being reviewed. The Depart
ment of Defense will be working with ITreasury and with our 
people our subcommittee, on that issue, continuing to review it. 
We ha.'ve, as far as permanent radar coverage for the Florida area 
now committed to by the Department of Defense, the one Seek Sky
hook now on line and assisting Customs, the second coming on In 
much less than a year. We have continued training operations by 
A WACS and E2-C's throughout that area providing additional cov
erage. I would assume that would be not only in Florida, but, in 
the case of AWACS particularly, if they are training over more 
into the gulf area, that they would be covering the entire Gulf 
States and entry area. . 

Yesterday, the Assistant Secretary of the T~easury Walker pOint
ed out that they had recently seized a ConvaIr 880 that was out of 
Miami trying to get into New Orleans, so I would assume that ,!e 
could use the additional assistance anytime that A WACS was In 
the neighborhood, providing information to the Gulf States area. 

It is also my understanding there are additional NORAD sys
tems-radar systems that may be of much shorter range-that are 
also in that area. Those will also provide information to Customs, if 
the target should meet the profile that Customs is interested in at 
that time. 

Is that a correct evaluation and review of where we are? 
Mr. JULIANA. I think it is, Mr. Chairman. We have made those 

commitments. We have been going forward and supporting the 
other agencies of Government and I think we have had a tremen
dous degree of success., You and other Members of Congress have 
tremendous interest in this which has been very helpful to us, and 
we will continue to go forward, because the Prei:lident and this ad" 
ministration considers this a major issue that must be addressed. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Before we recess the committee, I would like to 
make one further comment. I would like to commend one man who 
is not here and has not been here during these hearings and that is 
the Vice Fresident. In the meeting that I had with the Vice Presi
dent after my visit to Florida in April, and discussions of the needs 
for a permanent solution to the problem down there and b~inging 
that on line, the Vice President has been extremely supportIve and 
assisted us greatly. We appreciate that and appreciate the spirit of 
cooperation that he has shown to us. 

We have had, from time to time, skeptics about reaching this 
point, and the Vice President has done an. excellent j<?b ~n .encour
aging the skeptics that they should be a bIt more optImIstIc and I 
think that he certainly deserves a great deal of credit. 

Mr. JULIANA. Thank you very much. I know he appreciates that, 
Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you, Mr. Juliana. With that, we will recess 
subject to the call of the Chair. 

[Whereupon, at 10:35 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon
vene subject to the call of the Chair.] 
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MILITARt" ';)~SSISTANCE TO CIVILIAN 
NARCOTI"ds LAW ENFORCEMENT « ? 

t f 
/ 

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 18, 1982 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
GOVERNMENT INFORMATION 

AND INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS SUBCOMMITTEE 
OF THE CoMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS, 

Washington, D.C. 
The subcommittee met, pursuant to Jlotice, at 10 a.m. in room 

2203, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Glenn English (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding. L 

Present: Representatives Glenn English and Thomas N. Kind
ness. 

Also present: Representatives Charles E. Bennett, E. Clay Shaw, 
Jr., and Dante B. FascelL 

Staff present: William G. Lawrence, counsel; Theodore Mehl, pro
fessional staff member; Euphon Metzger, clerk; and John J. Parisi, 
minority professional staff, Committee on Government Operations. 

rvh. ENGLISH. The hearing will come to order. 
For many months, this subcommittee has been involved in a 

study of the implementation of mil~tary assistance in the fight 
aga~st drug smuggling. We have held three previous hearings on 
thlsJ)subject involving some of the same witnesses who will appear 
again today.' 

Initially, we wEijlted to determine exactly what the effect of the 
new law which permitted such military assistance would be. Our 
questions were directed toward tpe needs of the civilian law en
forcement community, and the capacity of the Department of De
fense to respond to some of those needs. We were concernBd that 
everyone underst~~nd the potentia~ of the new law and also under-
stand its limitatio:D:s. -' 
O~r eariy hearings revealed that the Vice President had in

stru':I~:\t;l DOD to make certain assistance available in support of his 
Souf /Florida Task Force, and that DOD had provided)~valuable 
helv:For example, Navy E2-C and Air Force AWACS rada;r planes 
are being used to spot targets for Customs. Additional dow;lIward
looking radar coverage, so ne~essary to detect the low-flying -smug
gler, is being ,added to the radar array by the Air Force's tethered 
aerostat, "Fat Albert," located in the Florida Keys. 

Arm.y Cobra helicopters are on loan to Customs to help make ar
rests ~f smugglers. Navy ~ihips report sightings of .suspicious ves
sels; and are now helping to tow in smugglers caught on the "high 
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seas by the Coast Guard so that the Coast Guard ships can stay on
station longer. 

We wish to receive a status report on the Air Force commitment 
to expand its low-level radar capabilities in the area beyond its 
present coverage, and on the Army's commitment to allow Customs 
to test the new Black Hawk helicopter, which could replace the 
Cobras. 

Everyone concerned agrees that drug smuggling has been severe
ly impacted by the efforts of the Vice President's Task Force, and 
that the assistance provided by DOD has been vital. 

We certainly wish to recognize that fact publicly. Congress ex
panded the mission of the Armed Forces, and they have responded 
with ~nthusiasm and to great effect in the war against drugs. It is 
no~ time to plan for the long term, however. Planning and coordi
natIOn must take place both within the civilian law enforcement 
community and within DOD. 

Interdiction is primarily the responsibility of the Treasury De
partment, and we will receive testimony this morning from Assist
ant Secretary John Walker, who has been deeply involved in task 
force activity. 

We need to hear about the direction in which U.S. Customs is 
heading. What steps are being taken to institutionalize the impres
sive response capabilities demonstrated by the Miami Air Support 
Branch, so that drug traffickers will be forever denied convenient 
access to Florida's airways? 

. What ~bout the sea sm.uggler :.~ Florida? We hear that drugs are 
stIll leavIng South AmerIca by alr, but are being dropped into the 
sea for pickup by small boats because the airplanes are unable to 
penetrate the radar barrier at the Florida coast. We assume that 
"mother ships" will load tons of marihuana in Colombia, and make 
landfall somewhere in the United States. 

Are the smuggling patterns changing? If so, where in the United 
States are the smugglers going, and what is being done to detect 
them? What is being done to put law enforcement assets in place 
ahead of the smugglers to deter or apprehend them? Is fullest use 
being made of the resources of DOD which might be available, such 
as equipment, intelligence sharing, or training? How are you co
ordinating with DOD? 

We will also hear this morning from the Department of Defense 
in the persons of the principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Man~ 
power, Reserve Affairs and Logistics; and the Assistant Secretaries 
of the Army, Navy, and Air Force. 

We. want to hear that utilization of military resources is moving 
from Its atmosphere of unique experiment and becoming an institu
tionalized procedure. We must recognize that, as the success of the 
South Florida Task Force is publicized, there will be an expanded 
demand for military support from other areas of the country, and 
from State and local enforcement agencies as well as the Federal 
agencies. 

Individual base commanders need to know what their guidelines 
are, and under what circumstances equipment loans or other as
sistance mayor may not be authorized. There must be an orderly 
procedure for sharing of certain military intelligence, one that is 
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known to the Armed Forces, the law enforcement community, and 
the Congress. 

rrJ:1e law became effective last December. DOD's implementing di
rective was issued some 6 months ago. We will hear this morning 
what progress has been made in makine military aid a reliable tool 
in the law enforcement arsenal. 

Mr. Kindness? 
Mr. KINDNESS. I would like to commend the chairman for his 

continued foresight and cooperation. 
It is an example of the sort of cooperation we would like to see 

more frequently among the various agencies of the Federal Govern
ment within the executive branch and with what I believe to be 
the very close cooperation of the legislative branch through the 
oversight that is being exercised by this subcommittee. 

Frequent, systematic oversight in order to assure the continu
ati(:n~, t~e developme~t of planning, the development of cooperative 
faCIlItation of operations through future years, I think, is well ex
emplified in this series of oversight hearings. 

I trust that we will continue in that same spirit that has pervad
ed the atmosphere of these hearings previously. 

I wish to advance my apologies for having to leave before the 
hearing is completed this morning. I have to go to the woodshed or 
the White House. I did not know of a way to say no. 

I yield back, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. ENGLISH. We will all pray for you . 
Our first witness will be Mr. John Walker, Assistant Secretary of 

the .Treasury for law enforcement. 
Let me say that I feel we have made some genuine progress in 

the past few months in this renewed effort against drug trafficking. 
. Assistant Secretary Walker has been a large part of that. He has 
Insured that an air of candor and cooperation existed between his 
Department and this subcOlnmittee. He has personally spent many 
hours at this task. 

There has been some real progress made in Florida against drug 
trafficking and Assistant Secretary Walker has been a large part of 
that. He has been very candid with this subcommittee, and we 
deeply appreciate it, and he has spent many hours trying to make 
certain that this cooperation continues. 

Welcome, Mr. Secretary. 

STATEMENT OF JOHN M. WALKER, JR., ASSISTANT SECRETARY 
FOR ENFORCEMENT AND OPERATIONS, DEPARTMENT OF THE 
TREASURY, ACCOMPANIED BY GEORGE C. CORCORAN, ASSIST
ANT COMMISSIONER OF ENFORCEMENT, U.S. CUSTOMS 

Mr. WALKER. When I last appeared before this subcommittee 
some, 3 m~n~~s ago, I reported to you on the Tl.'easur:y Depart
ment s actiVIties and future plans In support of the VICe Presi
dent's Task Force to combat crime and drug trafficking in south 
Florida. 

Since that time and with the easing of posse comitatus restric
tions on military technical and training support made possible by 
the passage of Public Law 97-86, the administration, through the 
Vice President's Task Force, has been able to concentrate sufficient 
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Federal law enforcement and technical resources in the Florida 
area with the result that ther~ has been a significant drop in drug 
smuggling attempts, especially by air, and a decline in crime rates 
in the south Florida area. 

In addition to approximately 250 customs personnel detailed to 
Florida in March of this year, 45 special agents of the Bureau of 
AJcohol, Tobacco and Firearms have recently joined thC3 task force 
and have already had an impact on violent crime associated with 
gun trafficking in the south Florida area. Those agents are directed 
in major part to work with the Bureau of Drug Enforcement, ·and it 
is another example of interagency cooperation that is at work 
down there. 

This development is important, because it is estimated that prior 
to the activation of the Vice President's Task Force on South Flor
ida, 70 to 80 percent of the marihuana and cocaine entering the 
United States passed through Florida. 

Our drug interdiction successes would not have been possible 
without the support and technical assistance of the Defense De
partment. The armed services have made the following commit
ments of military technology: 

The Air Force Seek Skyhook tethered aerostat, located on Cudjoe 
K~y> which could provide low-a!titude radar coverage, is now being 
utilIzed by Customs to determIne the best method for improving 
the transmission of radar coverage to the Customs Control 
Center-C-3. 
. The Air Force has also agreed to establish a second Skyhook at 
Patrick Air Force Base, which will provide additional low-altitude 
radar coverage of the east coast of Florida. I believe that commit
ment was made at the last hearing, Mr. Chairman. Funds for this 
system are designated in the fiscal year 1983 defense authorization 
bill. 

The Navy continues to provide E2-C radar surveillance support 
on a monthly schedule to assist Customs air units in the identifica
tion of low-flying smuggler aircraft. In addition, Air Force E3-A
A WACS-' flights have provided coverage along the southern border 
of the United States. 

In addition to four Cobra helicopters currently in use, the Army 
has agreed to provide Customs with the' loan of a Blackhawk heli
copter for testing under opel ational conditions to determine its fit
ness for pursuit and seizure of smuggler aircraft. Discussions have 
been initiated regarding maintenanr.e, training, and a delivery date 
for the Blackhawk. 

4part from t~e acq,!isition ~nd use: of mil~tary technology, a 
major event durIng thIS reportIng perIOd has been the establish
~ent .of a Joint DEA/Customs Task Group, which is unique at this 
t~me In that Custom~ agp.~ts are authorized to engage in investiga
t~ons of drug-s.ffiugghng seIzures and arrests under a special delega
tIon of authorIty from the Attorney General. 

This arrangement has proven to be professionally productive and 
cost effective, as it permits Customs agents to investigate intelli
gence leads as they develop from smuggling seizures and arrests. 
As of mid-June, the tack group opened approximately 300 investi
gative cases and 87 indictlD:ents, were returned gainst 198 defend-
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ants. It is expected that in thp. coming months the number of pros
ecutions and. convictions will increase further. 

Since March of this year, in the Florida area, over 1,300 pounds 
of cocaine and 411 tons of marihuana hav,e been seized, and over $7 
million in assets of the drug trade, such as vehicles, v~ssels, fire
arms and currency have been confiscated.'. 

There have been other seizures outside the Florida area, which 
our investigation has disclosed relate to Florida drug trafficking, 
the so-called diversion cases, and we have had some successful sei
zures in that l'egard, in Mexico, Louisiana, and elsewhere. 

At this point, let me stress that the favorable result with drug 
supply reduction in the Florida area gives us no reason to relax our 
vigil. On the ,contrary, we have always assumed that a'3 the inter
diction condit'ions in the Florida area become more difficult for 
drug traffickirig, the traffickers will test other means and routes 
along our borders. For example, at the present time, rather than 
risk radar and pursuit plane detection, smuggler aircraft make air
drops of drugs in the vicinity of the Bahama Islands for pickup by 
small boats that they think may have a better chance of escaping 
detection. 

While we are not yet able to identify a major shift in marihuana 
and cocaine trafficking from the South, there are indications of an 
incrcease in suspect aircraft and resultant seizures north of Florida 
and in the gulf coast area. 

To prepare for the contingency that drug smugglers will try to 
shift their air and maritime activity away from the Florida area to 
less vulnerable regions of the country, the Customs Service is now 
preparing a national drug interdiction threat analysis study, which 
we expect to complete by mid-October. This threat analysis study 
will permit us to position Customs personnel and tecp: ... ic",l inter
diction resources so that we may effectively respond to future 
trends in drug-smuggling traffic. 

At the same time, acting upon our valuable experience with the 
Florida Task Force and the joint DEA/Customs Task Group 
models, we are giving consideration to the establishment of similar 
drug interdiction Federal task forces and/or joint task groups in 
other strategic areas of the country. The activities of these regional 
Federal task forces would, of course, have to be coordinated as part 
of a national interdiction strategy in a manner yet to be deter
mined. 

Part of that planning, of course, would arise oqt of the comple
tion of the threat analysis to which I have just referred. 

The level of activity of a national drug interdiction" str.·ategy will, 
of course, depend on available personnel and technical resources 
and will, therefore, require further consultation among executive 
branch departments and tigencies. 

Mr. Chairman, my testimony today would not be complete with
out an acknowledgment of the invaluable assistance which you per
sonally and your staff have been to us throughout this period. Your 
interest and participation in this national operation to interdict 
drugs is a fine example of interaction between the executive and 
legislative branches of our Government to achieve a common objec
tive. 
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I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this subcommittee. 
I will be pleased to yrovide any additional information you may 
desire. I 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman., 
Mr .. ENGLISH. Thankvyou very much, Mr. Secretary. 
Mr. Kindness is going to have to leave us shortly, so I want to 

give him an opportunity to ask any questions he may have. 
Mr. KINDNESS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I will be relatively brief in that respect. 
Is Customs now receiving information from the Skyhook? 
Mr. WALKER. Yes, we are getting informatiorl, but we are work

ing to expand the degree, the flow of information;. and we think 
there are is still improvements that can be made there. 

Mr. KINDNESS. Is that an element of cooperation or of just tech
niques? 

Mr. WALKER. It seems primarily techniques at this point, al
though perhaps Mr. Corcoran could give a better, a closer answer 
to that one. 

Mr. CORCORAN. Right now, the answer to the specific problem 
that you are addressing, we have two of our patrol officers as
signed, last week and this week,. with the Air Force, because the 
basic problem is the Air Force is looking down range and not the 
whole 360 degrees. We have our offices there looking at two things: 
How we can improve our communications with our command 
center, and also what is the traffic in a 360-degree area, and how 
much attention should we, ourselves,' put to it, and we have had 
some tentative commitment .from the Air Force of increasing their 
coverage, to assist us and support us as well as their own interests) . 
so we will see from our own current study what additional commu
nications and adjustment of radar personnel we can make. 

Mr. WALKER. There is no doubt that the Skyhook is a very im
portant part of our interdiction strategy. That is why we are anx
ious to have the Skyhook also placed in Patrick. 

We think that the details of how the coverage is maintained can 
be worked out. 

Mr. KINDNESS. Administratively; are there any problems that 
you see, mechanical problems that need to be addressed in any 
manner that are basic to the cooperation structure? 

Mr. WALKER. As far as I can see, the problems that we have en
countered, and.' there have been some problems have been largely 
of a bureaucratic nature. This does not surprise me. One gets used 
to dealing with bureaucracies in the Government, but there are 
channels and approvals that are required, and there are questions 
asked, and when a lot of different people have to be briefed on the 
importance of a particular effort before they will sign off On it, it 
takes time. 

We would like to see the channels improved, the bureaucratic 
channels improved, and I hope one of the things that comes out of 
this hearing will be a feeling Qn the part of all agencies of Govern
ment that the faster we can process these requests and deal with 
them and establish concrete definitive methods of processing these 
requests, the better off we will all be. 
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Mr. KINDNESS. Is it contemplated that there will be an ascertain
able date when the necessary communication lines would be estab
lished between Cudjoe Key and Miami? 

Mr. CORCORAN. We do have the Autovon system, and we would 
like to improve on that. 

We would like to directly communicate with our aircraft. We are 
going to our command center, who mayor may not see the same 
target, which is very useful to us, and it does give us good commu
nication, but we think we can improve on that. The Autovon 
system is in place in Cudjoe Key and in our command center in 
Miami. 

Before, our communication was going to Tyndall Air Force Base, 
and then to the command center. 

Mr. KIND.NESS., I want to solicit any comments that either of you 
may have In thIS area, and would hope that perhaps other wit
nesses may want to make expressions on this, too, and because of 
the concern of this subcommittee with areas such as the Freedom 
of Information Act, I think we need to take a look at this question 
of how much confidentiality or classification of information about 
task force-interagency cooperation needs to be maintained. 

The area of law enforcement with which you are concerned it 
seems to me, requires some confidentiality of information, not o~ly 
about tactics and strategy, but about the deliberations of the task 
force or their records. 

I would ju~t. s?licit your commen~s as to whether there are any 
areas of sensItlvity that are developIng or have developed to which 
this subcommittee should address its attention? 

Mr. WALKER. First of all, I agree with you wholeheartedly that to 
the extent t~at we are dealing with tactics, with operations, the 
extent to WhICh we can keep those confidential, the better off we 
are. I don't think we want to signal our activities, the extent of our 
coverage, because it is self-evident that we have a very large 
border, and we have to allocate resources and shift resources and 
we would not like to have that become public knowledge. ' 

As far as the confidentiality of our activities, and investigations 
are concerned, I am a strong believer that such information should 
be kept confidential. 

I do not favor the ability of defendants to get investigative files 
long after the trial is over, or perhaps not in any connection with 
any legal proceeding, just to fish ~round and see what they can 
come up wIth and find out who the Informants are and take repris
als against them. 
~hos~ protections, I think, C:ongr~ss has to be very vigilant to 

maintaIn, and there are exceptions In the Freedom of Information 
Act that afford those protections, but we need to look at it to make 
sure th~t it is not undermining law enforcement . 

That is essentially my views on that. 
Mr. KINDNESS. Tha.lJ.k you, Mr. Chairman. I yield back. 
Mr. ENGLISH. We are going to have to break shortly. We do have 

a vote on the floor, but I will try to get in a couple of quick ques
tions, Mr. Walker. 

You mentioned in your testimony the issue of diversion. There is 
some evidence that some flights are already being diverted from 
Florida into other areas of the country. 
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Could you elabor~te a little. m~re on w~at kind of evidence you 
are looking at and IS there a sIgnIficant shIft that has begun? 

Mr. W ALKE~. Well, we have had seizures outside of the Flor~da 
area that we believe are directly related to the drug-smugglIng 
effort by Floridians or by those who would smuggle into Florida, if 
we were not present there. 

In March of 1982, there was a cocaine seizure of 515 pounds from 
Bimini. In May, a seizure of 11,000 pound~ of co~aine i!l New 
Iberia, La. In June, a seizure of 214 pounds In an aIrdrop In Ne.w 
Mexico, and also in June of 1982, we had a seizure of 606 pounds In 
Long Island, N.Y. 

In addition to that, just in the last month or 6 weeks, we have 
had approximately eight instances of airdrops that Customs has in
tercepted or found out about in the Bahamas. 

These were drops from small planes that would otp.erwis~ have 
flown into south Florida, and they dropped the drugs In the Islands 
for transshipments to south Florida by small boat. 

'rhis is presenting a unique interdiction problem for us. Obvious
ly, we cannot track the planes as they come into our radar ne~work 
as easily and then we have to worry about how we are gOIng to 
stop the~e small boats that are coming in when there are many, 
many small boats out in that area. 

Again, it points out the need for intelligence. .. .. 
That is, in my judgment, the key to an effectIve InterdICtIOn 

strategy., 
To the extent that we have to rely on pure technology, on radar, 

we are going to be somewhat effective, but we can't be completely 
effective. We really need to know who the people are and what 
their modus operandi is, so we can be there when they are there 
and not have to respond all the time. 

Mr. ENGLISH. With reference to what you said, drops have been 
made and we heard about the efforts to make drops at sea. Are 
those' far more difficult, and even less successful? For instance, we 
heard-I don't know whether this is still the case or not-drops are 
being made at sea, and many times, the bales of marihuana just 
break up, and they are having great difficulty in trying to have a 
successful exchange along those lines. 

I believe the aircraft that was used in New Orleans that you 
were successful in intercepting was a very large aircraft, as op
posed to the smaller type aircraft. Is there any indication that 
these types of efforts are far more complicated and less successful 
than what we have had in the past with the small aircraft? 

Mr. WALKER. I think that is a clear inference that can be drawn 
here, because the easiest thing, of course, would be to fly the drugs 
up in a small plane and land them in a secluded airstrip in Florida 
and unload them and sell them, and we are not letting that happen 
now. At least, we are making major efforts to stop it, and we are 
being, by and large, successful; so I think that these other tech
niques that are being used are riskier and more difficult. 

Obviously, if drugs have to be dropped in the sea or dropped off 
on an island, and then picked up and transshipped in by boat and 
this involves more people, there is greater risk of detection; it takes 
longer and may be more expensive. So, to that extent, we are 
making life tougher for the smugglers. 
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They do present different interdiction problems that we would 
now face. 

Mr. ENGLISH. In light of this shift, I think you mentioned all the 
way from the Southwest into New Mexico, and all the way around 
into Long Island. What recommendations would you have, dealing 
with the Southwest and my part of the country, on air interdic
tion? 

Mr. WALKER. I know you have a particular interest in the South
west, and we are focusing on that. 

We have, as I mentioned, started to develop a national air inter
diction strategy, and this again arose in part out of discussions you 
and I have had, and our staffs have had, and we reached agree
ment that this kind of analysis was fairly critical. 

This will focus largely on ~he real problems that exist, the inter
diction problems that exist in the Southwest. 

We anticipate requesting or continuing to request military assist
ance in the Southwest now. We have the use now of AWACS 
planes in the Southwest, being provided by the Air Force flying out 
of Tinker. 

We intend to maintain that kind of liaison with the Air Force 
and to utilize those resources. 

We will be looking at other radar 'needs as a result of this threat 
analysis. 

At the same time, we will have to concern ourselves about devel
oping the pursuit resources that are necessary to deal with this 
problem. 

We are again, of course, having to balance all sorts of things in 
the Federal Government, including a budget climate that is not en
tirely hospitable to expanding resources, and we have to be con
cerned about that as well. 

We are looking at ways to take our existing resources in the 
form of seized aircraft and convert them into usable aircraft that 
we might use in pursuit, but, again, to the extent that we can get 
assistance and support from the military in the use of their air
craft at all levels, not just radar, but even pursuit, if that may be 
possible, we would be advantaged, and I think our interdiction 
effort would be improved. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Walker, we will recess for about 10 minutes, 
and I will vote and be right back. 

[Recess taken.] 
Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Walker, with regard to the Southwest, do you 

currently have the capability to identify, interdict, and seize air
craft in the Southwest? 

Mr. WALKER. Yes, we do. 
We have adopted a strategy in the Southwest, based upon mobil

ityand flexibility. 
We have permanent customs resources, both personnel and 

equipment, established at several strategically placed air bases in 
Mexico, southern California, and along the Mexican border. 

Through the cooperation of the military, and the strengthened 
detection capability that we are getting from the periodic patrols of 
the special radar platforms, AWACS, mini-A WACS, customs is in a 
more effective position today to identify the suspect intruder air
craft nationwide, including the Southwest . 
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So we are we do have a capability there. 
That does' not mean that it cannot be improved. 
Mr. ENGLISH; What benefit do you think you could derive from a 

national air threat analysis? . 
Mr. WALKER. We could learn the prohability of modus operandI 

that might be utilized, the approaches, .. the air approaches that 
could be more or less favorable to smugghng and the probable des-
tinations of smuggling. . . 

Mr. ENGLISH. Each area of the country would be a bIt dIfferent. 
The Southwest is going to have a different set of problems thttn 
south Florida? 

Mr. WALKER. Right. . ' 
Mr. ENGUSH. Any task force developed d!>wn. In that are~ IS 

going to have a different approach. Each one IS gOing to be baSICal
ly tailor made for that particular region of the country. Is that cor-
rect? i ~ lki Mr WALKER That is riuht. In the Southwest, we are l.Ia ng 
about a v~st ar'ea, and a la~ge border. Florida is uniquely s~i~~d to 
a concentrated approach because all of the planes at least InItially 
before we really got in there, were coming into the so~thern ~~or
ida area. We really had a funnel effect on drug smugglIng actiVIty. 
It is going to be more dispersed in t1;e Southwest. W ~ may h~ve to 
consider a rapid deployment force kind of approach, If you Will, to 
deal with the problem. 

I just don't know. . . 
Mr. ENGLISH. You mentioned that you may have some addItional 

task forces and this is one of the considerations that you have 
made. For 'what areas are you going to propose task forces, and 
why :~ave those particular areas been selected? 

Mr. WALKER. We are thinking of the Southwest, Los Angeles 
area, Houston area, and possibly in the New York area, but we are 
not talking about task forces quite in the same sense as the South 
Florida Task Force. . 

What we are talking about are the mobilization of resources In a 
coordinated manner, utilizing the lessons that we have learned 
from south Florida, and, for in~tance, we hav~ a degre~ of coopera
tion between DEA and customs in south FlorIda that IS as good as 
it has ever been. 

We have a degree of cooperation between the military and Cus-
toms that is excellent right now. . 

Thus it seems to me the real story out of south FlorIda has been 
the gr~at cooperation' that Federal agencies have ~hown in t~~t 
effort and we want to take that degree of cooperation, that SPIrit 
of co~peration and translate it into workable application of re
sources against drug smuggling in other parts of the country. 

We don't know we can't say, what resource levels we will be op
erating at but if 'we have cooperation between the agencies of Gov
ernment, 'we can go a long way toward solv~ng this problem or 
working to solve this problem that we have. 

That is what I would like to see develop in task groups or task 
forces that we would establish to counter this threat. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Shaw? 
Mr. SHAW. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
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I would like to thank you for inviting me to sit up here with you 
on this panel. 

~n reviewing the testimony, Mr. Walker, on page 3, you say as of 
mld-June the task force has approximately 300 investigative casas 
87 indictments were returned against 198 defendants. ' 

How did you have more defendants than you do indictments? 
Mr. WALK)~R. You could have more than one defendant in an in

dictment. 
These are multidefendant cases, conspiracy cases, and the like. 
Mr. SHAW. In talking about the Bahama Islands for a moment, 

we do know that that is getting to be an increasing problem. In 
fact, I heard reports that the drug traffickers have actually taken 
over large parts of some of the south islands and indeed some of 
the larger islands. 

What type of cooperation are we getting from the Bahama Gov
ernment in stopping this trafficking through the Bahamas? 

Mr. WALKER. W'e have made contact with the Bahamian Govern
ment. 

There have belim joint efforts, joint meetings held, and negotia
tions are underway. 

I don't feel personally that we get the same level of enforcement 
out of the Bahamian Government that we would provide. 

I am not going to sit here today and say that I think there are 
major problems., I ean't prove that there are major problems in en
forcement down there, but I think that their attitude is that it is 
not really their problem. It is our problem, and the enforcement 
level is commensurate with the level of interest. 

Mr. SHAW. Is there any interest in the Bahamian Government to 
set "rp some radar detection on their island, so we can pick up the 
drops on their island as they come in, to upgrade our level of en
forcement? 

Mr. W AI.KER. I will refer that ques~ wn to Mr. Corcoran, who is 
sitting to my right. 

Mr. COR.CORAN. Two things of cooperation in that area. 
I agree with John; the level of cooperation is not as such that we 

would have within our own organization and departments. 
DEA, '~ith the Bahamian authorities, has an operation called 

BAT, whIch has been successful where we have detected aircraft 
going in and making drops either on land or at sea, where they 
would notify-DEA would notify the Bahamian authorities, and 
they: would go out and make seizures on the boats as they go back 
out Into the islands, and we have had cooperation with some of the 
island authorities with radar and refueling assistance. So, there is 
a goo.:! level of cooperation by some of the authorities in ,the is
lands. 

Mr. SHAW. Well, can we say that the major problem now coming 
into Florida is coming from the Bahamas? Have we reached that 
level? 

Mr. CORCORAN. The drops that are being made, several things 
happen: One, they drop some on the islands, but most are being 
dropped to small boats coming out from the United States and 
going back into the United States, and they are either being inter
cepted by the Coast Guard or being tracked by our planes and in
tercepted by our marine coastal patrol offshore. 
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That is more often the case at this point than it is the traffic 
right to the Bahamas. There may be a lot of stockpiling in the is
lands, and then later being smuggled in. 

Mr. SHAW. As far as local law enforcement, particularly the Flor
ida marine patrol, which has grown considerably, and with its own 
growth has utilized a lot of seized vessels. 

We have a cigarette that is operating regularlly that used to be 
on the other side. . 

What is being done to assist us as far as turning over the equip
ment-well, we need this material to help us out. 

Mr. WALKER. We are not unreceptive to those r1equests. 
Sometimes there are differences of opinion as to whether or not 

a particular plane or boat should be turned over, but we have hon
ored a number of those reque.::ts in the past. 

Mr. CORCORAN. On boats we have recently been successful in get
ting some boats forfeited and turned over to the local authorities. 
With the Florida marine patrol, we have currently an operation 
which I would not identify too much, but a joint operation with 
them, to combat the small boats coming in. 

We have a marine operation which has been rather effective in 
the last couple of weeks. 

Mr. SHAW. You know of no prohibition in the law that would 
prevent the Federal Government from turning over that equipment 
to the local authorities? 

Mr. CORCORAN. Not at all. 
Mr. SHAW. You talk about the cooperation be1tween the agencies 

of Government. Turning to the military, with the budgetary re
straints that we are obviously having at this particular time, do 
you see a greater capacity that the military co\lld fill, particularly 
in problems in other parts of the country, that seem to be popping 
up as we begin to solve some of the problems in Florida? 

Mr. WALKER. I will await with interest the tf~stimony of the mili
tary witnesses when you ask that question of them. From my per
spective, at Treasury, where we are responsible for civilian law en
forcement agencies, we are under very, very severe budget re
straints. We are scrambling for ways to utilize the limited re
sources we have effectively, whether it be by using seized aircraft 
or selling off the seized aircraft and being able to use the proceeds 
to purchase pursuit aircraft, and the like, and we do not feel under 
present budget restraints we can acquire the kind of resources that 
we would like to have to deal with this problem. 

We are grateful for the passage of the laws that liberalize the 
doctrine of posse comitatus and permit the military to supply 
equipment to civilian agencies, and we have come to rely on it. 

I also am extremely pleased that the attitude in the Pentagon is 
really coming to be one of prolaw enforcement, and we are seeing 
more and more a desire on the part of the Pentagon to be receptive 
to requests from Customs in this area. 

Obviously, we will need continued and increased military sup
port. 

Mr. SHAW. What a (lifference a year makes, when I think about 
Charlie Bennett, Dante Fascell, and I, and many others, indeed, the 
House of Representatives did pass an even more comprehensive bill 
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which would have ~{llowed the military to become even more in
volved. 

As we see what we have been able to do, I intend to get into this 
deeper in questionin&, t~e m~litary witnesses, because it certainly is 
a success s~ory, and I~ IS dOIng a lot of good throughout this coun
t:r~ and dOIng somethIng for the II'.lJrale among the Armed Forces. 

1\1:r. ENGLISH. Mr. Fascell? 
fvfr. FASCELL. Let me express my appreciation to you for allowing 

me to sit as a member of your subcommittee. 
.Mr. Secretar~·, for a~ lon~ as I can remember, we have struggled 

wIth the prob~em of Crime In the UI?-ited States as a major national 
problem, and It has been addressed In a variety of ways over a long 
period of time. 

If my memory se~ves ~e correctly,. back when we had hearings 
som~ 15 years ago, In thIS very commIttee on this issue, one of the 
findIngs that came out of those hearings was that and I want to 
see if you agree with this finding, because of the international 
scope of cri~e, and because of this interstate capability, talking 
about all Crime as well as drug trafficking, that it is completely 
beyond local law enforcement to cope with and requires a national 
commitment. 

Mr. WALKER. I would agree entirely with that, Mr. Fascell. 
Mr. F ASCELL. That led to a lot of legislation, Drug Enforcement 

Agency, LEAA, and a whole host of other efforts to come to grips 
with this problem. 
. I know that, for e~ample, we struggled very hard to get the re

gIOnal office of DEA In south Florida some 13-15 years ago because 
the problem was quite evident then as it is right now. 

Are you satisfied? Can you satisfy me specifically that such a na
tional commitment now exists? 

Mr. WALKER. Yes; I am absolutely convinced that this President 
the President that we have now, is totally committed to lawen: 
forcement on a national level to a national effort to combat crime 
?rganized crime, interstate crime, violent crime, particularly aris: 
Ing out of drug trafficking, which is interstate and international in 
scope. 

The Federal agencies that are devoted to this effort reach across 
~tate lines. They have international commitments as well. Customs 
IS a good example. 

Mr. Corcoran, who sits on my right, the Assistant Commissioner 
of C~stoms for Border Operations, his agency is responsible for 
stoppIng drug smuggling and investigating appropriate cases 
where possible, of drug smuggling coming into the country but als~ 
he is able, through the contacts that Customs has, and' through 
Customs attaches, to have international operations as well. So the 
commitment is total. I can certainly speak as far as Treasury is 
concerned. 

Our commitment is 100 percent to this effort. 
Mr. FASCELL. There was also considerable consideration given in 

the past, and I am sure it is being thought of now as well that 
there needs to be one sin~le place in the U.S. Government th~t has 
the responsibility for carrying on the fight. 

How do you feel about that? 
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Mr. WALKER. Well, I feel that if agencies cannot cooperate, then 
there is a strong argument for the kind of centralized focal point 
that you have described, but there are advantages to having differ
ent agencies focusing on different areas of a problem, provided 
there can be good cooperation. 

Customs has particular expertise in the smuggling of drugs and 
in interdiction. 

They apply lessons learned in smuggling generally, for which 
they are responsible, to the drug problem. 

They can focus on that particular aspect of the drug problem as 
specialists. Where there is good cooperation between Customs and 
DEA, we have an enhanced effort. DEA is more interested in the 
domestic conspiracies. 

Customs is not particularly focused on domestic conapiracies, and 
they should not be. ' 

Their major effort is on international smuggling across the bor
ders. DEA can focus on the domestic conspiracies, and it does so, 
and I think it does so effectively. 

So I don't think we need to have a single law enforcement 
agency dealing with the problem, but we do need a high degree of 
cooperation, and in this administration we do have a greater 
degree of cooperation between Treasury and Justice than we have 
seen in past years. 

Mr. FAscELL. Of course, you put your finger on one of the major 
difficulties. In the past, despite national commitment by previous 
administrations, one of the major problems has been the coopera
tion at the Pederal level between the investigating agencies and 
the prosecutorial agencies, and now what you are saying to me is 
that the relationship is much better, and you don't feel that some
body, let's say, in the Attorney General's department should have 
overall authority with respect to coordination of all existing Feder
al agencies to bring them to bear on this problem? 

Mr. WALKER. In my judgment, right now, there is no need for 
that, because we are well coordinated. 

There are close personal relationships and close business rela
tionships that exist between the senior officials in the Justice De
partment and in the Treasury Department at the present time, 
which are allowing a degree of cooperation that is of a very high 
level. 

Mr. FAscELL. Let's look at some lessons that we should have 
learned from the past on the question of task forces of one kind or 
another. , 

I recall specifically the effort to bring the Organized Crime Task 
Force to Dade County, Fla., and how we have had to fight through 
the years to maintain the presence of the Organized Crime Task 
Force, and that became necessary for obvious reasons. But couple 
that with lack of personnel, budget constraints, the inability be
cause the military in those days was not involved in any way, pre
sented a real.problem. 

As the task force begins to get more effective and get its work 
done, there is a tendency to let the problem flow back to the exist
ing agencies. There is always that drive on to say, well, they can do 
the job if we just let them do the job. They can do the job if we give 
them the money, and if we give them the personnel. 
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The problem in the past has been that it always goes back to 
those agencies, and they very rarely ever get sufficient money or 
personnel and time. 

They are always way behind constantly. It may just be the dy
namics of the process. We fought 10 years to get additional U.S. 
prosecutors. We fought longer than that, for example, simply to get 
a courthouse to have a place to try the criminals in a reasonable 
length of time, so that the cases did not disappear under our noses. 

Mr. WALKER. Sure, there were certainly problems that surfaced 
in the initial stages of the south Florida Task Force, when the Vice 
President took a look at the situation, and Admiral Murphy went 
down to Florida. They found a shortage of courthouses, insufficient 
prosecutorial resources there, overcrowding i ~ the jails. They found 
less than total coordination between the investigative agencies, and 
all of this had to be drawn together and galvanized into a working 
force, and much, much progress has been made. 

Mr. FAscELL. I agree with you that the task force has made great 
progress on this issue by focusing its efforts and capabilities in 
south Florida. 

The thing that worries us, and I am delighted to see your com
mitment here today, as far as the task force capability, whether ex
pressed as a task force or national commitment, it is a permanent 
one. 

Am I correct.in that assumption? 
Mr. WALKER. Customs has taken steps under my direction to 

expand or to make permanent many of the gains that we have had 
in south Florida, to transfer personnel down to south Florida to re
place those that were temporarily assigned down there, and we will 
be increasing our commitment of resources into south Florida. We 
certainly hope the joint DEA and Customs task group continues. 

Mr. FASCELL. I certainly hope so, Mr. Secretary. There is great 
concern on my part and many others in south Florida, that as the 
task force gets a handle on this problem better and better, and 
there is a dispersal of the trafficking in other areas of the country, 
by natural events, that there will be a tendency to let the matters 
go to the agencies that have the direct responsibility without the 
task force concept. 

\Ve think that would be a mistake. 
Mr. WALKER. We would think it would be unwise to pull back 

our commitment in south Florida, because, as soon as we do that, 
the smugglers will come right back in there. 

Mr. FAscELL. We have learned a great deal from that operation. 
Mr. WALKER. Because of its geographical configuration, as soon 

as one relaxes in south Florida, the problem is going to reassert 
itself there. 

Mr. FAscELL. Two more questions, Mr. Chairman. 
In the past, we had very effective cooperation from IRS, in terms 

of , making those kinds of cases that really gets at where the money 
is going, and because of changes in administration policy, back, I 
believe in President Nixon's days, and for many other reasons, IRS 
began to take the position that they were not law enforcement 
people in that sense, and they were going to stick strictly to the 
question of what they are supposed to be doing on taxes. 
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Yet the truth of the matter is that we have a great investigative 
capability, and a great capability with IRS to make the kind of 
cases that would stick, and I remember discussing this matter with 
one Attorney General, who found it necessary to reach actual writ
ten agreements between the IRS and the Attorney General's Office 
in order to permit the agencies to carryon a cooperative effort and 
get the instructions out to the field investigators of IRS to do the 
kind of work that would be backed up all the way to the Washing
ton level. 

Can you tell us what the situation is with respect to the relation
ship now that exists in terms of IRS capability bearing on this par
ticular issue, that is, narcotic trafficking? 

Mr. WALKER. I am very pleased to be able to report to this com
mittee that the commitment of the IRS in the area of drug traffick
ing, in terms of both tax cases, going after assets of drug traffick
ers, is at its all-time high today. Fully 20 to 25 percent of the inves
tigative resources of the IRS are devoted to drug trafficking. 

They have a large number of cases opened against drug traffick
ers. 

In south Florida alone, Operation Greenback, which is a joint 
Customs/IRS/DEA/FBI effort down there, targeting money laun
dering and related tax offenses, IRS has a commitment of 25 agents 
to that particular operation alone. So I think that we can-and I 
would be happy to-provide details to you in terms of the numbers 
of investigations they have got open and the percentages which I 
believe are accurate of the commitment of IRS to the drug-traffick
ing problem. 

You would be very pleased with the information we have on 
that. 

Mr. FAscELL. If the chairman would agT(~e, we would be pleased 
tn have it. 

Mr. ENGLISH. No objection. 
[The information· follows:] 
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INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE 

SUMMARY OP ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN 
REDUCING DRUG TRAFFICKING 

January 1981 through June 1982 

The Internal Revenue Service is committed to devoting 
substantial resources to the investigation of narcotics 
trafficking, not only because of the significan~ amount of 
~nreported income involved, but also to maintain public 
confidence in their perception that the taz laws are administered 
equi t,ably·. 

The Service's High-Level Drug Leaders Project (H~DL) focuses 
on upper echelon drug traffickers and/or financiers who commit 
taz violations. In addition to the income taz provieions, the 
Service is actively involved in Title 31 investigations involving 
currency violations (Bank Secrecy Act). TheRe investigations 
include money laundering specialists and corrupt bank officials 
who are laundering millions of dollars in drug proceeds through 
bankl3 and other financial institutions. These investigative 
efforts are in cooperation with U.S. Customs Service, the Drug 
Enforcement Administration (DBA), and the Department of Justice. 

In July 1976, the IRS entered into a Memorandum of 
Understanding with the DBA which set forth the roles of th~ 
agencies in a jOint cooperative effart to identify and 
investigate high-level narcotics targets. In July 1980, this 
agreement was modified in or~er to promote a be~ter relationship 
between the two agencies. The need to cooperate by sharing 
information, as allowed by law, and to conduct joint criainal 
investigations was stressed to the respective field p~rsonnel. 
The Memorandum also reaffirmed a joint commitaent for an 
effective effort ~ both agencies against major narcotics 
traffickers who also violate the taz laws. 

The current, aphasis the Service places on joint IRS/O£A 
invesllgations has prompted the need for further change of this 
agreement. Proceaural modifications are presently under 
consideration by both agencies. It is ezpected that these 
changes will further proaote effective and efficient taz 
enforcement on narcotics violators. 

~ further enhance the spirit of cooperation among the other 
Pederal law enforcement agencies inVOlved with co.batting the 
narcotics epidemic, IRS has initiated a Me.orandum of 
Understanding with the Pederal Bureau of Investigation (PBI). 

The draft agreement is currently under review by the PBI. This 
~emorandum of Understanding specifically addresses the 
identification and prosecution of IlOney-laundering. specialists. 
When implemented, this agreement should enable the agencies to 
coordinate their investigative activities, share information when 
not precluded by statute, and to avoid duplication of efforts. 
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Our inventory of narootios oases under oriminal investigation 
has ~on!Hnued to inorease from 300 oases at the olose of the Py 

1979 ta 862 oases as of April 1982. The number of investigations 
resulth~;J in proseoution reoommendations also has inoreased 
substantially from 49 in Py 1980 to 170 in Py 1981. Por Py 1982, 
through April, 173 proseoution oases have been oompleted. In the 
oivil area, the number of examinations in inventory inoreased 
from 2,102 at the olose of Py 1980 to 2,559 as of April 19.82. 
The Servioe's Criminal Investigation Division has more than 
doubled its expenditure of resouroes for narootics 
investigations, from 232 staff-years in Py 1980 t~ ovet 500 
staff-years in Py 1981, and through April 1982 we have expended 
314 special agent staff-years whioh projeots to 538 staff-years 
for the entire fisoal year. 

During Py 1981, taxes totalling $114.2 million were assessed 
as a result of our narootios traffiokers program. During the 
first 'six months of Py 1982, $96.5 million has been assessed. 

The ourrenoy reports, g~nerated as a result of the Bank 
Secrecy Aot reporting requir2ments, are being used to help 
identify and oonviot narootics traffiokers on tax oharges in all 
parts of thE oountry. The reports help identify bank accounts 
and specif10 transaotions whioh are needed to complete the 
financial investigations. Also by identifying bank aooounts, any 
ultimate seizures of assets (Jan, at times, be enhanoed. 

The IIOst signifioant single law enforcement effort devel,oped 
to date from the Bank Seoreoy Aot reporting requirements ha~J been 
wOperation Greenbaokw. The Servioe ourrently has 24 Speoial 
Agent oriminal investigators assigned to the projeot and. an 
additional seven Revenue Agents are assigned to assist in grana 
jury investigations. Through April 1982, of the 135 oases 
authorized by Treasury, the Jaoksonville Plorida District has 
initiated 125 criminal investigations whioh resulted in 48 
indiotments. These cases priaarily involved the laundering of 
illegally generated profits, substantially frrom narootios 
traffioking. The substantive violations .in IIOst cases are Title 
31 and related offenses, i.e., con8piracy. 

. It should be noted that of the 862 narootios program cases in 
inventory nationwidet 413 are being investigated in conjunotion 
withPederal grand jury proceedings. Most of the 413 grand jury 
oase~ are being oonduoted jOintly with DBAand/or Customs. DBA 
and Customs investigate narootics aspeots, IRS pursues tax 
violations. By combining the two areas of'ezpertise, evidence of 
the souroe of funds oan be ooupled with the aooumulation of 
assets, thus isproving t~e ohanoes for Suooessful proseoution. 

In FY 1981, 50 individuals in our narootios project we"re 
convicted on tax and other related charges. Thirty-nine were 
sentenced, resulting in 74% (29) receiving prison sentences 
totalling 1397 months in prison. This converts to an average of 
35 months in prison. For the first seven months of FY 1982, 44 
individuals were convicted .and 53 received sentences averaging 66 
months in prison. In addition, $1,149,000 in fines were ordered 
by the courts, which averages $21,679 per individual. 

Many high-level narcotics traffiokers or financiers are in 
reality immune from prosecution of their substantive illegal 
activities because of the level of insulation they maintain. The 
IRS through its investigation of tax and currency violations is 
helping to fill that void. 
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Mr. FASCELL. I know we need more money in terms of bUdget, 
and I am for it. 

Do you see any additional legislation that is required to help us 
do a better job? 

Mr.- WALKER. We do have pending some legislation now dealing 
with the Bank Secrecy Act, which gets into the whole area of the 
financial investigations which you have just described and we 
would like to see some improvements made on that score. We 
would like to make an attempt to transport unreported currency 
out of the country a crime, compensate informants to a greater 
degree, and make other improvements in that area. 

That would be one very helpful way in which the subcommittee 
could assist us. 

Mr. FASCELL. Thank you. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you, Mr. Fascell. 
Once again, I am afraid we are going to have to recess for a few 

minutes. We do have a vote. 
[Recess taken.] 
Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Secretary, we have had an awful lot of task 

forces in the past as Mr. Fascell was pointing out. Why does this 
particular task force seem to be having more success than those in 
the past? 

Mr. WALKER. Mr. Chairman, I think the first reason that comes 
to mind is the extremely high threat level that has existed in Flor
ida, and was present there when the operation began. 

Also, with this task force, we had the full support and encourage
ment of the President, and, in particulp:r', the Vice President. So we 
had avery high level of visibility to this task force, and a high 
level of attention. 

This enabled us to achieve the kind of cooperation that we have 
been talking about this morning, I think, at a much more rapid 
rate than might have otherwise been the case where, while the 
people who would be cooperating would want to cooperate, they 
would have to justify their efforts to the people higher up in their 
organizations. In this case, the orders were coming from on high. 

I think a great deal of credit has to be. given here to the military 
for their support and cooperation and coordination that they have provided. 

There has also been, I think, ... heightened responsiveness from 
the State and local law enforcem~ .. lt in this task force. 

As far as the military is concerned, we have had really a tenfold 
increase in air Support resources, and we have had the use of E2-C 
and E2-B aircraft. 

This has had a significant effect in stopping air smuggling and as 
a deterrent to those who would be smuggling into south Florida. 

As far as Customs is concerned, Customs has been given the op
portunity now in this task force to utilize fully their interdiction 
and investigative personnel in an integrated manner that has 
helped fill the: void at the border. in: Florida which previously existed. 

I cannot emphasize enough the importance of having Customs in
volved in investigating drug cases, because of the intelligence, the 
specific smuggling related intelligence that is needed for those in-
vestigations. ' 
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Customs has b~en permitted to do this ~ork, and this has con-
tributed greatly to the success of the operatIon. .. . 

It also allows by the way, Customs to merge theIr Information 
and intelligel1c~ t1~at they get from their traditional financial in
vestigations with the information that we are .getting from. the sub
stantive drug investigation, so that they have a better pIcture of 
the overall traffic, not only the supply of drugs, but also the flow of 
money and the relationship between .the two. . . 

Unlike other task forces, OperatIon FlorIda really IS a model 
which illustrates the most successful Federal drug enforcement 
effort that we have seen in recent years. 

A very important component part of this effort, and it is one that 
we just started recently, is with the Bureau of Alcohol,. Tobacco 
and Firearms, because, as we all know, the. use of machIne guns, 
illegally obtained firearms, is a central, part ?f drug trafficking .. 

The ATF contingent has only been operatIonal down there SInce 
the end of July. There was an advance group that went down ini
tially to do a lot of preliminary work, and currently that agency 
has 86 investigations underway, . and in the short time that they 
have been there, less than 3 weeks, they have purchased 90 fire
arms, including 8 machine guns, silencers and sawed-off shotguns, 
and made or participated in 18 arrests in as many days that they 
have been involved. 

So this is another example of an effort that is being made. A co
ordinated effort between ATF and DEA is underway. 

Beyond all of this, though, there is ~ spirit of co;mmitment to 
workina on the drug problem and the crIme problem In south Flor
ida that is at a uniquely high level, and I think that this more t1?-an 
anything contributes to the success of the task force, and I thInk 
that a great deal of the credit f~r this has. to go to th~ V~c~ Presi
dent, and to Admiral Murphy, hIS able ChIef of S~ff, In giVIng the 
leadership that is required here. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Regarding the E2-C's, does that also provide sur
face information to your Marine division as well as to the Coast 
Guard? 

Mr. WALKER. It does supply some, but it is not-that is not its 
primary mission. 

I am going to defer, though, to Mr. Corcoran. 
Mr. CORCORAN. We have utilized it in some instances on attempt

ing to locate the vessels and low-flying aircraft on the drops, but 
primarily we have worked with them, targeting aircraft as opposed 
to the vessels. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Perhaps it is a question better suited for the Navy. 
What you are saying is that it obviously has the ability to do that? 

Mr. CoRCORAN. The E2-C does; not the E2-B. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Does it also provide that information to the Coast 

Guard? 
Mr. CORCORAN.! am not aware, except on an ad hoc basis, except 

where they would spot a vessel out in the Coast Guard area, but I 
know that it has happened. I know that the Coast Guard has bee!l 
called in by aircraft that have been spotted by vessels. Whether It 
was E2-C or our aircraft, I am not sure. ' 

The capability is there, and they would do it if they were on-sta
tion. 
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Mr. ENGLISH. What is Customs doing to make permanent the 
task force capability in south Florida? 

Mr. WALKER. Customs has targeted a number of positions for the 
allocation of permanent resources to south Florida. 

Customs has already put in a hundred additional patrol this year 
on a permanent basis, and we are now looking at additional pa
trols. We are looking at investigative and inspector resources to 
add to our commitment in south Florida on a permanent basis. 

We expect that that will approximate 100 additional people. 
We would probably retain some of the temporary details that we 

have, although many of the temporary details will be replaced by 
permanent personnel in order to maintain a level of flexibility that 
we need nationally, but we are definitely looking to make perma
nent the gains that we have had in south Florida. 

Mr. ENGLISH. One last question, Mr. Secretary. I know that Cus
toms would like to be given authority to collect intelligence and 
conduct drug-smuggling investigations along the border. Could you 
state once again for the record why you feel that is necessary? 

Mr. WALKER. The need for this goes to the heart of the Customs 
mission. 

Customs is responsible largely for the interdiction of contraband 
coming into the country, and particularly we are talking about 
drugs, so Customs needs to know the modus operandi that are uti-
lized by drug smugglers. ' 

It needs to know the techniques, the ways in which the drugs are 
brought into the country. It needs to know who is involved, the ori
gins on the international side of the conspiracies involved, and this 
can be obtained to a great degree by the kinds of investigations 
that Customs is oriented toward. 

The Administrator of DEA has testified that DEA's primary mis
sion is focused only on domestic conspiracies. 

If they can develop the domestic conspiracies, then they are 
meeting their mission. They also have a focus on international 
source of drugs, trying to investigate those cases. 

DEA has never claimed this emphasis at the border and investi
gating the modus operandi of drug smugglers. 

Customs would like. to be able to investigate these cases, not the 
domestic cases, but the border cases, in order to determine the 
techniques that are used by smugglers. 

For instance, if a person is coming into Miami Airport with a 
suitcase with a false bottom in it containing cocaine, Customs 
would be very interested not in just arresting this person, and talk
ing to the person in terms of who the person is going to deliver the 
drugs to, but finding out where the dr.ugs came from, what are the 
techniques, has the person been coming in on prior occasions, what 
kinds of instructions is he operating under, what kind of luggage is 
this person using; are there particular kinds of luggage that are 
more susceptible to false bottoms than other kinds. 

With that kind of information, Customs can come in and inform 
its inspectors what to look out for,particular kinds of luggage, par
ticular kinds of tickets. 

This is the kind of information that we are looking for. 

I .. ~~ __ ~------------------~--------....----------
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Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you very much. We are very happy to have 
the father of posse comitatus changes that took place last year, Mr. 
Bennett, with us. 

Mr. BENNETT. I will wait until-can I ask questions at that 
point? 

Mr. ENGLISH. We were going to excuse Mr. Walker. 
Mr. BENNETT. Oh, I see. 
I have two or three questions. 
Do you think there is anythi~g f~rthe~ that the Navy c~ do 

that it is not already doing, bearing In mind that the Navy IS not 
impeded in doing an~~ing by this law? .. 

We put in a prOVISion that says that nothing m the law we 
passed last year would take away the inherent statutory powers of 
the Navy, and the Navy has complete power. 

Is there anything that you know of that the Navy could do, not 
worrying about regulations or anything, is there anything that we 
need to do? Because I would like to put pressure on the DOD, if I 
could to amend their regulations, which is the only thing that is 
holdi~g up complete action. But they are doing a pretty thorough 
job now. . . 

They are putting Coast Guard people on Navy ships. Since they 
have done that, what else do we need to do? 

Mr. WALKER. They are towing vessels for the Coast Guard to 
enable Coast Guard people to stay on station. . . . 

They are refueling ~ast Guard vessel~ an4 providing. us With 
radar aircraft; so I think that the Navy IS dOing everything they 
can at the present time. 

Mr. BENNETT. A't the moment, at least, you are not advocating 
any change of law Or regulation? .' 

Mr. WALKER. I am not aware of any major problem. 
Mr. BENNETT. Impediment? 
The Navy officers or even enlisted men could arrest, but we now 

have Coast Guard people onboard, and that by DOD regulation is 
permitted. 

Mr. WALKER. If we had the Coast Guard on Navy vessels, then I 
think the Coast Guard can make the arrest. 

One gets into a policy question .in that area. .. 
If the Navy is actually conductmg arrests, then that raises ISsues 

which we would rather not face. 
Mr. BENNETT. I am trying to face them. 
There is no virtue to the original posse comitatus law at all. 
We have attributed virtue to it that never existed. 
That being the case, though, do you feel that there is any real 

reason to change now because, as a practical mattet:, i~ is a g~ 
thing to have the Coast Guard people who are speCialIsts, and It 
has worked pretty well? 

Mr. WALKER. Right. 
Mr. BENNETT. Is there anything with regard to the air Force and 

Army? Now, they are impeded by the posse comitatus laws, be
cause the law was passed fO,r the Army and, by osmosis, it applies 
to the Air Force, and,as a matter of law, it probably does. 

Mr. WALKER. I think there were restrictions that have been 
modified under posse comitatus, and the point now to focus on is: 
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T1?-c:: more any kind of institutional reluctance based on habit in the 
mIlltary--

. Mr. BENNETT. I want to break the habit because the habit has no 
VIrtue. 

In other words, we ought to kick that habit and fight drugs. We 
ought not to be held up by some presupposition that the comitatus 
statute of 1878 came out of an era of virtue. 
T~e ~ext thing I am interested in, and have been from the very 

beginnIng, and I talked to the President about it at some length 
a!ld tha~ is, n?t tying it down to a narrow area. There are som~ 
virtues In haVing a task force in Miami, but I was discouraged it 
started off only a thrust from a Miami task force. 

The drug people, even dumb people, can figure out if you concen
trate on one place, they can go someplace else. 

I even tried to protect in the debate the Rio Grande area. 
As we becoD?-e successful in Florida, they will go somewhere else. 

l\~y apprehensIOns may not be well-founded, and maybe there is no 
real probl~m, but rrgm t~e very beginning, I asked, why have just a 
s~uth Florld~ drug-nghtIng thing? Why not have a national dedica
~Ion . to keeping .out drugs and also a national dedication to stamp
Ing It out In thls country? Is there, a problem there that could be 
handled? 

Mr. W A~ER. That is one of the things that has been brought out 
by the chairman. and the othe~ members here at this hearing; that 
we are now turning our attentIOn to developing a national strategy 
based upon the lessons. th~t we hav:e learned from south Florida. 
. Mr. BENNET':!" I 1?-ope It wIll be natIOnal and not just limping into 
It by first ~aki~g In the Northc::ast and then the Great Lakes, et 
cetera. I think It ought to be national, to begin with. 

Mr. WALKER. I made a commitment today that Customs has 
started an air interdiction national strategy. 
~r. BEN~ETT. Then the opponents don't know where you are 

gOIng to strike. 
. You are not going to announce we are now going to be working 
In the Northc::ast or the Missouri River. You may not have the per
so~nel to do It everywhere, but they won't know whether you are 
gOIng to have the personnel or not. 

Mr. WALKER. Right. ' 
Mr .. ENGLISH. Thank you very 'much, Mr. Bennett. There is one 

except. !On. We are going to pay particular close attention to the 
.Red River. 

Mr. BENNETT. Anything red is to be suspect. 
Mr. ENGLISH. It is that division between Oklahoma and "Baja 

Oklal:lOma" down south. It~ets. a little bit dry this time of year, but 
t!tat IS the one area we wIll Single out, but everything else is na
tIon.al, I want to assure you. 

. ~ouhsel was pointing out to me, Mr. Walker, that we do have ad
dltIo~al questions w~ do I?:~t have time for today. We would like to 
submit those to you In writing, for the record. 

~ want to thank you again for your cooperation with this subcom
mittee. You hav~ bee~ extremely helpful to us, and we are looking 
forward to working With you in the future. " 
Mr.WALKE~.Thank:Y9u very much, Mr. English, and 1 couldn't 

agree more with the need to work together. ,,'\, 
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[Submissions to additional subcommittee questions follow:] 
Question. Do you currently have the capability to identify, interdict and seize air

craft in this Region? (refers to southwest) 
Answer. Customs air interdiction strategy is based upon mobility and flexibility. 

Permanent Customs resources (personnel and equipment) are established at several 
strategically-placed air branches in Texas, Arizona, New Mexico and southern Cali
fornia, along the U.S./Mexican Border. Through the cooperation of FAA and the 
military radar installations and the strengthened detection capability provided by 
periodic patrols of the special radar platforms, E-2B/C and E-3A, Customs is in a 
more effective position to identify the suspect intruder aircraft nationwide. 

Implementation of the National Air Strategy and improved tactics, has been ac
complished in the southeast and forthcoming with the fIscal year 1984 proposal to 
implement a second Module. 

Question. What benefIt would be derived from a national air threat analysis? 
Answer. The Customs Air Program has an established quarterly threat analysis 

under its Strategic Intelligence System. The system collects data on air smuggling 
indicators, i.e., suspect aircraft intrusions; seizures of aircraft related to narcotics 
smuggling; thefts of aircraft; aircraft crashes and lookouts. The analysis provides a 
view of the distribution of such smuggling activity and provides management an op
portunity to identify decreases or increases of the threat for appropriate re
evaluation of resource placement. The last comprehensive air threat analysis was 
conducted by SRI International in October 1979. A new indepth assessment would 
certainly be benefIcial to the overall strategy of the Customs Air Program. 

Question. What assistance has EPIC provided to the Task Force in South Florida? 
Answer. EPIC has furnished support to South Florida interdiction efforts through 

two specifIc programs: 
1. Operation Sofocar Trampa (formerly Tiburon-marine smuggling oriented in

telligence. 
2. Operation Tigre-tactical air smuggling intelligence. 
EPIC's support relative to investigative needs concerning Operation Florida has 

been limited due apparently to lack of investigative analysis. 
Question. What does the latest threat analysis indicate relative to smuggling by 

vessel? 
Answer. The smuggling of drugs has become and is expected to continue to be 

staggeringly profItable. The prospects of enormous profIts have traditionally encour
aged smugglers to discover new smuggling techniques and routes as well as develop 
alternate sources. However, Latin American countries continue to be the primary 
sources of marijuana being smuggled into the United States by vessel. During the 
last several years southern Florida and the coasts of the Gulf of Mexico have been 
the primary penetration points for these vessel smuggling operations. Major multi
ton seizures continue to be made in these are8l:l, and have also been made recently 
in the PacifIc Northwest as well as the mid-Atlantic and New England coasts. 

While impressive seizures continue to be mRde, it should be emphasized that to 
continue the effectiveness of marine operations it is necessary to increase and main
tain our ongoing emphasis on additional cooperative DOD and other Federal agency 
efforts to combat marine smuggling operations. These efforts will be geared toward 
the interdiction and prosecution of persons involved in shoreside narcotic smuggling 
and distribution conspiracies. 

To assist the Customs Service in the interdiction of motherships, expansive plan
ning has also been initiated with the U.S. Navy to conduct covert surveillances 
through the use of their submarine capabilities. 

These endeavors will not only deprive the smuggling community of valuable 
assets for transportation when seized, but will also provide millions of dollars in 
assets to the U.S. Treasury. 

Question. How does Customs address the airdrop of narcotics contraband from 
smuggler aircraft to vessels for either immediate transshipment to the United 
States or island stockpiling for later transshipment. 

Answer. Although this smuggler tactic is not new, there has been an increase in 
the frequency that it has been employed. When smugglers change their method of 
transportation enroute to the United States, this necessarily complicates the en
forcement response that must be initiated. SpecifIcally, the detection and tracking 
phases of an interdiction effort become more difficult. In instances where Customs 
air interdiction assets have acquired an air target which performs an airdrop, loca
tion and amount of contraband estimSltes are passed to those Customs and other law 
enforcement elements with a marine interdiction capability. Unfortunately, Cos-
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~~hi:tTc~f~~~o;:~:k::~i~ti~ga~;s::~~k}~; :frS!~~~;k~~~ntlY do not approach the 
s ~ustoms .IS mtereste~ m exploring with the Department of Defense what militar 

ihi~~~ukig::;cI~dea:~;~;lie~1 ~~~:c:ro~i:~ds~~~~~~gg letecti?n alnd
b 
tracki~i 

(preferably covert) th h d (b h . rom VIsua 0 servatIOn 
techniques. roug ra ar ot aIr and vessel platforms) to other special 

In. addition, Customs is interested in the tactical de 10 ment f". ." 
manne s~nsor. systems p«:rmitting suffIcient lead time fo/ U!e dis a~hi;rl~tlre 
~ti~n~cibf; l~~da~d marme.::tecrdiction units for close-in (off.loadIng) enf~rcen?e~t 
. ts· .. lme perml ustoms not only to choose the time and It· f 
1 mtertdlCdt~on action, but also to marshall suffIcient overwhelming inter~~i~~n r~ 
sources.o lscourage smuggler resjstance. -

sm~~~~~:·m~fuJ~~~e o~h:: p~~is :Ft~~cc~~~:~~ease or change in the cocaine air 

di!~i~wger. Thedr~ h1ave been
t 

sFome signifIcant cases outside of the state of Florida in-
some lSp acemen. or example: 

March 1982, Bimini Islands, 515 pounds. 
May 1982, New Iberia, LA, 1,100 pounds. 
June 1982, New Mexico, 214 pounds. 
June ~982, Long.Island, N.Y., 606 pounds. 

th~~~s~:~h:8~~iCo~~~~~a'!°!~~ ~o~~~~~~ ~~~~:;? respond to the air smuggling 

aC~:~h~ ~~~~~~uth=~rt~~e~lo~IY h with. DOD to provide detection capability 
ceiling in south Florida to preclude ~s f~:~ Id~~i:'~~ ~~h:r::~~nt eI~'ploymendt 
southwe.st border air interdiction resources. lana, exas an 

uS~~~s:h~nU.~~i~F~:sE~~A(MVi6~)i:q~~~~~~diCtion capabilities through the 

co~e~!::rbyY :h~ ~:3A~~~Ye:!h~fsh~~~iJ~n~~a;lge. ~chedule to increase detection 

!~l~~ted in approximately 5-10 missions with an id~~till:Je;;t!~t~~o;~~~ti~t:~ 

Mr. BENNETT. Before he leaves, I want to express-I am sure for 
all of us, Members of Congress and parents and citizens-how 
deeply gratef~l we are for the efforts you are making. It is perfect'1 wonderful the way the American leadership has put their shoul 
~trhs to the wheel~ and ~ don't want you to escape from this roo~ 

WI out me complImentIng you. 
Mr. WALKER. 'rhank you very much. 
Mr. ,ENGLISH. Thank you, Mr. Walker. 
°dur. next witnesses will be representatives from the Arrnv Navy an AIr Force. .I. .. , , 

We. will break af~r ~his panel is completed, and this afternoon 

D
we ~ wIll have our prInCIpal representative from the Department of 

elense. 
Our witnesses are Mr. Tidal W. McCoy, Who is the Assistant Sec

~htarAY' for Manpower and Reserve Affairs with the Department of 
e Ir Force; Mr. J. Ronald Denney, Acting Assistant Secretar 

f<,>r M~nl?ower, R~serve Affairs, Department of Navy, and Mr Pal 
~k. ~IllIer, wh<,> IS t~e Acting Assistant Secretary for Installations 

A gIS ICS and FInanCIal Management with the Department of th~ rmy. 
You ~ay summ.arize your statements, if you like. 
We WIll start WIth Mr. McCoy, from the Air Force. 
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STATEMENT OF TIDAL W. McCOY, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR 
MANPOWER, RESERVE AFFAIRS, AND INSTALLATION, DEPART~ 
MENT OF THE AIR FORCE, ACCOMPANIED BY LT. COL. JOSEPH 
T. ZADAREKY 
Mr. McCoy. We certainly appreciate the opportunity to testify 

before your subcommittee this morning and be part of an ongoing 
effort of the national commitment to fight the importation of il
legal drugs into this country. 

I do have a short statement,and I will read some excerpts from 
that and ask if the entire statement could be submitted for the 
record. 

Mr. ENGLISH. That will be fine. 
Mr. McCoy. The Air Force's efforts in this area are not new. 

Since 1974, the ground radars and command centers of the North 
American Aerospace Defense Command-NORAD-have been sup
porting the U.S. Customs Service in combating smuggling by air 
across the borders of the United States. In 1978, the Air Force 
trained customs agents who began flying on the E3-A. The major
ity of this early support was concentrated in the Southwestern 
United States and was provided on a nc ninterference basis. 

With the passage of the revised Posse Comitatus Act and imple
mentation of the Vice President's South Florida Task Force, the 
Air Force role expanded into a more active phase. 

Scheduled E3-A flights were made available to Customs on a 
case-by-case basis. We have had large numbers of missions flown 
with customs agents and large numbers of tracks that have been 
made, and a number of intercepts which have resulted from that 
particular activity. 

Between the 1st and 13th of this month, customs has requested 
support from six E3-A missions. Of these, one canceled;" three flew 
in the Texas area and two flew in the Gulf of Mexico, south of Pen
sacola, Fla. 

The Air Force is also using its long-range radar from other sys
tems to support civilian law enforcement agencies. The air staff 
has reviewed and approved a letter of agreement between the Fed
eral Aviation Administration, Headquarters Tactical Air Command 
and the U.S. Customs Service that grants access to all 46 joint sur
veillance system radars to U.S. customs agents. We anticipate this 
will facilitate the Customs Service's efforts by allowing them to 
rapidly relocate, when needed, as the area of interest changes, and 
they are thereby able to more flexibly deploy their forces. 

The aerostat system at Cudjoe Key, Fla., continues to support the 
U.S. Coast Gu.llrd and the Customs Service. The Coast Guard oper
ation is expec;~ted to expand with nine Coast Guard personnel on 
station by OctDber 1 of this year. The Customs Service has also 
moved a contingent of personnel along with some radio equipment 
to Cudjoe Key, where they are using surveillance data from the 
aerostat to monitor the air picture and control customs aircraft. 

We began our study last week. Tomorrow; on the 19th, we have 
sort of asked Ma Bell to speed up their .efforts to put in a hot-line 
type of special line from Cudjoe Key to the command center in 
Miami, and that will be done tomorrow, we have been told is the 
date for the completion of that, to help facilitate the transmission 
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of information to the aerostat radar to the command and control 
center in Miami. 

We are going to move to improve our efforts across the board 
both dealing with local and State officials as well as the Federai 
Government agencies in enf<?rcing the. law, improving our capabili
ty to help them. deploy theIr assets In sUc.h ~ way that we give 
them every pOSSIble support that we can WIthIn the revised Posse 
Comitatus Act. . 

The Air Force is still providing information from the Tyndall 
NORAD Control Center-TNCC-in Panama City, Fla., to the Cus
toms Command, Control and Communications-C3-facility in 
Miami. 

The TNCC correlates and identifies the surveillance information 
provided from the eight air defense surveillance radars located in 
Florida. ~hen~ver the Air Force is unable .to identify an aircraft, 
Customs .IS notIfie~, and they use the same Information we provide 
to ~ur ~Ir Fo!ce Interceptors t? make a Customs intercept of the 
unIdentIfied aIrcraft. At other tImes, we provide information on re
quested aircraft tracks directly to Customs. 

Plans for deploying an aerostat system at Cape Canaveral are 
progressing. An Air Force operational concept has been developed 
a site survey completed, and a draft program management docu: 
ment has been written. Of course, successful initiation of this capa
bility at Cape Cam~,:,eral will be ~ontingent o.n funding availability, 
a matter we are dIlIgently workIng on. It WIll take a minimum of 
10 months after procurement beings until we have an operational 
capability at Cape Canaveral. 

As you know, we .haye a $3 milJion repro~raming that is through 
th~ House Al?proprIatIons CommIttee, and In the Senate Appropri
atIOns CommIttee, and should be out soon. That $3 million should 
be for providing a full capability at Cudjoe Key. 

I have talked to the Assistant Vice Chief of Staff this morning, 
and he has assured me money will be forthcoming quickly from an
other program that we can take some money from to make sure 
that we. ~ave the money quickly, and that we can go forward with 
a capabIlIty of one radar and one balloon at Patrick Air Force Base 
to help out in that particular area. 

T.he Air Force is also assisting the Customs Service in developing 
theIr own ~obile aerostat capability. The Tactical Air Command's 
ProgrammIng Office at Patrick Air Force Base will assist Customs 
in ~ te:-hn~cal evaluation of the system at Patrick Air Force Base 
begInnIng In November 1982. The test was originally planned for 
June, but contractor problems have necessitated a slip to Novem
ber. 

The Air Force plan for implementing the revised Posse Comita
tus Act'is well underway. The staff has written a draft of a new 
Air Force regulation that provides policies and procedures to be fol
lowed concerning support provided to Federal State and local ci
vilian law enforcement agencies. The draft is ~ow in'the coordina
tion process. 

It is expected that the regUlation will be distributed in late Sep
tember. In the meantime, copies of the DOD Directive 5525.5: DOD 
Cooperation With Civilian Law Enforcement Officials and the 
draft Air Force regulation have been sent to major air ~ommands 
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for interim use pending receipt of the published regulation.. We 
have sent messages to get our word out to our major commanders, 
what we expect and hope to do and what our strong commitment 
to this program is. 

We intend to follow through. 
At an October meeting of all the four-star officers in the Air 

Force, the semiannual CORONA meetings, we will have a discus
sion with them on what the desires of the Congress and the admin
istration are in this respect, and make sure that the guidance is 
communicated, and that the plans are followed through once they 
are formulated in Washington and communicated to those major 
commanders. 

The Air Force will continue to actively support requests for as
sistance from civilian law enforcement agencies within the guid
ance provided by DOD. 

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement. I will be pleased to 
answer any questions that you have. 

[Mr. McCoy's prepared statement follows:] 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE. 

PRESENTATION TO THE HOUSE GOVERNMENT OPE .~ 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT INFO~ATION AN~i~~~~I~~:~Iii~:TS 

SUBJECT: Military Support of Civil Law Enforcement Agencies 

STATEMENT OF: TIDAL W. MCCOY 
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force 
Manpower, Reserve Affairs and Installation 

Not for Publication Until Released 
by' the ~ouse Government Operations Committee 
Subcomm1ttee on Govern~ent Information and 
House of Representatives Individual Rights 
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MR CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE: 

Mr Chairman and Members of the Committee, it is my pleasure 

to be here this morning to present Qn update of the Air Force's 
. , 

involvement in supporting civilian law enforcement agencies. 

The Air Force's efforts in this area are not new. Since 

1974, the ground radars and command centers of the North American 

Aerospace Defense Command (NORADJ have been supporting the United 

States Customs Service in combating smuggling by air across the 

borders of the United'States~ In 1978, the Air Force trained 

Customs agents who began flyi·ng on the E..;.'3A. The majority 'of 

this early su.pport ~as concentrated in the southwestern United 

States and was provided on a n~ninterference basis. 

with the passage of the revised Posse Comitatus Act and 
.' 

implementation of the Vice President's South Florida Task 

Force, the Air Force role expanded into a more active phase 
"',,-

when it was 'i:.asked to back-up a Navy/E-2' ope:ration supporting 

Cu~toms. Active i 3A participation in-the task force c'ornrnenced 

in May 1982. Scheduled E-3A flights were made available to 

Customs on a case-by-case basis. Beginning this past June, 

the,E-3A monthly flying schedule was made available to the 

Customs Service. They then s~lected E-3A missions t!iat, were 

,flying in areas and at times they deemed were most favorable 

for interdicting drug smugglers. 
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In July 1982, 2S E-3A missions were offered and Customs 

ut'ilized five. One intercept was conducted on a multiple 

aircraft track of interest in the Texas area. Also, beginning 

in July, Customs' reinitiated assignment of personnel to Tinker 

AFB on a temporary, rotationdl basis. .When a',ailable, Customs 

agents are Scheduled on board the E-3A for missions of interest 

to them. 

Between tpe.first and thirteenth of this month, Customs 

bas requested supp~rt from six E-3A missions. Of these, one. 
. 

cancelled:' three fl,ew in the 'Texas area and two flew in the 

Gulf of Mexico, south of Pensacola, Florida. 

The Air Force is also using its long range 'radar from 

other systems to support civilian law enforcem~nt agencies. 
.~' ... ~ 

The Air Staff has reviewed and approved a letter of agree-

ment between the Federal Aviation Ad~inistration, HO Tactical 

AirCornrnand and the United States Customs Service that grants 

access to all 46' Joint Surv,eillancfo! System .radars to US Customs 

agents.' We anticipate this wj.ll facilitate the.Customs Service's 

efforts by ailowin~them to rapidly relocate, when,needed, as 

the'area, of interest changes. 

The aerostat system at Cudjoe ~ey, Flo~ida conti~ues to 

, support tlle United ~tates Coast Guard and the CU,stoms .Service. 

The Coast Guard operation is expected to expand ~ith nine 

. Co~st Guard personnel on station by 1 Oct of this year. The 
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Customs Service has also mdved a contingent of personnel along 
- . 

with some radio equipment to Cudjoe Key where they are using 

surveillance data from the aerostat to monitor the air picture 

and control Customs aircraft. 

~. The Air Force is still providing information trom the 

Tyndall NORAD Control Center (TNCC) in Panama City, Florida to 

the Customs Command, Control and Communicat,ions (C3 ) facility 

in Miami. The TNCC correlates and identities the surveillance 

information provided 'from th~ eight air defense surveillance' 

radars located in Florida. Whenever the Air Force is unable 

to i~entify an aircraft, Customs is notified and they use the 

same information we provide to our Air Force interceptors to 

make a Customs intercept of the unidentified aircraft. At other 

times, we p~ovide information on requested aircraft tracks directly 

to Customs. 

Plans for deployil1g an aerostatsystem at Cape Canaveral 

are pr~gressing. An Air Force operational concept has ~een 

developed, a si'te survey completed a'no a draft Program Management 

Document has' been written. Of course, successful initiation 

of· this capability at· Cape Canaveral will be contingent on 
,! 

funding availability, a matter we are diligently worki~g on.' 

. . It will take a minimum of ten months after procurement begins 

until we have an op-erational capability at Cape Canavc,'ral. 
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~he Air Force is also assisting the Customs Service in 

de.veloping their own mobile aerostat capability.' The Tactical 

Air Command's'Programming Office at Patrick AFB will assist 

Customs in a technic,al evaiuation of the system at Patrick AFB 

beginning in November 82. The test was originally planned for 

June but contra:~tor problems have necessitated a slip to November. 

The Air Force plan for impll!menting the revised Posse 

Comitatus Act is well underway. The staff has written a draft 

of a new Air Force regulatiop that provides policies and 

procedures to be followed concerning support provided to 

federal, state and local civilian law enforcement agencies. 

The draft is now in the coordination·process. It is expected 

that the regulation will be distributed in late September. In 

the meantim~, copies of the DOD Directive 5525.5, DOD Cooperation 

with Civilian La.w Enforcement Officials, and the draft Air 

Force regulation have been sent to Major Air Commands for 

interim use pending receipt of the published regulation. . 

, The Air Force will continue to actively ~upport requests 

for assistance from civilian law enforcement agencies within the 

guidance provided by '000. Mr. Chairman, this concludes my sta'te-

ment, I will be pleased to answer any questions that Y9u have • 
Ii 
i1 
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Mr. ENGLISH. Mr: Denney? 

STATEMENT OF J. RONALD DENNEY, PRINCIPAL DEPUTY ASSIST. 
ANT SECRETARY FOR MANPOWER AND RESERVE AFFAIRS, DE· 
PARTMENT OF THE NAVY, ACCOMPANIED BY CAPT. T. K. WHIT. 
TAKER, COMDR. T. HOOD, AND ROGER OUTER, OFFICE OF PRO· 
GRAM APPRAISAL 
Mr. DENNEY. I will condense my remarks and submit the balance 

for the record. 
S~m~thing I do want to say before specifically relating to the in

terdICtIOn areas, Navy's own program on drugs and elimination of 
drugs has been a major commitment we have had for the last year. 

It has been tremendously successful. Our interest in eliminating 
drugs for. o,!r y~>UI?-g people throughout the United States is just as 
great as It IS wIthIn our o' "n Navy, and we are here to help out in 
any way we can. 

Sin~e ~978, ~e ha~e .been involved in cooperating with other 
agencIes In the Interdiction problem in south Florida and through
out the United States. 

Last year, we provided 60 days of dedicated E2-C services in 
south.Flori~a ~rom mid-9ctober to mid-December in support 'of the 
DEA Inter~ICtIOn ope~atIons .during the marijuana harvest season. 
. ~espondl~lg t.o grOWIng national concern regarding the flood of il

lICIt narc?tIcs Into the United States, the Congress passed a new 
la~ relatIng to ~he Posse Comitatus Act in December 1981. Last 
WInter, the ,PreSIdent charged Vice President Bush with heading 
~p a task force to attack rampant criminal activity in south Flor
Ida. I? respon~e t? task force initiatives, the Navy has become in
c~easlngly actIve In providing assistance to law enforcement agen
CIes. 

~rincipal~y, th~s support has consisted of providing E-2 air sur;. 
veIllance fllgh~ I~ the sout~ Florida area, revitalizing the high in
terest vessel.slghtmg/reportIng program, providing opportune tows 
of vessels. seIzed by the U.S. Coast Guard, and transporting Coast 
Guard prIsoners. 

Last week, Navy began embarking Coast Guard boarding teams 
on selected Navy ships. To date, we have filled every request for 
support of the task force's south Florida initiatives. 

DOD guidelines covering military cooperation with U.S. civilian 
law enforcement officials are set forth in DOD directive 55255 It 
states. tha~ i~ .is the policy of the Department of Defense to co~per
ate W.lth CIvIlIan . law en~orcement officials to the maximum extent 
practicable, conSIstent WIth the needs of national security and mili
?try prepare~ne~s,. ~he historic tradition of limiting direct military 
Involvement I~ cIvilian law enforcement activities, and the require
ments of applIcable law. 

This .gui.deline, and the text of 10 U.S.C. sections 371-378, have 
bee~ distrIbuted to the appropriate commands. We expect this di
re~Iv~ to soon hE; sUI;>plemented with. ad~itional, specific OSD 
gu.ldehn~s. In. the InterIm, we are coordInatIng Navy guidance on 
thIS subject wIth ASD/MRA&L. 

Requests from headquarters of Federal agencies for new support 
efforts normally go to the Secretary of Defense, through ASDI 
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MRA&L, to the Secretary of the Navy. After examining the oper
ational and legal impact of such assistance, we relay our recom
mendation back through MRA&L, to the Secretary of Defense. The 
expanded scope of this support of civilian law enforcement facilities 
is new to us. We have not yet worked out all the mechanisms that 
may be needed to handle future requests from the many possible 
sources of requests for military assistance to civilian law enforce-
ment agencies. 

I should make it clear that both the Naval Investigative Service 
as well as our base commanders continue to work with law authori
ties as they have done in the past-at the local level-in solving 
crimes that affect our service. 

Finally, the Department of the Navy instruction-SECNA VINS 
5820.7A-on cooperation with civilian law enforcement officials is 
currently being updated. A proposed draft is currently under 
review within the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations. 

It is certainly in the Navy's interest to help stem the flow of 
drugs into the United States At the same tinle, we are acutely 
aware of the potential threat to our own readiness and of legal im
plications of any contemplated action. As a consequence, we have 
been very careful in our approach. 

Legal and operational considerations have been our primary 
guides in formulating relevant instructions. Coordination between 
the Department of the Navy, OSD, and the various Federal civilian 
agencies has been thorough. ' 

The CINC's, the CNO, and the Secretary are briefed at regular 
intervals on this program. Our ongoing war on drugs within the 
Department of the Navy has been paying off. We would hope that 
the significant support we have been providing to the civilian en
forcement agencies will also payoff. 

Thank you for your attention. I will be pleased to answer any 
questions that you might have at this time. 

[Mr. Denney's prepared statement follows:] 
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STATEMENT OF 
MR. J. RONALD DENNEY 

PRINCIPAL DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR MANPOWER AND RESERVE AFFAIRS 
DEPARTM~NT OF THE NAVY 

BEFORE THE 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT INFORMATION AND INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS 

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS 

~R. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE: 

I AM HERE TODAY TO PRESENT THE VIEWS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 

ON THE ISSUE OF NAVY SUPPORT TO CIVILIAN LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES. 

IN 19/8, FOLLOWI~G A FAVORABLE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT OPINION, THE U.S. 

NAVY BEGAN ~ROVIDING LIMITED SUPPORT TO VARIOUS FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT 

AGENCIES. UNTIL RECENTLY, THIS SUPPORT CONSISTE. 7RIMARILY OF PARTICI

PATION IN THE U.S. COAST GUAaD'S HIGH ~WTEREST VESSEL SIGHTING AND REPORT

ING PROGRAM, LOCAL LOAN OF SURPLUS EQUIP~ENT AND AIRCRAFT, OCCASIONAL 

. RESERVE AND FLEET P-3 AND E-2 SURVEILLANCE FLIGHTS, ACCES~ .0 SHORE-BASED 

RADARS, AND RADIO DIRECTION FINDER SUPPORT. LAST YEAR, WE PROVIDED SIXTY 

DAYS DEDICATED E~2C SERVICES IN SOUTH FLORIDA, FROM MID-OCTOBER TO MID

DEC~MBER 1981, IN SUPPORT OF DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION INTERDICTION 

OPERATIONS DURING THE MARIJUANA HARVEST SE.ASON • 

• RESPONDING TO GRoWtNG NATIONAL CONCERN REGARDING THE FLOOD OF ILLICIT 

NARCOTICS INTO THE UNITED STATES, THE CONGRESS PASSED ;4 NEW LAW RELATING 

TO THE -POSSE COMITATUS ACT- IN DECEMBER 1981. LAST WINTER, THE PRESIDENT 

CHARGED VICE PRESIDENT BUSH WITH HEADING UP A TASK FORCE TO ATTACK RAMPANT 

C~IMINAL ACTIVITY IN SOUTH FLORIDA. IN RESPONSE TO TASK FORCE INITIATIVES, 

THE NAVY HAS BECOME INCREASINGLY ACTIVE IN PROVIDING ASSISTANCE TO LAW 

ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES. PRINCIPALLY, THIS SUPPORT HAS CONSISTED OF' PROVIDING 

E-2 AIR SURVEILLANCE FLIGHTS IN THE SOUTH FL • ORIDA AREA, REVITALIZING THE 

HIGH INTEREST VESSEL SIGHTING/REPORTING PROGRAM, PROVIDING OPPORTUNE TOWS 

OF VESSELS SELZED BY THE U.S. COAST GUARD, AND TRANSPORTING COAST GUARD 

PRISONERS • .lAST WEEK, NAVY BEGAN EMBARKING COAST GUARD 2'lARDING TEAMS 

ON SELECTED NAVY SHIPS. To DATE WE , HAVE FILLED EVERY REQUEST FOR SUPPORT 

OF THE TASK FORCE'S SOUTH FLORIDA INITIATIVES. 

< 
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DOD GUIDELINES COVERING MILITARY COOPERATION WITH U;S. CIVILIAN LAW 

~NFORCEMENT OFFICIALS ARE SET FORTH IN DOD DIRECTIVE 5525.5. IT STATES 
\ 

THAT IT IS THE POLICY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE TO COOPERATE WITH 

CIVILIAN LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PRACTICABLE, 

CONSISTENT WITH THE NEEDS OF NATIONAL SECURITY AND MILITARY PREPAREDNESS, 

,THE HISTORIC TRADITION OF LIMITING DIRECT MILITARY INVOLVEMENT IN CIVILIAN 

tAW ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES, AND THE REQUIREMENTS OF APPLICABLE LAW· 

THIS'GUIDELINE, AND THE TEXT OF 10 U.S.C. SS371-378, HAV~ BEEN DISTRIBUTED 

TO THE APPROPRIATE COMMANDS. WE EXPECT THIS DIRECTIVE ~O sOON BE SUPPLE-

. MENTED WITH ADDITIriNAL, SPECIFIC OSD GUIDELiNES. IN THE INTERIM, WE ARE 

. COORDINATING NAVY GUiDANCE ON THIS SUBJEC-T WITH ASD/I'lRA&L. 

THE ORGANIZATIONAL S1'RUCTU,RE FOR RESPONDING TO FEDERAL AGENCY REQUESTS 

IS LARGELY IN PLACE. REQUESTS FROM COAST GUARD, CUSTOMS, OR DRUG ENFORCE

MENT AGENCY OFFICIALS IN THE FIELD, FOR ASSISTANCE WITHIN ESTABLISHED 

SUPPORT PROGRAMS SUCH AS I MENTIONED EARLIER, ARE HANDLED BY THE APPRO

PRIATE CINCs OR THEIR DESIGNATED REPRESENTATIVES. THIS TYPE OF DECENTRALIZED 

OPERATION ENSURES RAPID RESPONSE. iT ALSO MINIMIZES THE RISK THAT SUCH· 

ASSISTANCE,WILL ADVERSELY AFFECT NAVY READINESS, SINCE THE LOCAL 

COMMANDER, RESPONSIBLE FOR THAT READINESS, IS IN ~HARGE. 
REQUESTS FROM HEADQUARTERS OF FEDERAL AGENCIES FOR NEW SUPPORT EFFORTS 

NORMALLY GO TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE, THROUGH ASD/MRA&L. TO fHE SECRETARY 

OF THE NAVY. AFTER EXAMINING THE OPERATIONAL AND LEGAL IMPACT OF SUCH 

ASSISTANCE, WE RELAY OUR RECOMMENDATION BACK THROUGH MRA&L, TO THE SECRETARY 

OF DEFENSE. THE EXPANDED SCOPE OF THIS SUPPORT OF CIVILIAN LAW ENFORCEMENT 

FACILITIES IS NEW TO US. 'WE HAVE NOT YET WORKED OUT ALL THE MECHANISMS 

THAT MAY BE NEEDED TO HANDLE FUTURE REQUESTS FROM THE MANY POSSIBLE SOURCES 

OF REQUESTS FOR'MILITARY ASSISTANCE TO CIVILIAN LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES· 
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SHOULD MAKE IT CLEAR THAT BOTH THE NAVAL INVESTIGA~IVE SERVICE AS WELL 

AS OUR BASE COMMANDERS CONTINUE TO WORK WITH LAW AUTHORITIES AS THEY HAVE 

DONE IN THE PAST -- AT THE LOCAL LEVEL -- IN SOLVING CRIMES THAT EFFECT 

OUR SERVICE. 

FINALLY, THE DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY iNSTRUCTION (SECNAVINST 5820.7A) 

ON COOPERATION WITH CIVILIAN LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS IS CURRENTLY BE[NG 

UPDATED. A PROPOSED DRAFT [S CURRENTLY UNDER REV[EW W[TH[N THE OFFICE 

OF THE CH[EF OF NAVAL OPERAT[ONS. 

IT IS CERTA[NLY [N THE NAVY'S INTEREST TO HELP STEM THE FLOW OF DRUGS 

. INTO THE UNITED STATES. AT THE SAME TIME, WE ARE ACUTELY AWARE OF THE 

POTENTIAL THREAT TO OUR OWN READINESS AND OF LEGAL IMPLICATIONS OF ANY 

COMTEMPLATED ACTION. As A CONSEQUENCE, WE HAVE BEEN VERY CAREFUL IN OUR 

APPROACH· LEGAL AND OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS HAVE BEEN OUR PRIMARY 

GUIDES IN FORMULATING RELEVANT INSTRUCTIONS. COORDINATION BETWEEN THE 

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY, OSDs AND THE VARIOUS FEDERAL CIVILIAN AGENCIES 

HAS BEEN THOROUGH· THE CINes, THE eNOs AND THE SECRETARY ARE BRIEFED 

AT REGULAR INTERVALS ON THIS PROGRAM. OUR ONGOING WAR ON DRUGS WITHIN 

THE DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY HAS BEEN PAYING OFF. WE WOULD HOPE THAT THE 

SIGNIFICANT SUPPORT WE HAVE BEEN PROVIDING TO THE CIVILIAN ENFORCEMENT 

AGENCIES WILL ALSO PAY OFF. 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION. I WILL BE PLEASED TO ANSWER ANY 

QUESTIONS THAT YOU KIGHT HAVE AT THIS TIME. 

r I 
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Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you very much. 
Mr. Hillier. 

STATEMENT OF PAT HILLIER, ACTING ASSISTANT SECRETARY 
OF THE ARMY FOR INSTALLATIONS, LOGISTICS AND FINAN. 
CIAL MANAGEMENT, ACCOMPANIED BY LT. COL. STUART 
GERALD,HQDA,ODCSCOG-DALO-AV 

Mr. HILLIER. It is a pleasure for me to be here today to present 
our statement. 

I have a brief statement I would like to read. 
As you know, the Army, in conjunction with the other military 

departments, is charged with preserving the peace and security of 
the United States. When so directed, this includes support of na. 
tional policies, implementing national objectives and thwarting any 
aggressive acts against the United States and its allies. To this end, 
we are organized, trained and equipped primarily for prompt and 
sustained combat operations on a global basis. 

With this in mind, our individual and unit training programs are 
directed toward achieving a readiness posture capable of meeting 
the threat of global warfare. Although our training is primarily fo
cused on fighting and winning conflicts, we are acutely aware that, 
when appropriate, some of our skills, expertise and equipment can 
assist civilian law enforcement agencies. 

To that end, we are pleased to point out that the Army has a 
long history of cooperation with civilian law enforcement agencies. 
I would like to cite a few examples. 

The U.S. Customs Service has used Army OV-IC Mohawk air
craft for over 11 years in their drug interdiction efforts. 

In 1975 and 1976, we transferred a total of six UH-IB helicopters 
to Customs at no cost. Last year, we loaned Customs an additional 
four Cobra helicopters, and this year we are providing one of the 
Army's newest and most sophisticated helicopters, the UH-60 
Blackhawk, for a 6-month operational test. 

Last month, we concluded an agreement for the loan of gener
ators and trucks to allow the Customs Service greater capability to 
move their mobile radar equipment. 

Additionally~ we loaned grenade launchers and UH-IH helicop
ters to the Drug Enforcement Administration and the Immigration 
and Naturalization Service has used eight Army OH-6A helicop
ters since 1980. 

On the local level, the army recently agreed to loan military 
night vision equipment to Florida law enforcement officials. This 
will enable them to evaluate the utility of such equipment. 

Last year, we agreed to train a few Macon County, Ga., police 
officers in specialized operations. Although Macon County .later 
withdrew its request, we were willing to assist. 

Mr. Chairman, these are not isolated examples. Rather, they are 
typical of the Army's attitude toward providing assistance within., 
the framework established by the Secretary of Defense. The Army 
is consolidating in one document the guidance field commanders 
need to implement the policies of the Secretary of Defense. Pend
ing publication of this document, the Army will provide interim 
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guidance to local commanders to help them efficiently process re
quests from civilian law enforcement agencies. 

Cooperative arrangements at the local level for the exchange of 
information, training and planning between the Army military 
police and local law enforcement officials will continue. These ar
rangements have served well both the military and civilian com
munities and no changes are required. 

Mr. Chairman, the Army will continue to provide support to ci
vilian law enforcement agencies within the guidelines established 
by the Secretary of Defense. I appreciate the opportunity to appear 
before this committee and shall be happy to answer any questions 
you may have. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you very much. 
Mr. McCoy, when will the balloon site at Patrick be operational? 
Mr. McCoy. We have to identify the funding and get the repro-

graming. I think the reprograming will be a lot longer than the 
identification. We have already done the site surveying down there, 
and we know what kind of equipment we need to buy. We have 
some equipment we must buy, with respect to going sole-source or 
competitive, and that either lengthens or shortens the time by a 
month or two in order not to override our normal procedures and 
the proper way to do things. 

I have read the previous testimony Mr. Juliana made in a previ
ous hearing, 10 months was mentioned that we had hopes to 
achieve an operational capability. 

I would not be candid if I said I thought we could do it within 10 
months from the date he stated. I am not sure we can do it within 
10 months from today. We are going to try to identify 1982 money 
rather than 1983, which will enable us to move out a lot more 
quickly, but we do have to make sure when we go in there, we go 
in there and have everything done properly. 

We have to make sure we have got the people identified to go in 
there and operate it, and so forth. 

We are working out of a couple different commands, different 
pots of money. It is a new type of thing for us in conjunction with 
different law enforcement, civilian agencies. Not outside of a 
year--

Mr. ENGLISH. Not outside of a year from when? 
Mr. McCoy. From today. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Twelve months from today, and it has been 3 

months since Mr. Juliana made his commitment that it would be 
done within 10 months? 

Mr. McCoy. That is correct. 
Mr. ENGLISH. So you are talking about 5 months beyond the com

mitment Mr. Juliana made to this Committee? 
Mr. McCoy. That would be true. That would be my outside kind 

of estimate. We, of course, would like to do it. If we can do it in 8 
months from today or 5 months from today, we will do that, but I 
am stating sometimes the procurement process and the money 
process goes a little bit longer than the commitment process. 

It is eaSier to make a commitment sometimes than it is to make 
sure we follow through and do it properly. We can't take money 
and spend it, of course, without going through the normal congres
sional process. 
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Mr. ENGLISH. Normal congressional process-what congressional 
process is necessary to ~eprogram the money for this project? Mr. 
Juliana did not tell us anything about any necessary congressional 
action. He was going to do it that afternoon. It was going to be 
done within 24 hours after he left that committee room. 

What happened to the 24 hours? 
Mr. McCoy. The actions that were required to be gotten under

way in terms of notifying the services, telling people what the com
mitment was, were undertaken, I am sure, but, of course, we can't 
spend money that has not been appropriated for a particular item. 

The $3 million which came over is identified for bringing Cudjoe 
Key up to a full operational capability 24\ hours a day. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Why didn't Mr. Juliana point that out to us when
ever he testified? Didn't he know that? He didn't know what your 
business is? 

Mr. McCoy. He knows what our busineBs is. He was hopeful that 
we would be able to perhaps achieve a way to find a specific set of 
money perhaps in the 1983 authorization bill, a certain amount of 
money that was specifically designated for this particular aerostat 
system. 

Mr. ENGLISH. It is in the 1983 authorization bill, because I put it 
there. Mr. Juliana did not tell me it was going to be necessary to 
put it in that bill. Of all the discussion we had, the Department of 
Defense did not feel like it was going to be necessary, and that was 
going to come out of 1982, not 1983. 

Mr. McCoy. What ended up in the 1983 bill, the authorization 
conference, was an authorization to spend $10 million or there
abouts to do this, but that the actual money, itself, was not put in 
the bill. In other words, the money would have to come from an
other program, and that would require reprograming. When we 
began looking at the status of that 1983 action, knowing what the 
intent of the committee was, and knowing that it was a commit
ment that we made to do something in a hurry, we decided that 
rather than wait for the 1983 to work itself out in order to reprO
gram, because we really should not start any reprogramming 
action until the actual 1983 appropriation bill, itself, is completed, 
which would be perhaps sometime in October or November, we de
cided to keep faith with the commitment to the committee; we 
should go forth full amount in the 1982 reprogramming. 

Mr. ENGLISH. What is the cost per month of the Navy E2-C 
flights down in South Florida? 

Mr. McCoy. That I am not sure. I would rather refer that to the 
Navy. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Well, I will tell you. Three hundred thousand dol
lars a month. You are telling us here that instead of the 10 months 
Mr. Juliana committed to 3 months ago, that we are looking at 12 
months from today, which is nearly half a year beyond the commit
ment that was made to this committee? You are talking about $1.5 
million that the Navy is going to have to pay while you are jockey
ing around over there, trying to figure out whether or not you 
want to come up with the money. 

Mr. McCoy. We have made no bones about coming up with the 
money. We are held up by virtue of the fact we have to submit 
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some documentation through OMB to Congress to achieve the re-
programing. . . . . 

The action might take place expedItiously or not so expedItiously 
over in the Congress in the appropriate committees that have to 
approve the reprogramings. 

Of course, we will inform them of the urgency that we see in the 
request and hope we can get a quick reprograming. 

If we do, the balloon may be operational as quickly as the origi-
nal commitment. 

I am trying to be candid as opposed to giving you what you 
would like to hear. 

Mr. ENGLISH. I am trying to be candid, too, Mr. McCoy. 
There are some very long leadtime items. You can't just go in 

there and buy them off the shelf next week. It takes time to manu
facture them. They are very specialized pieces of equipment. 

Part of what Mr. Juliana told us he was going to do was to go 
back and he would begin the process of ordering, particularly the 
long'leadtime items, so that those items could be in the process of 
manufacturing. That hasn't happened yet? 

Mr. McCoy. I would rather~ if I could, answer that for the record, 
or give yon. a call or letter. 

That lTolay have gone through some part of the Air Staff, and 
such articles maY1 in fact, have been ordered. . 
Th~t I did not realize had been something he had promised to do 

specifically. 
Mr. ENGLISH. I will be very interested, because, I will admit, I 

am very disappointed, particularly if that action has not been 
taken. You are talking about nearly half the cost of one of those 
Skyhooks that the Navy is going to spend while you all are jo~key
ing around. It will be right at $4% million spent on E2-C flIghts 
down there while you come up with that money to get that balloon 
in flight. 

Mr. McCoy. That is a very good point. I will get that in our cover 
letter to the reprogramming, to try to expedite the process. 

Mr. ENGLISH. I will ask Mr. Denney whether they have the 
money. Maybe we could have some more AWACS flights down in 
the sout.h Florida area and take a little of the load off the Navy. 

Are you prepared to do that? 
Mr. McCoy. We are always prepared to have the aircraft in their 

training of crews, and so forth. 
Mr. ENGLISH. What is the cost on the AWACS flight? 
Mr. McCoy. Operational cost per hour is $2,000 or $3,000 an 

hour. 
Mr. ENGLISH. It is $7,500 an hour. It is double what an E2-C is, 

so the Air Force would be running at about $600,000 to $700,000 a 
month? 

Mr. McCoy. Right. Of course, a number of those trainin~ flights 
are going to occur, anyway, whether they are Navy or AIr Force. 

We prefer in the instance of that particular part of the air de
fense zone to use the aerostat balloon so we can use the AWACS to 
focus on the other parts of the United States and the Southwest, so 
we hope to be able to do both. of those. 

Mr. ENGLISH. I thought the AWACS flights were all based on the 
training mission that is necessary in that particular area. Depend-
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ing ,on th~ number of fighters that you have in that area, if you 
don t have the fighters down there, all they are doing is wasting 
money. 

Mr. McCoy. That! i~ very true. We need to have the sorties that 
the AWACS operators can generate their training from. 

Mr. EN?LISH. How much training can you generate down in 
south FlorIda? 

Mr. McCoy. We don't have the same assets there that we did in 
the Southwest. 

Mr .. ENGLISH. All they will be doing is flying around drilling 
holes In the sky? 

Mr. McCoy .. There would be a lot less training in that part of the 
country; that IS true. 
. Mr .. ENGLISH. ~hat is the cost as compared to the regular train
Ing WIth supersonIc fighters? 

Mr. McCoy. There would be much less. 
We do have some fighter assets in the Florida area which we 

would try to generate and use for the training for the AWACS and 
fighter crews. 

The aerostat balloon and AWACS are oriented to a different part 
o~ the couz;ttry: We don't mean to indicate by the estimate of the 
dIfferc::nce In time from what ~r .. Juliana gave you, any less of a 
commItmt::~t. We only mea~ to IndICate that we are trying to move 
o~t expedItIously and may, In fact, need the assistance of this com
mltt~e to speed the reprograming of the money so we can then obli
gate It to buy the balloon and radar equipment. 

Mr. EN~L~SH. Y0l!- are kind of sliding this off on Congress. I think 
y:ou ar~ h:Idlng behInd that. There is no question about the dedica
tion wIthi~ Cong~ess. The Congress has demonstrated its commit
ment to thIS particular approach, and they are there and they are 
ready. ' 
. What it comes down to is whenever you are ready to move that 
IS when. we are go!ng to get it done. You are not too conc~rned 
about thI~ wh?le thIng; you are kind of taking your time on it. It is 
the. Nayy s mIsery as far as funding is concerned. It comes out of 
theIr hIde, not t;tte Air Fo!~e's hide. Perhaps you would be a bit 
more concerned If part ?f t..JIS burden was being shared by the Air 
Force. You w?uld be a lIttle more eager about meeting the commit
ment Mr. JulIana made. 

The idea here is to utilize tax dollars as we can. best utilize them, 
and that means s~aring some of the overall effort the Department 
of Defense. can brIng forth iI?- this area with civilian law enforce
ment, .but ~t does not me~n Just waste it. But a commitment was 
made In thIS case, and I wIll be eager to get your letter on whether 
or not some of these long leadtime items have been ordered. If they 
have, I want to commend you for it, because that is important. The 
Navy wo~ld love to have you save a little time on that. 
What.I~ your procedure for the transfer of avaiiable intelligence 

to the CIVIlIan law enforcement community? 
Mr. McCoy. We haye at the State and local level, of course, our 

people that operate ~Ith our Office of Security Police. 
I . have ,,:orke~ WIth those. Stat~ and loca~ officials for a long 

pe.rI~d of tn~~ In terms of IntellIgence, or Information on local 
crlmmal actIVIty, on a local basis, and, more recently, of course, 
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with the interests of a more national level commitment of forces to 
the drug war. We have begun doing the kind of thing where we are 
internetting the radars, joint surveillance system radars, to~ether, 
and tactical information has passed from the AWACS aIrcraft 
when intercepts are obtained to the Customs Command Center, so 
that forces can be generated to deploy. 

Mr. ENGLISH. This is down in Florida, though? 
Mr. McCoy. The 46 joint surveillance systems radars are all 

around the periphery of the United States. 
Mr. ENGLISH. They are turning this over to local Customs and 

local enforcement? . 
Mr. McCoy. They will be able to when the radar sites are Inter

netted. The Customs people have the authority under . the ~gre~
ment to go into any of those sites and use that information, pIck It 
up, and so forth. . . 

We have a lot to do in terms of the overall coordInatIOn from all 
sources in terms of various categories of security that information 
comes from. . . 

How exactly we transmit that to the. different center~ of IntellI
gence in the law enforcement communIty, w~ are workI.ng on that 
now, and working with DOD to try to deter~Ine what kinds of cat
egories of information we can pass, how qUICkly we can pass It on, 
who the best people are to use that in such a way that we neither 
waste the Government's time and money or compromise sources 
and methods of intelligence, but--

Mr. ENGLISH. What about other than radar? 
Mr. McCoy. Sir, as you know, the national intelligenc~ .communi

tyas a community, including FBI, CIA, Treasury, the mIlItary serv
ices and so forth, have various critical intelligence questions or 
various priorities that they put on getting i.ntelligen~e. . 

Mr. ENGLISH. That is way up here Hl Washlngtol floating 
around. The sheriff in Washita County doesn't get much informa-
tion on that. ; 

Let's assume we got a customs official that is down along the 
Texas border someplace, and let's assume you pick up some infor
mation that there may be some drugs coming his way, wh~t do you 
do? Do you call him up on the phone and say, look, we thInk some 
hot stuff is coming your way? . 

Mr. McCoy. That is exactly what we do. Our people In the secu
rity police business, peop!e .that are .at the local b~es pic~ up an 
airman or someone who IS mvolved In the drug bUSIness eIther as 
pusher or accuser and cooperate with the local law enforcement of
ficials if they in turn are informed by a person that may be wear
ing an Air Force uniform, that I am getting drugs from so and so, 
and tonight they are bringing a big shipment across the border and 
we would share that information with the local law enforcement as 
well as DEA, customs personnel or, in the event of the south Flor
ida area, the south Florida task force. 

Mr. ENGLISH. 'Nell, assume then that one of those AWACS 
planes is down there circling around south Texas on a regular rou
tine operation and they see an aircraft coming across that appears 
to meet the profile Customs has given. 
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Mr. McCoy. That information is given to, as I understand it, that 
information is gotten back immediately to ground station, a ground 
site. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Let's assume I am the guy sitting here, and I am 
looking at the screen and I see something that looks like it meets 
that profile. I have a bunch of fighters, and I notice over here at 
the border somebody is trying to sneak across. How do I handle 
that? 

Mr. McCoy. Let me ask Col. Joseph Zadareky who is in our oper
ations, and the air staff to respond to that. 

Colonel ZADAREKY. Normally if Customs has an interest in one of 
your A WAC sorties, they will notify us before our mission plan
ning, ideatify their operation center that they would like the infor
mation passed_ to. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Is this done on every mission that AWACS flies 
along the border? , 

Colonel ZADAREKY. We provide Customs a list of the scheduled 
sorties that we are going to fly. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Are not a large number of your sorties unsched-
uled? ' 

Colonel ZADAREKY. Most of our E3-A sorties are scheduled sor
ties. The contingency ones that are not normally scheduled are not 
flying in this country. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Everything that would be flown anywhere arou:,i.l~ 
the border, in south Florida, the gulf coast, or down anywhe:-;:,~ 
along the southwestern border is all scheduled? ", 

Colonel ZADAREKY. Yes, sir. 
The large bulk, the majority, maybe, a few occa..c;;ional special 

cases where there would not be a last-minute contingency. We pro
vide Customs a quarterly schedule of t.he flying schedule. They 
identify which missions they have an interest in and whatever area 
it isuperating. 

We will take an area in the southwest toward Texas, they may 
want the information passed to their operation cent-er in New Or-
leans. ' " 

'Vhen the crew preflights that mission, they coordinate directly 
with the customs agent at that location, obtain frequencies, types 
of aircraft that they would be interested in, and during the E-3A 
m.ission, the aircraft that are spotted that meet the requirement 
that the Customs, for example, are interested in, the information 
would be relayed to that customs facility. 

Mr. ENGLISH. OK. How much in advance is Customs notified usu
ally on these scheduled flights?' 

ColoneIZADAREKY. It is a quarterly schedule, so it could be up to 
3 months. , 

Mr. ENGLISH. The DOD directive requires you to review your 
tTaining and operational programs to determine how you assist 
local law enforcement agencies. Have you done. that yet? 

Mr. McCoy. We are in the process of doing that. 
The air staff is looking at how we can do that or how we can be 

trained on equipment that we have or learn, operational-type tac
tics, various courses that we have, how we might change anything 
that we are doing operationally with our own equipment that 
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would allow these law enforcement agencies to eitheT come along, 
participate in some way that would help them out. 

We have in effect an air staff study being undertaken to look 
into that. 

Mr. ENGLISH. When would you expect that process to be com
plete? 

Mr. McCoy. I would say prQhRbly it would take in the neighbor
hood of about 2 months to get a draft plan completed, have all the 
air staff elements, the secretariate bok at it, talk to the major 
commanders in the field and have a response come in, a draft to 
look at for possible publication to our people. 

Mr. ENGLISH. When do you think the commanders in the field, 
then, will know how they are to proceed on these requests? 

Mr. McCoy. As far as the overall draft, there is a draft Air Force 
regulation which is derived from the DOD regulation that has been 
published which relates more to requests for support, requests for 
equipment and things of that sort which will probably be out to the 
field in the middle of September. . 

The other question which I took to be a more indepth kind of 
issue of how we might change what we are doing to accommodate 
the law enforcement officials would b~ the one that would be about 
2 months. In terms of what we are doing now that would support 
law enforcement, our guidance on that in the fmal form will be out 
in a couple of, 3 weeks. 

Mr. ENGLISH. So as it stands now, if the Washita County Sheriff 
calls Tinker Air Force Base and says, "I need an AWACS flying 
tonight over the Red River," the base commander at Tinker does 
ilOt have any directive or procedure telling him how he is supposed 
to go through and respond to a request such as that? 

Mr. McCoy. Not real specifically on his own. He at that point 
has guidance because of the nature of our changed emphasis on 
sup:90rting civilian law enforcement. Agencies would probably com
municate that to Washington and say, look, I know we are doing 
more here on the law enforcement support effort, I have got a re
quest, what can we do to help this gentleman out? 

Mr. ENGLISH. I would certainly urge you to speed that up, and all 
the other services as well. 

The Drug Enforcement Agency sent out their monthly magazine 
going to 10,000 law enforcement officials notifying them of the fact 
that you are available to provide them with this service. With 
10,000 law enforcement folks out there, I imagine you are going to 
get a few calls. . 

There will be word out about changes in the law and, unless you 
have a policy set up to respond, the Secretary of Defense is going to 
get awfully tired of making this decision 10,000 times. So I would 
urge you to speed that up as much as you possibly can. 

With regard to triservice coordination and cooperation and proce
dures, can you give us some idea how a situation will be handled if 
a sheriff calls the base commander at Tinker and maybe he needs 
some device that the Navy has. What does that base commander at 
Tinker do to acquire that type of information? 

Mr. McCoy. rrhat area is one that will require some work by the 
services and coordination with leadership from OSD to establish 
what procedures we have. 
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Again, for a number of years, the local area commanders have 
been supporting with certain kinds of equipment, perhaps not the 
largest kind or the most esoteric kind of equipment. The local law 
enforcement people in terms of jeeps or trucks, certain kinds of 
weapons, things of that sort that are small, but we need to let the 
people know it. 

At the current time, what would happen would be, the regular 
chain of command would be the coordinating mechanism. The base 
commanders would say, look, I don't have that, the Army or Navy 
might, and he would in effect let his major command know, the Air 
Training Command, and they would call the headquarters, U.S. Air 
Force, and say, we have a request at Tinker, we don't have it. How 
about asking the Navy or the Army if they can help so our action 
would coordinate with OSD. 

And say we don't have this but we will call the Navy and ask 
them if they can lend such and such, so the regular chain of com
mand would in effect work to include the various offices in the 
Pentagon that have been designated as action offices for approval 
such as my office and the offices of these glEmtleman with me here 
today. 

To the extent we could, without creating a new sort of organiza
tional entity that would cloud the thing in any way, we need to lay 
out procedures other than tb:: good judgment of the commanders 
on the scene in terms of who they need to talk to, but we would 
hope to use the established chain of command to seek approval and 
to move out and give the authority to press on. 

Mr. ENGLISH. By the time you go through the chain of command 
and get all the way up to the Air Force and slip over to the Army 
or Navy, and then go back down to that particular base that might 
have this gadget that we are hunting, that sheriff is going to be 
old, gray, and retired. 

Mr. McCoy. It would depend on the amount and the kind of sup-
port required. . 

We would hope to delegate the approval authority on the various 
items and use of facilities. If it was a request for a larger type of 
equipment or larger number of people, it would have to go ever 
higher in the chain of command. We are doing a lot of that today 
in trying to help the law enforcement people. 

We have been for the last 10 or 15 years and--
Mr. ENGLISH, That is not exactly true. You will let them fly with 

you. You will let them look at radar screens with you but that 
means that they have got to' expend people and resources that they 
really are short on right now. Nowhere is that more obvious than 
in the special task force in south Florida. They have stripped other 
offices in the country to get enough people down there. If they 
have to have other posts to sit there and duplicate what the mili
tary has done, that makes it very, very difficult for them and I 
don't believe that is what we had in mind in the Congress when
ever we talked about posse comitatus, because the law allowed 
that. That is nothing new. 

Why do we have these people, why is it necessary for customs of
ficials to fly on an AWACS plane and have customs officials down 
at Cudjoe Key? You know how to look at a radar screen, don't you? 
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Mr. McCoy. We do, in terms of manning additional radar screens 
for different kinds of coverage. 

Mr. ENGLISH. I have been down there and seen it. It has one 
great big screen going around and around. 
. Mr: McCoy. I have not seen it, so I am. not as expert as you are 
In thIS regard, the amount of traffic comIng through, I suppose if 
you are watching a larger area and greater altitudes, both fast
moving aircraft and low-flying aircraft, one would need perhaps 
more people to watch them and call in on them and report their 
tracks and so forth, and that becomes a question over time and of 
course, that. is a key question in all of this area, I sup~se, the 
degree of reImbursement for the military services doing things in 
support of the law enforcement agencies which they are'doing dif
ferently than they would do for just military training and prepar
edness. 

Mr. ENGLISH. You want civilian law enforcement folks whether 
i~ is C~s~oms or whoev~r, you want them to pay you for that guy's 
time SItting there looking at that radar screen if he looks over at 
this section, ra.ther than this section? 

Mr. McCoy. No, if the military services were doing something 
that they wouldn't normally do at all, no. 
M~. ENGLISH. If he is sitting up in an ,AWACS plane, and he is 

looking here as well as over here, doesn t that enhance his train
ing? 

Mr. McCoy. That would enhance his training to the extent we 
were flying trainer sorties. 

If we were asked to fly AWACS or do anything else where we 
normally did :t;lothing o.r did not have the fighter assets, 'that would 
be the expendltur~ of time and money specifically in support. 

We are not agaInst that, but we are sayIng as we understand it 
under the terms of the law, there is a question that arises in terms 
of, one, can we do it, and second, the reimbursement aspects of 
-that. We are not saying we won't do it. If we are told to do it obvi-
ously we will do it. ' 

Mr. ENGLISH. I thought we heard about the reimbursement issue 
about 6 ~onths ago.and the Vice President settled that for you. 

There IS no way In the world that the Customs Service is going 
to be .able to pay the Navy $300,000 a month. There is no way. 
They Just don't have the budget. 

Mr. M~Coy. ~ am just)ndicating t~ the extent that the Navy, I 
presume In t.helr tracks In that area IS on, considers themselves to 
be on training missions or doing some training. 

Mr. E.NG~SH .. That gets on pret~y thin ice Mr. McCoy. It gets aw
fully thIn m th~s area, an~ ~hat IS the reason I am saying, maybe 
you are not qUIte as senSItIZed about the sacrifice that the U.S. 
Navy is making in this behalf. I think they are going beyond the 
call of duty and whenever I get the feeling well, maybe somebody 
over here doesn:t want to get around to the fact of ordering any 
long-term lead Items, so the Navy can carry the burden a little 

. longer, that troubles me. 
Mr. McCoy. I am not saying we haven't. 
Mr. ENGLISH. I will bet you haven't. 
Mr. McCoy. I won't bet you, since we have been perhaps less 

than communicative with our--
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Mr. ENGLISH. You would be a lot more sensitive about it if it 
were AWACS flying down there at $7,500 an hour. 

Mr. McCoy. We are doing everything we can to get that money 
in a hurry. 

Mr. ENGLISH. The poor old Navy is carrying your water, your 
load for you. '<lYe better get this thing on the road in a hurry. 

Mr. McCoy. We will continue to press forward to get a very early 
operational capability down there, perhaps even earlier than was 
stated by Mr. Juliana. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Great. One other thing. Whenever AWACS is 
scheduled for a. mission down in the south Florida area, and I 
understand that works out to be somewhere 'in the neighborhood of 
10 days a month when they are down in that neighborhood, is 
there coordination between the Air Force and the Navy saying 
look, we are going to be down here and therefore, E2-C's are 
needed elsewhere. Is that type of coordination and cooperation 
taking place? 

Mr. McCoy. I will either ask Ron or Colonel Zadareky. 
Mr. SINCLAIR. I don't believe it is directly coordinated, sir. 
The E2's location may not necessarily be the area where the E3 

is operating. ' 
The E3 may be operating over in the Gulf of Mexico area which 

would not supplement the E2 coverage. 
Mr. DENNEY. Mr. Chairman, I believe there is some coordination. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Maybe he can go a little further. There are several 

tracks of air space set aside for AWACS with these types of train
ing missions, all the way from the Gulf of Mexico and all the way 
up to Georgia, Alabama, and the southern end of Florida. I flew on 
one of them. There is no question you can pick one of those trac'lr.s 
in which the coverage from an AWACS will overlap the areas cov
ered by the E2-C's, and they are not too distant from the gulf area 
that you are talking about. 

Is there any consideration being given to making certain that we 
are flying in an area where we can do two things, cover two jobs at 
once rather than simply saying, we don't want to go off down there 
today. We could, but we really don't want to. . 

Colonel? 
Mr. DENNEY. Captain Whittaker might wish to respond. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Colonel. 
Colonel ZADAREKY. This is a joint effort, so I will defer to the 

Navy, sir. 
Mr. ENGLISH. I see. 
Captain WHITTAKER. It is a pleasure to be with you again today, 

sir. On a monthly basis, the Customs Service, the Navy and Air 
Force meet to coordinate the schedule, and without going into a 
great deal of detail here in open session which I think would blue
print--

Mr. ENGLISH. I want to know if you have done it. 
Captain WHITTAKER. The answer is yes, and I think we do it very 

carefully. 
Mr. ENGLISH. I know earlier there was some question about 

whether that was taking place. 
Again, the whole underlying theme behind this change in the 

law of posse comitatus is to maximize the resources of the military 
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and do two jobs at once-get the "biggest bang for the buck" you 
can for the taxpayer's dollars. 

Now, I will move on to the Navy. 
What readiness impact is your ~resent E2 support of Customs 

having on your active reserve units. 
Mr. DENNEY. The current program within the Department of the 

Navy is not having a major overall impact on our readiness per se. 
Where we are right now, the mission we are flying with the ~~'s 
is hurting their readiness but certainly with the surface ShIP.S 
which are not even diverting out of their normal course of bUSI
ness is not affecting the readiness of the surface forces at all. 

The level at which we are doing, it is as close as we can come to 
meeting the commitment of the Customs and of the drt;tg enforce
ment work without having a major impact on Navy readIness. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Is it not true, though, that some of your reserve 
units that are flying down in that area are almost totally dedicated 
to this effort? 

Mr. DENNEY. Yes, sir. It is only some of them. We are using a 
combination of reserve and active forces; but this mission, the por
tion of it that has been taken for reserve assets, they are generally 
employed in doing this, a.nd I w?uld s~y over a long. period o~ tim~, 
they are going to be getting a lIttle bIt confined flYIng only In this 
one area of training. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Each month that goes by, this problem becomes 
more difficult for the NaVy. There is less and less to be gained from 
~ . G Isn't it also true that the reserve units are, I believe, up In eor-
gia, if I remember correctly. . . 

Mr. DENNEY. I cannot identify where all the reserve unIts are. 
Mr. ENGLISH. There are some rather long flyir .. g times down 

there to get on station, and to fly back and involving costs annual-

ly. . I 'th t' . f~ Mr. DENNEY. Oh, yes, that IS true a so WI ac Ive alrcra 1.1. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Is it also your understanding when we get the 
second Seek Skyhook, that this will relieve you of your dedicated 
E2-C support role vis a vis t~e Custom~ S~rvic~? . 

Mr. DENNEY. I don't belIeve that IS Identified as a dedicated 
effort. It will help us cover more thoroughly, but our ~ommi~ment 
right now is a certain number of aircraft for a certaIn perIod of 
time, a certain-- . 

Mr. ENGLISH. That is the foreseeable future. We are talkIng here 
maybe 15 months away. 

Mr. DENNEY. I can recognize the difficulties of the commitment 
of the Air Force here, and I am happy we are available for the 
moment and hope we can maintain the current levels we have. 

"Mr. ENGLISH. Once the Seek Skyhook gets off, the only ti:.:ne the 
- E2's will be needed is when one or both of them are down, IS that 

correct? . 
'Mr. DENNEY. I don't know if we are planning additional reqUIre-

ments for E2. . 
£aptain WHITI'AKER. There would be very few operatIOnal re-

quirements in that area. . . 
~problem that we see With the balloons, Mr. ChaIrman, t.hey 

,am:,.B,mewhat representative of a Maginot line. Once the Maglnot 
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li~e is in, we won't need .coverage in that area. The drug smugglers 
wIll merely go around It and so our dedicated coverage will go 
someplace else. 

1\1r: ENGLISH. That :would put you probably more into a normal 
traInIng mode, would It not? In other words, you would be checking 
out the area where you would normally be doing your training 
anyway. It would get you into a more normal situation than what 
you are now. 

DOD Directive 5525 requires coordination with civilian agencies 
on long-range policies to further DOD cooperaticn. Have you been 
involved in any such planning? 

Mr. DENNEY. We are involved in the area of triservice coordina
tion with .o~r efforts, but in terms of the longer range planning, no. 

RecognIZIng that the overall program and the long-reaching as
pects .of the progr;;tm an~ the more national program, we have not 
been Involved yet In setting up the coordination for that. 

Mr. ENGLISH. OK. Thank you very much. 
Mr. Hillier, when were you formally tasked with the responsibili

ty for the posse comitatus issue in the Army? 
Mr. HILI~IER. The Under Secretary of the Army has that responsi

bility. 
I am here tod~y becau.se for the .Army, most of the impact of that 

law has to do WIth .lendIng of eqUIpment to other Federal agencies 
and other. S~~te unIts. Th~t aspect of the law falls within my area 
of responslbl~.ity, and that IS why I am here as a representative. 

Mr: ENGLISH. We asked for the fellow responsible for it, and if 
that IS the Under Secretary of the Army, maybe that is the guy we 
better wait to talk to. 

Mr. HILLIER. Those questions on how the overall law is imple
mented, that would be for the Under Secretary. 

If you have any questions on lending equipment, I can provide 
answers. I am prepared even to discuss how we cooperate on the 
State and local level. 

I am fully knowledgeable in that area but don't have the authori
ty of the Secretary of the Army for all of those aspects. That is the 
Undel' Secretary who has that full authority. 

Mr. ENGLISH. That is the fellow we need to visit with then. We 
need the Under Secretary. He is the guy that I want to talk to 
then. 

I will as~ you then, since yo~ are in charge of loaning equipment 
out, what IS the status on makIng a loa~ of the Blackhawk helicop
ter to Customs? 

Mr. HILLIER. We have agreed to loan the Blackhawk for a 6-
month operational test, as I said in my opening statement. 

.We have scheduled for tomorrow discussions at the working level 
WIth C~stoms to work out the procedures for lending the helicop
ter, maIntenance aspects of the helicopter while it is on loan what 
kind of tools, a!ld :what kind of support arrangements C~stoms 
ought to be conSIderIng when they have that helicopter. 

We have agreed to lend it to them and we can work out the de
tails and hopeful~y, we will give, them-in fact, we had planned at 
the moment to gIVe them a helIcopter off the production line and 
that should happen around September, if everything goes aceording 
to plan. 

", 
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Mr. ENGLISH. How long will it take for the crew to go through. 
training? 

Mr. HILLIER. I don't know how long the actual flight training 
would be. 

Mr. ENGLISH. That would take place about the same time? 
Mr. HILLIER. That is some of the things we want to work out 

with Customs, who trains the crews, where is the best place for 
them to be trained. 

If they are to be trained by the Army, I don't know how long the 
t~aining is fo~ transition training, because a lot depends on what 
kIn.d .of material we get. Do we have trained pilots only transition 
traInmg or would we have to start at the beginning? 

I don't know what any of the answers to those questions are. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Will that also include training for maintenance? 
Colonel GERALD. The pilot training at Fort Rucker is 15 hours of 

flight training. It is about a 3-week course.' 
O~e t~in~ that we ~ill look at 'Yhen ~e have our meeting tomor

row IS, It mIght be y,lllcker to do It at SIkorsky because it could be 
done on a dedicated basis with the aircraft that will be loaned. 

There is more than just mechanical aspects of teaching the man 
how to fly. You need ground training, but the Customs service has 
identified by name four people. '. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Has that been worked out? 
Colonel GERALD. Yes. 
Mr. ENGLISH. We ~l have to call the Under Secretary of the 

Army up here. We wIll make those arrangements a little later. 
We will recess until 2 o'clock when we will have Mr. Juliana 

complete the testimony today. . 
I want to thank all of you gentlemen for coming today and we 

appreciate it. 
I would appreciate if you could get that letter for me on the lead

time business, Mr. McCoy. 
Mr. McCoy. I will fmd out about that. 
[The information follows:] 

. The long lead items have not been ordered. Although Mr. Juliana did direct the 
Alr Force to begin action to install an aerostat system at Patrick AFB within 48 
hours .of the last hearing, a number of events unforeseen by either Mr. Juliana or 
~~e ~r For<?~ have delayed implementation of that direction. Since neither the 
flscal year ~982 Aut~orizati.on nor Appropriations' Act includes funds for any aero
stats, the Alr. Force IS requlred by law to request authority to reprogram from .the 
Congres~. Whlle. the House replied relatively quickly, 20 July, Senate approval was 
!lot recelved until 19 August. In the meantime, the Air Force has received an unsolic
l~ proposal for an aerostat sy'stem from another contractor. The proposal is now 
be1Og. evaluaU;d. If the. system d~scribed in the unsolicited proposal' has sufficient 
techmcal merlt, ~he Alr Force ~ll be forc~ to ~ndertake a competitive procure
ment of the Patrlck aerostat. Wlth the posslble eXIStence of two competing aerostat 
systems, th~ .Air F?rce is um~b!e :0 issue a sole-source contract for long lead items 
as was en~IOned 10 Mr. JUhana s ten-month estimate. As I mentioned before the 
date. on whlch a system at Patrick will be operational is highly dependent or: the 
requ~rements of the procurement process. The Air Force, however, is committed to 
fleld10g a. system at Patrick as fast as the legal requirements of the procurement 
process wIll allow. 

M:l". ENGLISH. We will recess until 2 p.m. , . 
1 
\ 
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[Whereupon, at 1:20 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon
vene at 2 p.m., the same day.] 

AFTERNOON SESSION 

Mr. ENGLISH. The hearing will come to order. 
This afternoon we are pleased to have Mr. J arnes J. Juliana, the 

Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Manpower, Re
serve Affairs, and Logistics with the Department of Defense and we 
are very pleased that he is able to join us this afternoon. 

I will say that this morning we had evidently the wrong witness 
from the Department of the Army and we will attempt to resche
dule another hearing in September so that the Under Secretary of 
the Army, who we understand is the correct individual in charge of 
posse comitatus, will be able to come before us and give us the in
formation that we need in regard to this matter. So we will issue 
that invitation in the near future when we can find a proper time. 

Mr. Juliana, we will be happy to receive your full statement of if 
you prefer to summarize it, fine, but without objection we will 
make your full statement a part of the record. 

STATEMENT OF JAMES JULIANA, PRINCIPAL DEPUTY ASSISTANT 
SECRETARY OF DEFENSE, MANPOWER, RESERVE AFFAIRS, 
AND LOGISTICS, DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

Mr. JULIANA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Maybe I will just read 
it and open it up for whatever further questions are necessary. 

I am as usual, Mr. Chairman, very happy to be here today to dis
cuss with you the developments in support of the Vice President's 
Task Force on south Florida crime which have occurred since my 
last appearance before your committee and to describe the Defense 
Department's long-term plans for implementation of the authority 
given to us in Public Law 97-86. I met with your staff a couple 
weeks ago, Mr. Chairman, and since then I have gone down to 
south Florida with two of my staff and visited most of the agencies 
down there primarily involved in the south Florida situation. I feel 
very confident and certainly more current about those efforts . 

In general, DOD support to the south Florida task force contin
ues to contribute significantly to the success of that effort. Since I 
last testified before your committee, Mr. Chairman, we have added 
two new capabilities to our levels of support. Navy vessels are now 
authorized to provide to Coast Guard various types of logistics sup
port at sea, including the towing or escorting of vessels seized by 
Coast Guard and the transportation of suspects taken into custody. 
This enables Coast Guard assets to remain longer on station. 

In addition, the Secretary of Defense has granted a waiver which 
enables specially trained Coast Guard teams-swat teams if you 
may, to be aboard Navy vessels on the high seas to effect interdic
tions. We are optimistic that these steps will go a long way toward 
enhancing the effectiveness of limited Coast Guard assets. I actual
ly talked to a swat team that was deploying on a Navy destroyer 
the following day. They are well-trained and extremely dedicated 
young men who are ready and able to carry out their mission. 

I . testified on May 20 that we were prepared to see to it that the 
. Customs service air interdiction effort received every possible 
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measure of support from the Air Force balloon borne radar instal
lation at Cudjoe Key, Fla. I asked the Air Force to look carefully 
and immediately at this matter and advise me what steps were 
necessary to enable us to follow through on our commitment. to 
provide to Customs every possible assistance. As a result, the entire 
NORAD involvement, in providing detection assistance to the 
south Florida task f(;rce was reviewed and steps have been taken to 
enhance that support. I know this is of major intere~t to you, .Mr. 
Chairman, and I will try to answer some of your detaIled questIOns 
later. We did visit Cudjoe Key and I know a little more about the 
balloon now than I did when I last testified. 

As you recall, I did announce during my last appearance that the 
Air Force is proceeding with the establishment of a balloon-borne 
radar capability at Patrick Air Force Base .that will both fill an ex
isting gap in the NORAD system and provIde compl~te ~ov~rage .of 
the air corridor of most concern to the Customs servIce aIr InterdIC
tion program. Fiscal ye~r 1982 funds have been ident~fied for repro
graming. That process IS underway. These funds WIll be used for 
the purchase of long lead items necessary for both the re-establish
ment of full capacity at Cudjoe Key and the development of the 
Patrick Air Force Base capability. 

Mr. Chairman, your amendment to the fiscal year 1983 Defense 
Authorization Act will help the Air Force considerably in repro
graming fiscal year 1983 funds to allow the completion of that 
system at Patrick Air Force Base. Finally, the Army has agreed to 
the loan of one Blackhawk helicopter to the Customs Service in 
order to test the feasibility of this equipment for the- Customs air 
interdiction effort. Assistant Secretary of the Army Joel Bonner so 
informed the Treasury Department on August 4 and the two agen
cies are currently in the process of working out the details. I un
derstand that within the next few days, they will meet also with 
the manufacturer to get that program moving. 

Weare going to continue to monitor that situation, along with 
Secretary Bonner to insure its implementation. 

In sum, Mr. Chairman, 1 remain pleased that the Defense De
partment is able to continue to provide the significant support. to 
the civilian agencies engaged in the important effort of controlhng 
the flow of illegal narcotics into south Florida without degradation 
to the readiness of our military services. I again gratefully ac
knowledge the fine support of you, your committee and your staff 
in this effort .. 

Now let me turn to the broader question of the Defense Depart
ment's implementation of our law enforcement assistance authori
ty nationwide and on a longer term basis. 

As you know, the Defense Department directive on support to ci
vilian law enforcement officials was signed by the Deputy Secre
tary of Defense on March 22. This document, required by Public 
Law 97-86, is the governing guidance for all DOD components .. It 
has been given wide distribution to the DOD components and In 
turn to their subordinate commands. We see this directive, howev
er, as only the first step in our implementation of this authority. 

The next benchmark will be the receipt of the implementing doc
uments required by our directive of each of the services. I might 
add we are a little late on that, but they will be in by the end of 
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this month. The implementing documents will be reviewed careful
ly by my staff to insure their compliance with the overall Defense 
Department policy as outlined in Directive 5525.5 and to insure 
consistency in operating procedures across all services. 

The Department of Defense is planning a major educational 
effort to acquaint decisionmakers at all levels with the revised 
policy and procedures with regards to support to civilian law en
forcement under the new law. The National Defense University 
has agreed to host a conference on the topic in December of this 
rea~ which will focus on establishing familiarity with our policy ob
Jectives, the range of and restrictions on available military assist
a.nce, and. co?rdina~ive m~c~anisms for continuous policy evalua
tion. The InVitees wIll be limIted to those persons who are authori
tatively positioned to interpret, disseminate and manage policy in
formation critical to broad interagency cooperation and to the edu
cation of appropriate command levels of all relevant DOD compo
nents. 

We are also working with the relevant offices within the Office 
of the Secretary of Defense to see to it that all relevant service 
schools are reflecting, in their own curricula, the recent policy 
c~ange with regards to support to civilian law enforcement. Of spe
cIal concern to us are such schools as those for judge advocate and 
provost marshal candidates. It is to such officials that requests are 
most likely to be initially referred at the lower command levels 
and, therefore, it is imperative that they be acquainted with the 
changes in policy as soon as possible. 

Last,. but certainly not least, Mr. Chairman, the ·Defense Depart
ment is actively participating in the Attorney General's Task Force 
on Drug Supply Reduction. This interagency task force, working 
under the direction of the Cabinet Council on Legal Policy is 
charged with reviewing all facets of the Federal effort to red~ce 
the supply of illicit drugs and making recommendations to the 
Cabinet Council on measures that can be taken to enhance and 
better coordinate those efforts. 

The five working groups into which the task force efforts are or
gani~ed wil~ address every facet of the problem of 4rug supply re
ductIOn. ChIef among the concerns of the working group which is 
addressing the interdiction issue is the more effective utilization of 
Defense I?epartme~t r~sources under the revised DOD policy and 
the effe~tIve coordInation of all Federal departments in doing so. 
No specIfic date has been fixed for the termination of the task 
force'!, work. But we think initial recommendations will be made 
soon to the Cabinet Council on Legal Policy. 

That summarizes what we are doing since our last appearance 
before this committee, Mr. Chairman. We will continue to respond 
to our responsibilities in a very positive way. We welcome your in
terest and support and we hope to remain closely alined with you 
as we proceed on this issue. 

I am available now to get into some of the specifics. 
[Mr. Juliana's prepared state·ment follows:] 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES JULIANA, PRINCIPAL DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY 
OF DEFENSE (MANPOWER. RESERVE AFFAIRS AND LoGISTICS) 

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, I am here today to discuss with you 
the developments in support of the Vice President's Task Force on South Florida 
crime which have occurred since my last appearance before your committee and to 
describe the Defense Department's long term plans for implementation of the au
thority given to us in Public Law 97-86 

Mr. Chairman, last Monday and Tuesday I visited most of the agencies primarily 
involved in the South Florida situation and feel very 'confident and current about 
those efforts. 

In general, DoD support to the Vice President's South Florida task force contin
ues to contribute significantly to the success of that effort. Since I last testified 
before your committee, Mr. Chairm.an, we have added two new capabilities to our 
levels of support. Navy vessels are now authorized to provide to Coast Guard var
ious types of logistics support at sea, including the towing' or escorting of vessels 
seized by Coast Guard taking the suspects into custody. This enables Coast Guard 
assets to remain longer on station. In addition, the Secretary of Defense has granted 
a waiver which enables specially trained Coast Guard teams-swat teams if you 
may, to be aboard Navy vessels on the high seas to effect interdicitions. We are opti
mistic that these steps will go a long way towards enhancing to the effectiveness of 
limited Coast Guard assets. I actually talked to a swat team and am convinced they 
are well trained, dedicated men-ready and able to carry out their mission. 

I testified on May 20 that we were prepared to see to it that the Customs Service 
air interdiction effort received every possible measure of support from the Air Force 
Balloon borne radar installation at Cudjoe Key, Florida. I tasked the Air Force to 
look carefully and immediately at this matter and advise me what steps were neces
sary to enable us to follow through on our commitment to provide to Customs every 
possible assistance. As a result, the entire NORAD involvement, in providing detec
tion assistance to the South Florida Task Force, was reviewed and steps have been 
taken to enhance that support. Further improvement is possible and I assure you 
will be forthcoming. 

As announced during my last appearance, the Air Force is proceeding with the 
establishment of a balloon borne radar capability at Patrick Air Force Base that 
will both fill an existing gap in the NORAD system and provide complete' coverage 
of the air corridor of most c:oncern to the Customs Service air interdiction program. 
Fiscal year 1982 funds have been identified for reprogramming. That process is un
derway. These funds will be used for the purchase of long lead items necessary for 
both the re-establishment of full capacity at Cudjoe Key and the development of the 
Patrick Air Force Base capability. Your amendment, Mr. Chairman, to the fiscal 
year 1983 Defense Authorization Act will help considerably in granting the Air 
Force the necessary authority to reprogram additional funds in fiscal year 1983 to 
allow the completion of that Patrick Air Force Base system. As always, Mr. Chair
man, the Defense Department is grateful for your continued support. 

Finally, the Army has agreed to the loan of one Blackhawk helicopter to the Cus
toms Service in order to test the feasibility of this equipment for the Customs air 
interdiction effort. Assistant Secretary of the Army Joel Bonner so informed the 
Treasury Department on August 4 and the two agencies are currently in the process 
of working out the details. We shall continue to monitor this matter to insure its 
implementation. 

In sum, Mr. Chairman, I remain pleased that the Defense Department is able to 
continue to provide the significant suppor"; to the civilian agencies engaged in the 
important effort of controlling the flow of illegal narcotics into South Florida with
out degradation to the readiness of our military services. I again gratefully acknowl
edge the fine support of you, your committee and your staff in this effort and for 
your broad support. 

Now let me turn now to the broader question of the Defense Department's imple
mentation of our law enforcement assistance authority nationwide and on a longer 
term basis. As you know, the Defense Department Directive on support to civilian 
law enforcement officials was signed by the Deputy Secretary of Defense on March 
22. This document, required by Public Law 9'{ -86, is the governing guidance for all 
DoD components. We see this Directive, however, art, only the first step in our imple
mentation of this authority. The next benchmark 'Will be the receipt of t.he imple
menting documents required by our Directive of fl'tlCh of the Services, by the end of 
this month. The implementing documents will bEl reviewed carefully by my staff to 
insure their compliance with the overall Defense Department policy as outlined in 
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Directive 5525.5 and to insure consistency in operating procedures across all Serv
ices. 

The Department of Defense is planning a major educational effort to acquaint de
cision makers at all levels with the revised policy and procedures with regards to 
support to civilian law enforcement under the new law. The National Defense Uni
versity has agreed to host a conference on the topic in December of this year which 
will focus on establishing familiarity with our policy objectives, the range of and re
strictions on available military assistance, and coordinative mechanisms for continu
ous policy evaluation. The invitees will be limited to those persons who are authori
tatively positioned to interpret, disseminate and manage policy information critical 
to broad interagency cooperation and to the educatio-:- of appropriate command 
levels of all relevant DoD components. 

We are also working with the relevant offices within the Office of the Secretary of 
Defense to see to it that all relevant Service schools are reflecting, in their own cur
ricula, the recent policy changes with regards to support to civilian law enforce
ment. Of special concern to us are such schools as those for Judge Advocates and 
Provost Marshall candidates. It is to such officials, that requests are most likely to 
be initially referred at the lower command levels and therefore it is imperative that 
they be acquainted with the changes in policy as soon as possible. 

Last, but certainly not least, Mr. Chairman, the Defense Department is actively 
participating in the Attorney General's Task Force on Drug Supply Reduction. This 
interagency task force, working under the direction of the Cabinet Council on Legal 
Policy, is charged with reviewing all facets of the Federal effort to reduce the 
supply of illicit drugs and making recommendations to the Cabinet Council on meas
ures that can be taken to enhance and better coordinate those efforts. The five 
working groups into which the task force efforts are organized will address every 
facet of the problem of drug supply reduction. Chief among the concerns of the 
working group which is addressing the Interdiction issue is the more effective utili
zation of Defense Department resources under the revised DoD policy and the effec
tive coordination of all Federal departments in doing so. No specific date has been 
fixed for the termination of the Task Force'13 work. I expect that their initial recom
mendations will be available soon to the Cabinet Council on Legal Policy. 

That, Mr. Chairman, summarizes the ongoing efforts of the Defense Department 
, to carry out the inte,nt of the Congress with regards to support to civilian law en

forcement as express(\d in Public Law 97-86. Let me say that we continue to wel
come the Committee'el interest in and support of our work and trust that we will 
remain closely aligned as we proceed further. That concludes my prepared remarks 
and I will be ple~:!~ to answer any questions that you might have. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you very much, Mr. Juliana. 
This morning we heard from the Air Force and you remember 

last May you gave us a commitment that we would have that Seek 
Skyhook at Patrick operational within a year. The Air Force told 
us that they didn't feel too bound by your commitment and that 
what they are looking at now is that it could well be 15 months or 
more from May, at best maybe 12 months looking from today. 

You remember we discussed the long leadtime necessary on some 
of those items involved for Seek Skyhook on some purchase could 
begin on those types of items to get the process going to try to 
speed it up as much as possible. 

Again, the Air Force didn't have any idea whether or not that 
process had begun yet or not. It seemed to lay the whole thing on 
Congress by saying they had to wait on some kind of action by the 
Congress before they could do anything. Generally they gave me 
the idea that they are just not in too big a rush for this, they just 
don't feel too much urgency about it all. Would you care to com
ment on any discussions in your effort to meet that deadline of 
within 12 months that you gave us prior? 

Mr. JULIANA. First of all, Mr. Chairman, I think that Congress 
has been very responsive on this issue. Your committee and others 
havE~ been especially responsive. On the whole issue of the Sky
hook, if I may just take a few moments on this, you may recall the 
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Air Forc~ initially raised the additional capabilit~ of the Skyhook 
down at Cudjoe Key and I think a lot of us-certalI~l~ I-may have 
been a little too optimistic as to not only the capabIlIty ?f the Sky
hook, but also, certainly, the timing .in which we cC!uld Implement 
some of the things that we would lIke. If I knew In May what I 
know now about the Skyhook, I would .not have. ~ade the state
ment of the 'commitment that, "You wIll have It In less than a 
year". I believe that is what I said or something to that effect. . 

The Department of Defense, the Depu~y Secretary, Mr. CarluccI, 
has directed the Air Force to come Up With the ne~essary funds ,for 
the Skyhook at Patrick Air Force Base. That ,,:as In a communlc.a
tion and we are committed to that, Mr. ChaIrman, and we Will 
pursue that aggressively. h 

The things that are confusing, and why maybe .some of us ave 
been too optimistic, are, I think, some misperceptIOns that we ~a.n 
go out and bu.y a third balloon and all of t~e radar .gear and Just 

ut it at Patrick Air Force Base and have It operating as part of 
ihis overall NORAD system. It obviously is not that ~asy. Congress 
has been aggressive and is now ready to ~ant the AIr Force some 
$3 million to get additional long lead Items and support, radar 
equipment for the second balloon at Cudjoe. As yo~ know, ~he 
second balloon was down and had some damage. and IS now beIng 
repaired. Even if we took that second balloon wIth the new radar 
equipment installed on it, we don't have the ground support at Pat-
rick Air Force Base to operate the balloon. . 

It is a lot more complicated than I was led to belIeve, to be ver,y 
truthful with you, and the problem with Patrick Air Force Base IS 
more the ground equipment than the balloon and the gear that 
would be attached to it.. .. b-.

t 
I 

That is my understanding of It and I am not a tec~nlclan, u" 
did spend several hours down there at s~veral dIfferent bas~s 
trying to learn more about it and I have SInce talk~d to the AIr 
Force about it. I guess the bottom line is . t~at the AIr Fo~c~ no.w 
tells me that they will reprogram $10.5 mllhon or $10.8 mllhon In 
fiscal year 1983 for the Patrick Air Force Base ~alloon. 

Mr Chairman I again assure you tnat we Will move that as fast 
as hu'manly possible. Weare even exploring an alterna~e source for 
a baUoon capability. There is one available. I get mIXed repo~ts 
whether it is off the shelf or whether it will be 19 months f?r delIv
ery and about the cost, which I understand could be consIderably 
more than $10.8 million. . . 

I hope that is helpful. I know it doesn't answer your question-It 
doesn't solve the problem. . 

Mr. ENGLISH. Well, the thing that we hav:e gotten do~ to, Mr. 
Juliana, there was no disputing this m.ornlng b~ the AIr Force, 
there was no disputing the amount of time that It would take to 
make the purchase. We are still ~alking with~n the 12 months, 
within 12 moni .. 1S. The differen~e IS that nothIng has been done 
since May. That is where we ace short. If ~ remember correc~ly, 
you made the statement that you would begin the present sess~on 
on the long lead items within 24 hours after you left the hearIng 
room or something of that sort. . . 

. Mr. JULIANA. I don't recall it, but I ~ost likely dI~ If you do 
recall it, but that was certainly all contingent on gettIng--then I 
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think they were talking about $3.5 million. As I say, the Air Force 
has not moved out as sharply on that issue as they should have 
Mr. Chairman. , 

Mr. ENGLISH. That is what I would agree with you on and that is 
what I found disappointing with the Air Force testimony this 
morning because I think we have tried to be reasonable on these 
things. I understand that you are talking about some very sophisti
cated equipment, ~quipment that. does require long leadtimes. I got 
the same ImpreSSIOn that you dId by the experts down at Cudjoe 
and they told me how long it would take to order this this this 
and all item by i~em .. As you ha~e said, it is ~ot just like. buying ~ 
!>alloon and stickIng It up on a Wire and that IS all there IS to it. It 
IS much more complicated than that. 

We are still talking about the same time sequence. What has 
happened is that nothing has happened since you testified before 
us. I certaiI;tly believe. your comm~tment to us. I ~hink that you 
made that In· good faIth. You belIeved that that IS what would 
happen. What I am telling you is it doesn't sound like the Air 
Force has responded to you much, that they are dragging their feet 
and I ~ow we r';1n into that within the bureaucracy occasionally. 
You hIt a stumblIng block now and then. Believe it or not it even 
happens in the Congress. You have got someone over the~e some
p!ace who is dragging his feet .lnd I hope you keep your eye out for 
hIm, keep him spotted and try to identify him. Because when we 
have a hearing a few months from now and find out things still 
have not started, I want you to be able to tell me who he is because 
he is going to he the fellow I want to see sitting up here right next 
to you 8 ~ then the two of us can jump on him. 

Bll:t I n't see any sense in waiting another 6 months and find 
nothIng, '3 been done. That is sad. The Vice President wants this 
to move :.. ,rward. He has done this at the specific authority and re
quest ?f the President of the United States, but evidently we have 
some Joker over there that feels like his judgment is better than 
that of the Congress and the President and the Vice President and 
you and everybody else in this operation and he is dragging his 
heels. So please keep an eye out for him and help us identify that fellow. 

Mr. JULIANA. I sure will and if you should find out who it is, 
please let me know. 

Mr. ENGLISH. I think we will have a special hearing just fOlr him We will indeed. . . 
We also have other changes that are taking place within the De

par~ment of Defense now, and I know that you have put out a di
rective to t!te .Services ~hat, as you mentioned in your testimony, 
we are .begInning to ShIft ?ur focus. away from just south Florida 
and seeIng how we can begin to proVide assistance to other areas of 
the country and how the military could do that. 

. ~e ~eard this morning from the Assistant Secretary of Treasury. 
He Ind~cated ther~ was so~e evidence alread~ that drug smugglers 
are trYIng ~o devIate, to cIrcumvent the Florida operation, and to 
come up WIth new methods. We want to again make certain that 
we utilize the assets of the Department of Defense wherever we 
can, and however we can, without impairing combat readiness in any way. 

" 
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There is also. a recent article that came out in this summer's 
DEA magazine that was sent to 10,000 law enforcement officials 
that tells them all about posse comitatus. It appears to me you are 
going to get hit with a lot of questions, that you will have a lot of 
military commanders out there that will be getting calls from the 
local sheriffs, and sheriffs that are not 80 local maybe, asking for 
this gadget and that help. The question is, Do these commanders 
know what they are supposed to do with that? What process do we 
go through? Can you tell me? 

Mr. JULIANA. We have not really developed a process. That is 
one of the reasons in delaying. The services are coming out with 
their directives to the commanders. Over the years they have had 
the requests coming in ad hoc and have tried to respond as best 
they could through the military commanders. . 

We at the Department, I believe, have received only one request 
from a local law enforcement nfficial. I believe it was from south 
Florid9.. That came through because of the south Florida crime ini
tiatives, mainly, and we did respond to that. I belive it was the 
Army that was asked and they did respond. 

I don't think that we at the Department of Defense level have 
placed sufficient emphasis on what might be the reaction of the 
local law enforcement agencies to that DEA article that you men
tioned. It could be devastating from a resource standpoint. 

. We do not now have a mechanism, if they came to us in great 
numbers, to respond. We think that there has to be a mechanism 
developed. Now, what that mechanism is to be, maybe others other 
than the Department of Defense should decide. We certainly 
cannot get into the law enforcement business, but we would hope 
that in these new directives going out by the services to their com
ponents, to their commands, that we will give the necessary direc
tion for them to adequately and properly respond, to properly 
report, and to maintain relevant data. 

The big issue, of course, is validating a request and here again I 
am not so sure that we in the Department of Defense or any of the 
services should be in the business of validating a request by a law 
enforcement officer because we are passing judgment on an issue 
that we have no responsibility over, really, other than, of course, 
whether we give the support or not. 

But is it & legitimate drug-related request? I think that should be 
left to the law enforcement people, but again I have not given that 
any indepth thought, but that seems to be after talking to Ted and 
Bill the other day, it seems to be where I come from, but again I 
have not gone into depth with it. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Wouldn't that largely depend on whether or not 
that kind of assistance can be rendered without having a negative 
impact on combat readiness? 

Mr. JULIANA. It certainly would, yes. That has to be-our criteria 
still must remain the same whether it is from a Federal or local 
agency. T~¥e must consider combat readiness. Is it available in the 
local market? Do we have it or not or where is it? Can we get it? 
And, of course, what it will cost them. They are the main critera 
that we have to apply whether a request is from Customs or from 
the sheriff in some local community. 
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Mr. ENGLISH. Let me ask you a question that just pops up in my 
mind. I am not sure that I know the answer, to be honest with you, 
and how I would respond to it if I were the base commander, but it 
highlights the difficulty that you will start running into. My own 
State of Oklahoma is, according to recent studies, tl.le third largest 
producer of marihuana in the Nation these days. Let's assume you 
had a sheriff in the county that thinks he knows where he has a 
large operation going on in marihuana. He calls down to For.·t Sill 
and requests the assistance of 100 of your soldiers this Saturday, 
for the purpose of pulling out every marihuana stalk they see and 
bringing it in. Would that fit under posse comitatus insofar as that 
military commander is concerned and would he have the authority 
to respond? It is not enforcement. It is not involved in enforcement 
in anyway. 

Mr. JULIANA. Mr. Chairman, I would immediately call my lawyer 
to give me an interpretation of posse comitatus. I don't know the 
answer to that. It is very difficult. 

Mr. ENGLISH. It highlights the problem that base commanders 
are going to have. Thera is no question that the Congress wanted 
the military to support and assist. There is no question that from 
the standpoint of the actual arrest the military is prohibited from 
being involved in that. _ 

But it is very, very broad insofar as what it allows up to the 
point of arrest. Unless these military commanders have direction 
out there and specific directions about what they can and cannot 
do and under what circumstances they are able to provide assist
ance, I think you are going to have all the calls coming to the Sec
retary of Defense and as I said, I am not sure he has time to take 
calls from 10,000 sheriffs across the country on what they are sup
posed to be ,doing, whether they can get assistance from the mili
tary. 

Mr. JULIANA. When the draft directives from the services are 
submitted to us, we will review them to make sure that the areas 
such as you have raised here are addressed. Those directives will 
then be distributed to local commanders. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Do you have any idea, even generally, what the 
guidelines will be on this situation? 

Mr. JULIANA. I do not, no, sir. I have not seen any of the drafts. 
Mr. ENGLISH. The Air Force told us th~s morning, and then the 

Navy told me after, that they thought they would be through their 
process of coming up with those directives within a couple months. 

Mr. JULIANA. They are due to us at the end of this month. 
Mr. ENGLISH. They were envisioning they would go out to the 

people in the field by then, through the entire process by the end 
of a couple months. Now, the Army indicated they thought they al
ready had this whipped and they are ready, they had the direc
tives, they had been in place for several years and they didn't have 
any problems and didn't have to worry about this. Are you familiar 
with anything that the Army has that would fit into that category? 

Mr. JULIANA. Whatever they have is going to be updated. They 
have the same responsibility to respond to our directive by the end 
of this month. 

Mr. ENGLISH. So you expect something new? 
Mr. JULIANA. I certainly do. 
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Mr. ENGLISH. I am sure it will be helpful to them. If you can pass 
something on to the Army that they have to come up with some
thing better, that is fine. 

Mr. Kindness? 
Mr. KINDNESS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. In the exchange just 

occurring, I have developed an uneasy feeling that directives are 
being put together, formulated by the wrong people, perhaps, and I 
would p.licit your response. It seems to me the request for posse co
mitatus assistance ought to come from or through law enforcement 
personnel to the Department of Defense or however it is broken 
down from that point on for a response. But initially the FBI, DEA, 
the law enforcement people are in the best position to make an ap
praisal as to whether the request makes good sense in terms of law 
enforcement. 

Perhaps to some degree the determination as to whether Federal 
participation ought to be involved is a decision made by them. It 
seems to me that could be a control point of meaningful utility. 
'Then the communication between the law enforcement personnel 
and the Department of Defense would be greatly simplified. 

Now, we are apparently aiming at another point at the present 
time, but the longer term coordination between agencies would 
seem to me to very logically result in that type of approach. Would 
you care to comment on that, and whether there is anything in 
that direction that is developing at the present time to your knowl
edge? 

Mr. JULIANA. Well, Mr. Kindness, we do have two issues: One is 
the law enforcement issue for which the Department of Defense is 
not responsible, the other is the support issue for which we are. We 
will be addressing the second, the support issue given to us under 
the new law. I might say the directives that we, the Department of 
Defense, have put out were coordinated with the law enforcement 
agencies. 

So there was that coordination in our directives to the services. 
Now, our directives to the services will be the basis for them to 
proceed and prepare their own directives for implementation. 

On the overall coordination, this is one of the issues that the 
Cabinet Council on Legal Policy and the task force headed by the 
Department of Justice is looking into. In fact, we the Department 
of Defense, are chairing one of the many subcommittees. We are 
chairing the subcommittee that is trying to develop a means of co
ordination between DOD and the civilian agencies as it relates to 
the overall national drug issue. 

So it is being addressed there. All the law enforcement agencies 
are represented on that Cabinet Council on Legal Policy. 
, From that should come some national policy as well as even fur

ther directives from the law enforcement agencies. 
Mr. KINDNESS. As a practical matter as things progress now, 

would you contemplate direct communciation, the initial communi
cation of a request for help from, say, a local sheriff or a police 
chief, to the commander of a base? 

Mr. JULIANA. Well, I think there have been cases in the past and 
I think there will be in the future. As the chairman indicates, the 
number of requests could increase substantially overnight as a 
result of the publicity, the DEA article in particular. Yes, there 
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could be a situation developed where the base commander just 
would not have the resources to respond. This is the concern that 
we all must have. 

Mr. KINDNESS. Do you think it would be good management for 
the Defense Department to allow it to develop in that way? 

Mr. JULIANA. From a pure management standpoint, I don't think 
so . 

Mr. KINDNESS. I don't think so either. 
Mr. JULIANA. It is going to impact on our resoruces and, of 

course, the next thing is readiness. 
Mr. KINDNESS. But it seems to me that we ought to be getting 

hold of this thing through the law enforcement side of things. 
When sheriffs in the counties in my district are looking for help in 
an area of drug enforcement, and know of some particular equip
ment that might have some usefulness, where do they make their 
request? It seems to me they contact their friendly neighborhood 
FBI agent. That is a close place. And they go through that sort of 
channel. Then they. get to the Department of Defense once it is 
clear it makes sense in the first place as a law enforcement matter. 
Then the Department of Defense might respond by way of indicat
ing that this particular piece of equipment might be available from 
Fort Sill or wherever, and might be made available to help. Whel'e
as, the sheriff making the inquiry might otherwise have gone to 
some other place where they didn't have the equipment, the coordi
nation would not be there, it would seem to me. 

Mr. JULIANA .. Mr. Congressman, I don't believe there is any capa
bility within the Federal Government, including the Department of 
Defense to respond to a nationwide influx of hundreds or thou
sands of requests from local law enforcement officers on drug inter
diction. I don't think there is the capabilty for a commander in 
Oklahoma, if he doesn't have the requested equipment, to know 
where to send the individual to find that piece of equipment. I 
don't think that capabiltiy exists anywhere in the Federal Govern
ment. 

Mr. KINDNESS. Thank you. 
Mr. JULIANA. It would be great if we had that capability. We 

have found in dealing so far with the Federal agencies that the 
question of validation certainly has not come up. They are in the 
business more so than we are, Customs, Justice, so on, They have 
been responsible requests. It is just a matter of resources. Do we 
have it? How much will it cost? Can we supply the support as re
quested? We have not had a real major problem. But we have had 
delays. I think that almost every request has been responded to in 
the affirmative. 

That is not the problem, however. The problem will be when we 
get this tremendous interest and these anticipated requests from 
local officials. 

Mr. KINDNESS. Of course, I didn't mean to suggest that we could 
establish a mechanism by which the help wanted or needed by the 
local sheriff or police chief would be made available. I was thinking 
more in terms of how you control this situation so as to make 
better sense out of it. 

I just can only say I am concerned that it would be far better for 
the DOD directive to say to every base commander, "If you get a 
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request like this, refer them to the FBI." That is a real simple di
rective. Nobody thinks about writing simple things like that. any
more, but it would be better from a management standpOInt, I 
ilihl. , 

Mr. JULIANA. But on the other hand, Mr. Congressman, I don t 
think it would be resDonsive to the law because if it is a request for 
support as compared" to law enforcement assistance, we haye that 
legal responsibility. We are going to have to work on it. It wIll take 
hard work by a lot of people to try to resolve this. 

Mr. KINDNESS. Perhaps you are suggesting that if the majority in 
the Congress felt that that is the way it ought to work that we 
need to change the provision of the law regarding posse comitatus 
so we make sure by statutory enactment that such requests ought 
to come through a Federal law enforcement agency somehow or an
other so DOD doesn't have to take this burden of direct communca
tions in a variety of cases vis-a-vis local law enforcement officials, 
but rather you get a coordinated approach through setting it up by 
statute. 

Mr. JULIANA. I won't suggest amendments to the law at this 
point. I think we have to see what the problem is a year or 6 
months from now and address it at that time. But in the mean
time, I think we have to try to make some plans for those contin
genCIes. 

1\I1r. KINDNESS. Thank you. 
Mr. JULIANA. I go back to what I said before though, I think that 

part of it should be the respons.ibility of the law ~nforcemel}t a~en
cies rather than DOD. I do belIeve that, but agaIn I haven t given 
it any real deep review or consideration. 

Mr. KINDNESS. Thank you, sir. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you, Mr. Kindness. 
I want to follow up on that. I think we are looking at a very !m

portant point, one not easy to get a hold of, not easy to deal WIth. 
I think you are going to fmd yourself in the position that local 

law enforcement officials need help and will not know whom to 
call. 

In many cases, you will have the particular piece of equipment 
that the law enforcement official is seeking from a military instal
lation available within civilian law enforcement community. 

It would seem to me that what will be necessary is some type of 
central clearinghouse for those types of requests. 

I think this is what Mr. Kindness was getting at. We don't want 
to make the military the first port of call every time someone de
cides he would like to have a gizmo out there to direct traffic. 

You can get into that and get into it in an overdone way. There 
may have to be a balance and it may require a facility to clear the 
request. You have 10,000 local law enforcement officials out there, 
I don't think they will all be calling in a single day. There could be 
a large number of requests over a period of time, but I don't think 
necessarily you will find a base commander that will just be inun
dated with calls. The main thing is that he knows what the proce
dure is when receiving a request. There should be a coordination 
process with other law enforcement agencies to determine if they 
have it, and if they do, they ought to provide it first. If no one else 
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has it and DOD does, then DOD will be more of a source of last 
resort in providing this assistance. I am doing just a little brain
storming more than anything here. 

Mr. JULIANA. We may find, Mr. Chairman, that our military in
stallations are better prepared to respond to some of these requests 
than we realize. I refer to the fact that the individual on the mili
tary installation that is going to be contacted by the sheriff or by 
the local police officer will be the provost marshal. They work to
gether all the time anyway. 

It may well be that the existing cooperation between the military 
and the local community can resolve a lot of these, particularly if 
it doesn't involve commitment of expensive resources. We had one 
of the agencies asking for two half-ton trucks. Well, that provost 
marshal can find out quickly if there are a couple around. If they 
were needed overnight, it seems to me they can provide them. If we 
can get down to the local level, the authority to give the assistance, 
we are going to be able to respond, in a timely fashion. 

We must build good reporting requirements so that we know and 
can measure exactly how much support is being requested and how 
much we are giving. We need to have a complete picture of the co
operation with law enforcement agencies in the local area. This is 
what we are going to build into the directives that will be provided 
for the base commanders to implement. 

Mr. ENGLISH. I disagree with you on two points. First of all, most 
law enforcement officials would not be in the community of that 
military installation. You have one city marshal, one police chief 
or something of that sort. The rest of these folks will be outside. 
They don't have'daily dealings with the military. That is particu
larly true after you get away from the major metroplitan areas. 
You are going to have guys calling in that don't knm;r that much 
about it. They have never dealt with the military. All they know is 
they need a gizmo and they are going to call the military to see if 
they can get it. The man they will call is the commander of the 
base. 

Second, if they have any request at all, even anything that might 
include a firearm or something like that, most likely that decision 
will have to be made by the base commander. I don't think the pro-
vost marshal will be left with that decision. . 

What it seems is that you can avoid a lot of trouble if you can 
wrap this back through and say, OK, can the State police, or Feder
al law enforcement agencies, handle it before it ever gets to the 
point of the military coming into the act? 

The fact is there needs to be a way for the commander, when he 
gets a call, to pass it through that type of clearinghouse. That is 
what I am talking about. But it just seems to me that the military 
ought to be the last resort for that type of assistance. 

Mr. JULIANA. I wasn't suggesting that we bypass or take the com
manding officer of a facility out of that chain. He has the ultimate 
responsibility, obviously. 

Mr. ENGLISH. I am afraid we have a vote. We will recess a few 
minutes and be right back, Mr. Juliana. 

[Recess taken.] 
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Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Juliana, has the Department of Defer.se fur
nished any information to civilian law enforcement agencies with 
regard to any surplus equipment that might be available to them? 

Mr. JULIANA. Are you talking about local law enforcement, like 
State and local? No, sir, not in any organized way. 

Mr. ENGLISH. How are you assuring th~t the 4rmed Forc~s .~ro
vide intelligence information that they mIght derIve to any CIVIlIan 
law enforcement officials? 

Mr. JULIANA. Mr. Chairman, I am not aware that we have any
thing in place, any technique or system in place to do that. This is 
something that we are going to have to look at as we put out these 
directives. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Counsel pointed out that the implementation docu
ment of course, refers to that and indicates that that is something 
that ~hould be done. So you anticipate doing that? 

Mr. JULIANA. Yes, sir, that is something that the services should 
be addressing in the draft of their implementing documents. 

Mr. ENGLISH. You are leaving the considerations on whether to 
approve or deny any requests from civilian law enforcement agen
cies up to the services? The question of whether to approve or not 
approve a request, the criteria or guidelines, will you do that your
self? 

Mr. JULIANA. The services will have to take it from thete, Mr. 
Chairman. Under our participatory management concept we are 
giving them as much flexibility as we can. We don't want to micro
manage the services. Hopefu~ly, their .impleme~ting directives w~ll 
cover that and after our reVIew we WIll be satIsfied that they WIll 
have that responsibility. 

Mr. ENGLISH. You will demand a consistency from the services 
once they provide that? Weare not going to get into a situatio.n 
where one service has one set of guideline!s and another branch an
other, which would require three different approaches? 

Mr. JULIANA. There will be uniformity in the reporting require
ments of all the services. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Reporting requirements? 
Mr. JULIANA. Of the requests that they receive, how they re

sponded, reporting back to us, in other words. 
Mr. ENGLISH. I see. 
You have .no way to validate, I don't suppose, whether an item 

requested may be available somewhere other than the Department 
of Defense at this time, do you? 

Mr. JULIANA. No system is in place; no, sir, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. ENGTJ:SH. Would you agree that we need a system in place, a 

centralized type system for instance, so that a request to a base 
commander can be validated as unavailable from other law en
forcement agencies such as DEA. Customs, State police, et cetera? 

Mr. JULIANA. Yes, sir, I do, and without it, I don't think any real 
meaningful degree of cooperation can be established. 

Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Kindness? 
Mr. KINDNESS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do not have any fur-

ther questions. . 
Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Juliana, I have two major concerns which I 

hope, through your guidance, will be resolved. One concern is that 
there will be clear instructions which will insure that all law en-
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forcement agencies with a "need to know" would receive what 
might be. va~u~ble intell.igence information on a. timely basis; and 
that the IndIvIdual servIces know what type of Information is im
port:ant to pass on, and that your reporting procedures remain as 
simple as possible. 

Two, another concern is that your instructions to the field will be 
instructions whic~ max~mize, rather than minimize, the potential 
for favorable con.slderatIon to the requester when that request is a 
valid one. 

This can only be done through close coordination between the 
s~rvices ~ w.el~ a,s civilian law enforcement agencies, and in that 
lIght I thInk It IS Important that everyone understand that the mil
itary services are not a "horn of plenty," so to speak. 

They should be a last resort rather than a first resort. But we 
are going to have to recognize that our commanders may be con
tacted first, and there needs to be a way in which we can search 
through the various civilian law enforcement agencies for that as
sistance as opposed to going directly to the military. 
A~ this law becom~s more wide~y know~ among the very large 

portIons of the agenCIes, and partIcularly If we have more stories 
about the DEA as we did this summer, you are going to get heavy 
requests, and we must be prepared to handle those. 

~ would hope t~at both of these considerations will be kept in 
mInd as you consIder the proposals that the various services make. 

Mr. JULIANA. They will be. 
Mr. EN~LISH. I also want to .com~end the Dej~artment of De

fe!lse. I thInk that. you are movIng Into some very unique waters 
wIth the changes In posse comitatus, and I think it is importan;~ 
that we move carefully. If this cooperation is to work then we have 
to make certain that no mistakes are made, but ][ have been, for 
the most part, pleased with the attitude within thla Department of 
Defens~. I thin~ that o~viously the ~sistance that they have been 
r~ndermg, partIcula~ly In South FlOrIda, proves that this coopera
tIon can make the dIfference, and it can have a heavy impact par-
ticularly in dealing with drug problems. ' 

. So, I want to commend you; and we are looking forward to sig
nIficant progress before our next hearing. We will try to have a 
hearing with the Under Secretary of the Army, so that we can find 
out what progress he is making, sometime in September, but I 
would assume that we will be able to visit with you much later 
than that, Mr. Juliana, and see active procedures in place. 

Mr. JULIANA. Well, whenever, Mr. Chairman; I am available and 
I will do the best I can to respond. ' 

I did not know that there was that problem within the Army 
structure, so I can't respond to that. 

~ think ~e have b~en very responsive to the request that we re
ceIved on ImplementIng the new statute. I don't know if Congress
~an Bennett mentioned it, but ~e called on me the other day to 
dISCUSS the status of some of the Issues. That is all very helpful and 
your ~~a.rings are helpf!ll. It is a big job, and we have a heavy re
sponsIbIlIty. We are gOIng to carry that responsibility out to the 
best of our ability. 

This helps us, and we appreciate everything you and your fine 
staff and other Members have done. 
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Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you very much. 
Mr. Kindness? 
Mr. KINDNESS. I join in, in the expressions of concern over the 

cooperation and the approach to this thing, and hope we can con
tinue to follow up in September with the Department of the Army 
and beyond, to be of whatever help we can along the way. 

Mr. ENGLISH. With that, we will recess, subject to the call of the 
Chair. 

[Whereupon, at 3:30 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon
vene subject to the call of the Chair.] 
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APPENDIX 

REMARKS OF VICE PRESIDENT GEORGE BUSH CONCERN
ING THE SOUTH FLORIDA TASK FORCE, FEBRUARY 16, 
1982 

P/lE,SS RELEASE 

THE VICE PRESIDENT 
OFFICE OF THE PRESS SECRETARY 

FOR RELEASE: 1:00 p.m. 
Tuesday, February 16, 1982 CONTACT: Peter Teeley 

Shirley Green 
202/456-6772 

REMARKS OF VICE PRESIDENT"GEORGE BUSH 
AT THE MIAMI CITIZENS AGAINST CRIME LUNCHEON 

OMNI HOTEL, MIAMI, FLORIDA 
TUESDAY, FEBRAURY 16, 1982 

It's a pleasure for me to be here today to accept your kind 
invitation to address this Luncheon, sponsored by the Miami 
Citizens Against Crime. We're here today to discuss a sensitive 
and serious situation. We're here to learn more about the, 
violence that has been inflicted upon the people, about the 
hardships that have been imposed ~pon the community. I am also 
here to report to you on what actions have been taken during the 
past two weeks since the President's Task Force was established. 

In his announcement of ,the Task Force on January 28, President 
Reag,an said, '''The once tranquil are,a of South Florida has become 
a landing area for hundreds of thousands of refugees, and the 
nation's major terminal for the smuggling of illegal drugs into 
the United States." 

He went on to say that "massive immigration, rampant crime and 
epidemic drug smuggling have created a serious problem." He 
added that "the Federal Government has a special responsibility 
to fill in temporarily and do what it can to reduce and, it is 
hoped, to eliminate these p,roblems." The President has appointed 
the, very highest officials in his 'Administration to deal with 
them. The Secretaries of State, Defense, Transportation, Treasury, Health 
and Human Services, the Attorney General of the United States, 
and Presidential Counselor Edwin Meese are members of the Task 
Force. He has asked me to head up this group. 

When the President decided to take action to help you solve the 
problems unique to this state, he did not intend this Task Force 
to supercede the responsi~ilities of state and local law enforcement 
Officials. He expects us to assist and coordinate our efforts 
with state and local authorities in order that we, together, 
restore civility, safety and calm to South Florida. 

But it is the intention 6f th,e President to do what we can to 
make the streets and public places of South Florida safe for our 
,children, our senior citizens and all other residents of the area. 
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We believe that the people of South Florida have a consti~utional 
right to live without fear and intimidation. We believe that 
those who deprive our citizens of their constitutional rights 
must be apprehended and brought to justice. 

We also believe that no single ethnic or racial group should 
be singled out as 'bearing sole responsibility for the problems 
of South Florida. Yes, there are illegal aliens involved in 
drug trade. But let us remember that, in the President's words, 
"the overwhelming majority of these refugees are peaceful, 
freedom-loving people. Most have resettled in new homes and in~~ 
new communities in order to build a better life for themselves. 
In the years to come, they will take their place alongside 
millions of others who came before them in making ours a better 
land." To those, we extend the hand of friendship. 

To those who commit crime, who engage in violence, we say, the 
American people have great patience, but that patience has been 
sapped. South Florida cannot be a haven for criminals, for drug 
traffickers, for hired assassins. 

During the past two weeks, we have been' working long hours in 
trying to determine what can be done in the immediate short-term 
and in the long-run to help solve problems related to the Task 
Force -- especially the problem of c7:ime. I would like to list 
today a number of decisions that have been made in a very short 
time to lalli1ch our effort. Others will be forthcoming in the 
weeks and months ahead. 

Here are the problems relating to crime, as we see them, based on 
information provided us by law enforcement officials and responsible 
civilians representing ~arious organizations here in the area. 

1.) Insufficient jail space; 

2.) Insufficient court rooms; 

3.) An insufficient number of judges; 

4. ) 

5. ) 

6. ), 

7. ) 

No permanent U.S. Attorney and 18 vacancies for'assistant 
U.S. Attorneys; 

Insufficient manpower in all law enforcement agencies, 
such as the Drug Enforcement Agency, the FBI, Customs, 
Immigration, Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms Division 
and perhaps the Internal Revenue Service, 

Insufficient offshore surveillance; 

A need for greater cooperation with the Bahamas, Bolivia, 
Colombia and Peru. 
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While the problems are numerous and serious, we have taken 
specific initiatives to make improvement~in each of'those 
areas. 

1.) The President intends to nominate Stanley Marcus 
to be the new U.S. Attorney for Miami. He is a brilliant 
young pr'osecutor with a proven record of accomplishment 
in the area of organized crime. 

2.) We will work with him in finding the very best 
assistant U.S. Attorneys from Florida and throughout the 4~ 
rest of the country -- prosecutors who have established 
records of accomplishment in combating crime. 

3.) We now have an Administrative agreement between 
the Justice and Treasury Departments in setting up a joint 
Task Force consisting of DEA, the FBI and Customs which 
will allow Customs to investigate drug related crime. In 
order. to provide this joint Task Force with teeth, we will 
put 130 more CustomsDvestigatominto South Florida immediately. 

4.) As many of you know, the Miami office of the FBI 
will be strengthened with an increase of 43 new agents. 33 
have already arrived. 

5.) We have 
Drug Enforcement 
.~ ...... :, .. . -: -.~ 

-.:;r :. 

approved an increase of 20 a,gents fO.r the 
Agency to ,~~r_k ~n ~~~~;i •. ,"" .. :~~:::':":"'?:::-Z'~:;:7'_~, 

. _:~ .. t~~:::;·~.··,=·, 
6.)' We are establishing a Financial Law Enforcement 

,c~ter at the Treasury Department which will be extremely 
helpful in ensuring the full utilization of the information 
that is now available and of that which will become available 
under Operation Greenback. The Financial Law Enforcement 
Center started out with 18 experts. We will add 20 more' ,to work 
on national problems involved in laundering of money, and an 
additional 20 experts who will focus on the Miami and South 
Florida area exclusively. 

In this regard, I want to make this point as strongly 
as I can: our investigativ,e efforts will be as stringent 
on bankers and businessmen who profit from crime, as on 
drug traffickers, the drug pusher-s,the hired assassins .and :others. 
There will be no free lunch for the white collar criminal. 

7.) The Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms Agency will soon 
b,a divided with the responsibility for firearms going to the 
Secret Service. You may be aware of ' personnel cuts in,A.T.F. 
but I want to assure you that not only will there not be any 
cuts in the South Florida area, instead we will be beefing 
up the Secret Service in order to launch an aggressive program 
to cut back on the illegal use of firearms, including the 
terrifying use of machine guns, now plaguing the City of Miami. 
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8.) Along with the Attorney General, I will be working 
.lith Chief JU!3tice Warren Burger to see that additional 
judges are provided to South Florida. Additional court rooms 
will be provided to relieve the backlog of cases that are 
now pending and to expedite those cases that come up in the 
future. 

9.} I will appoint an on-scene Task Force Coordinator 
to be headquartered here in Miami to coordinate local, state 
and federal activities. The job will be to make sure that 
there is complete cooperation among the many diverse departments 
and agencies involved in solving this problem. The coordi_tor 
will report directly to the Task Force. 

10.} The Coast Guard will immediately anfr signific~tly 
increase its forces and manpower in the South Florida area to 
help in the coming months with the interdiction of illegal 
drugs and aliens. In addition, there will be no budget cuts 
for the Coast Guard in South Florida. 

II.} In order to increase our intelligence and surveillance, 
we will put back il]_.operation a_ s012!!.ist;.icat!,!d AWAC' stype 
aircraft. This is a highly eff~.i::~1!t '~d·':'e!.fe.etiye'll!.et}~od of detecting 
aircraft entering the area illegaLLY. The Customs Department 
and other Law Enforcement Agencies will be working closely 
with this intelligence operation. . 

12. }Sec.iet,-:arY:~.f" the Tr~:asif£t7-DO'nili':'ru;g~n"hi;;' :c~eated a 
new position in the Internal Revenue Service called Assistant 
Commissioner for Criminal Investigations. This position will 
be filled shortly and will allow the IRS to conduct a more 
aggressive approach to the prosecution of tax related drug 
crime. 

l3.} Secretary Haig will work directly with the 
Governments of Colombia, Bolivia, Peru and Jamaica to cut the 
flow of illegal drugs into the United States. 

l4.} The Urban Mass Transit Transportation Administration 
will provide Metro Dade County with a transit security 
demonstration grant. This grant will implement a program 
designed to ensure passengers' security on public transit 
buse·s. The program involves the use of plainclothes decoys 
working in cooperation with uniformed officers. 

15.) I have established a sub-group of the Task Force 
headed up by the Depart~ent of Justice to look at the 
problems and find solutions to the overcrowding of federal 
jails and prisons. This Task Force wants, and will have, federal 
facilities to keep criminals off the street. 
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l6.} We are working with the Congress, thf:l Departments of 
Justice and State to expedite the implementation of the Preside~t's 
immigration policy aimed at assisting the South F.lor~da areal In 
his testimony before the Congress, the Attorney General said, "The 
Administration is determined riot to permit another Mariel." 

I am confident that these actions will b~ of significa~t assistance, 
'not only in fighting crime but in preventing the influx of illegal 
immigrants. While it is a lengthy list, there is much, much more 
to be done. The process of consultation ~nd coordination betwe~ 
the federal establishment and those of you at the local level must 
and will be improved. 

Despite the efforts and the role of the federal government, it is 
evident that what we accomplish will be accomplished only by work
ing together. I have been greatly impressed by local and state 
officials and the various civic groups that have done such an out
standing job faced with overwhelming odds and tremendous difficulties. 

The door of' the Task Force is open to you and we welcome all who 
come in a spirit of cooperation and concern for this area. If we 
are to be successful, we must work together. We must put aside 
whatever differences there are today or may have been in the past. 

I am detexmined that this Task Force operate in a truly non-partisan 
fashion. If we are to succee~we will need the advice, counsel 
and full support of Republicans, Democrats and independents alike. 
The job is too big and and difficult. 

I will be back in l>1iami to see first-hand what I hope will be 
meaningful progress. Admiral Daniel Murphy, my Chief of Staff and 
chairman of the Task Force's working group, will remain for the 
next few days in Florida along with other officials of the working 
group to meet with State, local and civic leaders in laying the 
groundwork for this joint effort, 

In the meantime, there will be many others from the federal level 
working both here in the area and in Washington with your State 
and local officials in doing what we must in order to restore to 
the people of this region the quality of life that they once knew. 
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